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he latest statement issued by Iraq’s
supreme Shiite authority, Ayatollah
Seyed Ali Hosseini Sistani, on the
current developments in Iraq is undoubtedly an indicator of his intelligent and
comprehensive monitoring of the situation in the country. The grand ayatollah’s
efforts are intended to put a real end to
the current crisis engulfing the country.
The act of issuing such a statement
by Ayatollah Sistani in a situation in
which Iraq’s regional and trans-regional
foes have been using their maximum
energy to abuse the legitimate demands
of the protestors to create insecurity
and destabilize the country can in fact
help realize the people’s real demands
through peaceful means free from any
form of violence.
In fact, the propagandistic, security
and political plots orchestrated by the
U.S., Israel and Saudi Arabia have been
aimed at perpetuating political crisis and
security problems in Baghdad and other
cities. In this way, they want to push the
country toward violence and insecurity
so that the real demands of Iraqis are put
into oblivion.
Now, after weeks of unrest in which
the situation in has been getting better
and Iraq’s officials have decided to take
practical steps to put an end to the people’s
problems, the U.S., in a provocative and
meddlesome statement issued on Sunday,
accused Iran and the Iraqi government
of being the root causes of the riots in the
country in order to block any pathway to
calm the situation and then put the Iraqi
president under pressure to announce
early elections.
A review of the main cores of Ayatollah
Sistani’s latest statement testifies the depth
and comprehensiveness of his strategies
which are based on meeting the people’s
will and demands:
*Recognizing Iraqis’ rights to hold
peaceful demonstrations;
*Commemorating recent incidents’
victims across Iraq;
*Necessity of identifying, arresting and
putting on trial those who murdered Iraqi
protestors;
13

Yemen’s Houthi Ansarullah movement will have
a role in their country’s future, a UAE minister
said, voicing optimism that a recent peace deal
between the government and Houthis could lead
to a wider solution. The comments were the latest
conciliatory move in the long-running Yemen
conflict, after Huthis offered in September to
halt attacks on Saudi Arabia.
Anwar Gargash, minister of state for foreign
affairs in the United Arab Emirates -- a key member in the Saudi-led coalition backing Yemen’s
fugitive government -- urged all sides to maintain
momentum for a political solution.
“Such an agreement must take account of

TEHRAN — Islamic Republic of Iran
Railways (known as RAI) is hosting the
7th UIC Next Stations Conference in
Tehran from November 11 to 13, IRNA
reported.
It is the first time that this conference
of the International Union of Railways
(UIC) is held in an Asian country.
As announced by RAI Head Saeid Rasouli, the conference is hosting 70 foreign

participants from 25 countries including
14 European ones.
Addressing the first day of the conference, the official said, “Railway development is one of the main objectives of the
Iranian government and in this due we
have implanted some joint projects with
the neighboring countries for improving
passenger and cargo transportation via
railway.”
4

Iran to spend $100 million to seal
southeastern borders: governor
TEHRAN — Ahmad Ali Mohebati, governor of southeastern border province of
Sistan-Balouchestan, said on Sunday that
the government has decided to withdraw
100 million dollars from the National Development Fund (NDF) to seal borders
with Pakistan
“This amount of money will speed up
the work but will not be enough,” Mohebati told IRNA.
The provincial governor added, “Iran

cannot seal the borders unilaterally
and has reached agreements with Pakistan in this respect and this country
[Pakistan] has also started sealing the
borders.”
“Pakistan has sealed 50 kilometers of
the borders by constructing barbed wire
and fences,” he said.
He also said that sealing the borders
will not cause any trouble to those residing
in the area.
2

White Helmets founder discovered dead
days after Russia claimed he was a spy
A former British Army officer who
co-founded the White Helmets volunteer force in Syria has been found dead
in Istanbul.
Last week, James Le Mesurier was
accused of being a spy in a tweet from
the Russian foreign ministry.
A neighbor said his body was found
on Monday near his home in central Is-

the legitimate aspirations of all parts of Yemeni
society. That includes the Huthis,” Gargash said
at a political conference in Abu Dhabi.
“Huthis have wreaked havoc on the country,
but they are a part of Yemeni society and they
will have a role in its future.”
But Gargash said he was hopeful that a power-sharing deal between the government and
the secessionist Southern Transitional Council,
inked in Riyadh last week, could pave the way
for a wider peace deal.
Saudi Arabia and a number of its regional allies
launched a devastating campaign against Yemen
in March 2015, with the goal of bringing the gov-

ernment of former president Abd Rabbuh Mansur
Hadi back to power and crushing Ansarullah.
The US-based Armed Conflict Location and
Event Data Project (ACLED), a nonprofit conflict-research organization, estimates that the war
has claimed more than 100,000 lives over the
past four and a half years.
The war has also taken a heavy toll on the
country’s infrastructure, destroying hospitals,
schools, and factories. The UN says over 24 million Yemenis are in dire need of humanitarian
aid, including 10 million suffering from extreme
levels of hunger.
(Source: AFP)

War will continue until U.S. withdraws completely from Afghanistan: Taliban
Taliban spokesman responded to a statement by
the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff that Afghanistan
would continue to deploy troops, saying the Afghans would never tolerate the presence of any
foreign country on their territory.
Meanwhile, China, seeking to play a greater
role in the Afghan peace process, on Monday said it is making efforts to host a rare
meeting between the Afghanistan officials
and the Taliban.
China recently played host to a Taliban delegation as part of efforts to promote peace and
reconciliation in Afghanistan, Beijing said on
Thursday.
Representatives of the fundamentalist movement, which has been fighting for years to expel
foreign forces and defeat the U.S.-backed government in Kabul, have been holding talks with
U.S. diplomats for months.
The focus has been the Taliban’s demand for

the withdrawal of U.S. and other foreign forces
in exchange for guarantees that Afghanistan will
not be used as a base for militant attacks.
Taliban negotiators have also met senior
Afghan politicians and civil society representatives, including in Moscow recently, as part of a
so-called intra-Afghan dialogue to discuss their
country’s future.
Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang
told a daily news briefing that Abdul Ghani Baradar,
the Taliban representative in Qatar, and some of
his colleagues had recently visited China, though
he did not say exactly when.
Chinese officials met them to discuss the
Afghan peace process and counterterror issues,
Lu said, without saying who met the delegation.
“China has paid great attention to the evolving
situation in Afghanistan in recent years. We have
always played a positive role in the Afghan peace
and reconciliation process,” he said.

Lu said China supported Afghans resolving
their problems themselves through talks and
that the visit was an important part of China
promoting such peace talks.
“Both sides believe that this exchange was
beneficial and agreed to keep in touch about and
cooperate on continuing to seek a political resolution for Afghanistan and fighting terrorism.”
Beijing has long worried about links between
militant groups and what it says are Islamist
extremists operating in Xinjiang, home to the
mostly Muslim Uygur people, who speak a Turkic
language.
China, a close ally of Pakistan, has been deepening its economic and political ties with Kabul
and is also using its influence to try to bring the
two uneasy neighbours closer.
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi visited
Kabul in December.
(Source: agencies)

Mustafa Prize
granted to
Iranian, Turkish
scientists
Tehran Times/ Hamid Vakili

Supreme Shiite
authority’s strategy
to lead Iraq out
of crisis

Iran hosting 7th UIC Next
Stations Conference

tanbul’s Beyoglu district.
It is believed that Le Mesurier fell
from the balcony of his home office in a
suspected suicide, a security source told
the Reuters news agency.
His wife told police that she and
her husband went to bed at about 4am
after taking sleeping pills, the source
added.
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The 3rd Mustafa Prize was conferred upon three
Iranian and two Turkish scientists during a ceremony
which was held in Tehran on Monday.
Ali Khadem Hosseini, an Iranian professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles; Mohammad
Abdolvahed, a faculty member at the University of
Tehran; Hossein Baharvand, an Iranian professor
at Royan Institute; Umran Inan, a Turkish scientist
at Koç University and Stanford University; and Ugur
Sahin, a Turkish professor of experimental oncology
and founder of TRON GmbH, Mainz, Germany, won
the prize. Mustafa Prize was launched in 2013 to promote science and technology in the Islamic world.

ARTICLE
Hamed Khani
Lawyer and member of the
International Bar Association

Consequences of
U.S. formal exit
from Paris climate
pact: More isolation
globally

T

he U.S. has formally begun to exit
the Paris climate agreement. Regardless of whether or not the Paris
Agreement is legally binding, the U.S. has
committed to cut 26-28% of its greenhouse
gas emissions by 2025 from 2005 levels,
and donate three billion dollars to poor
countries by 2020. The U.S. is now the
world’s second-largest emitter of greenhouse gases after China. In other words,
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2015
were about 7000 million metric tones,
which is more than total emissions of the
entire EU countries. However, the U.S.
president claimed that he has decided to
pull his country out of the Paris climate
pact because his job is to “protect America
and its citizens”.
Commenting on the reason for withdrawing from the agreement, the U.S.
president said that the pact is favorable
for other countries not the United States,
because it puts the country at a very big
economic disadvantage. Trump also
presented statistics showing that implementation of the agreement for the
U.S. will result in losing 2.7 million job
opportunities by 2025 as well as 440,000
industrial opportunities inside the country.
The president added that this is not what
the U.S. needed.
11
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P O L I T I C S
Iran says INSTEX has not
been fully implemented
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister
d
e
s
k for Political Affairs Abbas Araghchi has said
that INSTEX has not been yet fully implemented.
INSTEX (Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges) has been
designed by the European Union to facilitate legitimate trade with
Tehran. It was introduced on January 31 by France, Germany
and Britain, the three countries party to the 2015 nuclear deal.
It was introduced long after the U.S. imposed sanctions on
Iran and threatened to punish any country or company that does
business with Iran.
“This financial system was
suggested too late and [it] operates at a low level. It has not
been yet fully implemented,”
Sputnik quoted Araghchi as
saying on Monday.
He also said that this system
“will be successful if the Europeans buy oil from Iran, as Iran’s
main export to Europe is oil.
If not, there will not be a large
amount of money left for trade
in accordance with this tool.”
INSTEX is supposed to be
a financial channel and a special mechanism for transferring
money in spite of U.S. sanctions on Iran. Its objective is to facilitate
Iran’s transactions with European companies.
On March 20, Iran’s central bank governor Abdolnaser Hemmati announced that a mechanism similar to INSTEX has been
registered in Iran, officially called the Special Trade and Finance
Institute (STFI).
Last week, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said the
INSTEX mechanism still remained on paper.
Hossein Amir Abdollahian, a senior advisor to the Iranian Parliament speaker, said on Saturday that INSTEX lacks locomotive
engine to start working.
“There is no hope for implementation of the JCPOA by the
Europeans. In fact, the U.S., Britain, France and Germany have
agreed on partitioning mission of weakening the Islamic Republic.
INSTEX lacks locomotive engine too,” Amir Abdollahian wrote
on his Twitter account.
During a meeting with a group of Austrian MPs in Tehran on
April 29, Araghchi criticized European delay in implementing its
special mechanism to save the JCPOA.
Speaking at the 9th round of Iran-Norway political consultations on April 30, Araghchi said the international community
has not responded properly to the U.S. illegal act in withdrawing
from the JCPOA.
“The U.S. proved that it does not understand language of respect
and interaction and can just talk with language of bullying,” he said.
‘Neighbors studying Hormuz peace initiative’
Araghchi also said that the neighboring countries are studying
President Hassan Rouhani’s “Coalition for Hope”.
“This initiative is being studied by regional countries and other
related international bodies. Hassan Rouhani’s message has been
sent to all the Persian Gulf littoral states,” ISNA quoted him as
saying in an interview with Sputnik.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi said on November
2 that Iran is serious about providing security in the Persian Gulf
region and confirmed that Rouhani’s letter about the Hormuz
peace plan has been sent to heads of the Persian Gulf Cooperation
Council and Iraq.
“Mohammad Javad Zarif, the foreign minister of our country,
will send a letter to secretary general of the United Nations in this
respect as well,” he said.
At the United Nations’ summit in New York in late September,
Iran officially unveiled proposal for regional security, officially
called the Hormuz Peace Endeavour (HOPE).
“Based upon the historical responsibility of my country in maintaining security, peace, stability and progress in the Persian Gulf
region and Strait of Hormuz, I would like to invite all the countries
directly affected by the developments in the Persian Gulf and the
Strait of Hormuz to the ‘Coalition for Hope’, meaning Hormuz
Peace Endeavor,” President Hassan Rouhani told the UN delegates.
Foreign Minister Zarif has invited all regional states to join Iran’s
initiative for securing the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz.
In a tweet in September, Zarif said the initiative entails “dialogue, confidence-building, freedom of navigation, energy security,
non-aggression, and non-intervention”.
In a post on his Twitter account on October 15, Zarif renewed
Iran’s call to all countries bordering the Persian Gulf to join Tehran’s initiative to “forge a blueprint for peace, security, stability,
and prosperity” in the region.

IAEA confirms Iran is
enriching uranium at
Fordow
By staff and agency
The International Atomic Energy Agency confirmed on Monday
that Iran has begun enriching uranium at the Fordow nuclear
plant, according to Reuters.
Ali Akbar Salehi, the chief the Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI), told AP on Monday that Iran is producing even
more low-enriched uranium daily.
He attributed the rise to the work at Fordow.
The AEOI officially started injecting gas into 1,044 centrifuges at the underground Fordow nuclear site at the presence
of inspectors from the IAEA.

Iran to spend $100 million to
seal southeastern borders:
governor

Iran’s border guard commander, Qassem Rezaee,
1
said on Saturday that Tehran and Islamabad have cooperated
to enhance security at common borders.
He said Iranian-Pakistani border guards have made a plan
to protect the common border after consultations between the
two countries’ officials, Tasnim reported.
Once in a while terrorists and hooligans use Pakistan’s soil
as a safe haven to do sabotage acts in the border province of
Sistan-Balouchestan.
In February, a bus carrying IRGC servicemen between the
cities of Zahedan and Khash in Sistan-Balouchestan was targeted
in a suicide car bomb attack. Twenty-seven servicemen were
killed and 13 others injured in the attack claimed by the so-called
Jaish ul-Adl terrorist group based in Pakistan.
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President says arms embargo
on Iran will expire next year

It’s illogical that we comply with nuclear pact but you remain onlooker, Rouhani tells the West

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN - Iranian Presid
e
s
k dent Hassan Rouhani laid
emphasis on Monday on inefficiency of pressures on independent nations, reiterating
that U.S.-imposed sanctions will never bring
the proud Iranians to their knees.
Addressing a large crowd of people in the
central city of Rafsanjan in Kerman province,
the president said, “We will hang on against
enemies with the entire might to defend our
(Islamic) establishment.”
Under the 2015 nuclear accord, officially called the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA), Iran agreed to put limits
on its nuclear activities in exchange for
termination of economic and financial
sanctions. However, U.S. President Donald Trump abandoned the deal in 2018 and
introduced the harshest ever sanctions in
history against Iran. So far, the European
Union trio – Germany, France, and Britain
- which are signatory to the pact and the EU
in large have not done anything tangible to
shield Iran from sanctions.
Rouhani further said that Iran will not
obey orders.
“They (the West) opposed us when we
(re)activated the Arak heavy water site;
in response, we now tell them whenever
you fulfil your obligations (under the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action) we will do
the same. This is not logical that we comply with the pact’s undertakings and you
remain onlooker.”
“That sir at the White House is shouting
that the U.S. got screwed over in the JCPOA
(nuclear pact). Did not you have any government, minister or lawyer (to warn you)?”
the president asked.
Addressing a forum in Tehran in August, Rouhani said Iran had kept the road
to diplomacy open to resolve the differences
with the West, but reiterated that resistance
against pressure is on agenda.
“We resist against sanctions, and take
reciprocal moves as well; yet we also see an
opportunity for negotiations and diplomacy
too and leave open the path for resolving
problems by 2-month intervals between the

phases of modifying our (nuclear deal) undertakings,” he said at the time.
On May 8, Iran decided to partially reduce its commitments to the JCPOA exactly
one year after the U.S. violated the nuclear
deal. At the time Iran gave the Europeans
two-month time to either fulfill their commitments in accordance with the JCPOA or
Iran will take the next steps. However, six
months have passed since that date and the
EU has not done anything so far.
In the first move, Iran removed cap on its
nuclear fuel stockpile limited to 300 kilograms. In later steps Iran started enriching
uranium beyond 3.67 percent agreed under the JCPOA; removed cap on its nuclear
research and development; and lately, on
November 7, the Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI) started to inject uranium
gas into IR-6 centrifuge machines at the
Fordow nuclear plant.
Iran has insisted if the remaining sides
take steps to honor their obligations it will

reverse its decision.
Abbas Araqchi, a top nuclear negotiator
who acts as deputy foreign minister for political affairs, told reporters in Moscow that
if Europe wants Iran to revise its nuclear
decision, oil and financial sanctions against
Iran must be lifted.
European Union foreign ministers on
Monday debated ways to keep the JCPOA
intact after Iran began enrichment work at
its Fordo site in a fresh act of defiance that
seems likely to spell the end of the painstakingly crafted international agreement.
At talks in Brussels, the EU trio were
expected to signal what action should be
taken as the bloc awaits a new report from
the International Atomic Energy Agency later
Monday on whether Iran is still complying
with its commitments.
“We want to preserve the (deal), but Iran
must finally return to its commitments and
comply with them, otherwise we will reserve
the right to use all mechanisms that are set

out in the agreement,” said German Foreign
Minister Heiko Maas, the New York Times
reported.
Arms embargo on Iran will expire next year
Rouhani also announced that the UN
arms embargo on Iran will end in 2020,
which as the president said is an outcome
of staying in the nuclear deal.
“Dear Iranian people should know that
thanks to continuation of the JCPOA we will
materialize a great diplomatic, defense and
security objective in the next year,” he said.
Rouhani said, “(After the U.S. move) we
had some choices. Some people told us ‘you
pull out from the deal immediately. Some
others told us ‘you must stay in the pact in
any case and some of the people told us that
‘you must pursue a middle path. We realized
that pursuing middle path will benefit us.”
Rouhani, who serves as the head of
Supreme National Security Council, said,
“Before the JCPOA, according to an United
Nations resolution Iran was not allowed to
import or export arms. Based on the said
resolution as well as the United Nations Security Council resolution 2231, if we manage
to save the JCPOA, arms embargo on Iran
will be lifted and the country will be easily
capable of selling and purchasing weapons
which is one of the most important outcomes
of the nuclear deal.”
He further reiterated, “We will maintain
the pact and will guard our people’s rights.
We will not surrender to the enemies’ pressure. This is an interaction path (that we
have chosen).”
According to Franc 24, the U.S. urged
the United Nations in August to extend an
arms embargo on Tehran that is due to expire next year as part of the nuclear deal.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo told the
UN Security Council that the clock was ticking
on a resolution restricting weapons sales
to Iran that is due to end in October 2020.
Pompeo warned that the expiration of
provisions in resolution 2231 would also see
a travel ban on a key Iranian commander
lifted.

Coup in Bolivia rooted in fascism: ambassador

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Bolivian Ambassador to Tehd
e
s
k ran Romina Guadalupe Perez Ramos said
on Monday that the coup in her country is rooted in fascist
approach.
“Opponents have used fascist methods and has resorted
to violent actions to reach their objectives,” she said in a press
conference in Tehran.
She said that the coup in Bolivia was a plot hatched before
the presidential elections in October.
“In some cases, foreign elements guide protests in Bolivia.
Yesterday, violent actions were intensified and Mr. President
[Evo Morales] and the vice president resigned for the sake of
the Bolivians’ security. According to the constitution, when
president resigns, vice president should accept the responsibility and when the vice president resigns, president of the
Senate should accept responsibility. However, the opponents

Bolivian Ambassador Perez Ramos (L) talking to reporters

do not accept this procedure and insist that another person
should take the office,” she explained.
Morales stepped down as Bolivia’s president on Sunday.
Morales — Latin America’s longest-serving president — was
declared the winner of the October 20 presidential election.
According to Press TV, the opposition, however, rejected
the outcome and claimed there had been fraud in the election
process. That sparked violent street protests, which left three
people dead and hundreds more wounded, in what the Morales
government called a coup bid.
“I want to tell you, brothers and sisters, that the fight does not
end here,” Aljazeera quoted Morales as saying in his statement.
“We will continue this fight for equality, for peace,” the
60-year-old added, who has said he is the victim of a coup.
Following his statement, Vice President Alvaro Garcia
Linera also said he was resigning.

Larijani urges closer border security co-op with Pakistan

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN
–
Ali
d
e
s
k Larijani,
Iran’s
parliament speaker, said on Monday that
Tehran and Islamabad should strengthen
cooperation to boost security at common
border areas to avoid potential sabotage
acts.
Larijani made the remarks during
a meeting with a team of Pakistani
lawmakers in Tehran.

Larijani also said the Iran-Pakistan
parliamentary friendship group can help
strengthen parliamentary ties between
two countries, Tasnim reported.
Larijani further said the volume of
trade between the two countries should
increase, adding that a banking mechanism
needs to be created for the purpose.
During the meeting, Syed Naveed
Qamar, who leads the Pakistani

parliamentary delegation, briefed the
Iranian parliament speaker about his
earlier meetings with parliamentary and
government authorities and discussions
on various issues of mutual interest.
Qamar said the friendship group was
acting as ambassadors of Iran in Pakistan’s
parliament.
He also noted that the mechanisms
regarding “barter trade” and “border

markets” were being worked out.
Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan
has been seeking to deescalate tension
between Iran and Saudi Arabia.
He visited Iran last month for the
purpose. He held talks with Leader of
the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei and President Hassan Rouhani.
Pakistan has close relationship with
Iran and Saudi Arabia.

Iran begins preparations for high-stakes Parliament vote
TEHRAN (Press TV) – Iran’s Interior
Ministry has officially opened the elections
headquarters to carry out preparations for
the upcoming Parliament elections.
Interior Minister Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli
cut the ribbons on the office during a ceremony on Monday morning at the ministry’s

headquarters in the capital Tehran.
The office comprises such departments as
public relations and elections audit. It also
runs committees such as legal affairs and
technology and statistics.
Potential candidates for the 2020 Iranian parliamentary elections will be allowed

to submit their entry from December 7. The
vote will be held on February 21.
Speaking to reporters, Rahmani Fazli said
that more than 20 government institutions
were in charge of organizing the elections and
ensuring their security.
He said the elections served as a litmus

test for the Iranian nation at a time of extreme economic and political pressure by
the enemies.
Rahmani Fazli asserted that the Election
Office was planning “to organize the elections
in a way that the vote would serve as a maneuver of strength, resistance and democracy.”

Arab analyst: Persian Gulf Arab states to get rid of Iranophobia trap soon
TEHRAN (FNA) — Abdel Bari Atwan, the editor-in-chief
of Ray al-Youm newspaper, wrote that the U.S. and Israeli-made scarecrow of fighting against Iran’s threat and influence in the region is no more convincing given the rapid
political developments in the region and Tehran’s growing
ties with neighbors.
“It seems that the Persian Gulf littoral states, or better
to say, most of them, are getting rid of the scarecrow trap
laid by Israel and the U.S. to intimidate them of ties with
Iran and they are opening channels for talks with Tehran to
resolve the differences through talks which is a wise policy,”
Atwan wrote on Monday.
He added that even Saudi Arabia which showed clear
hostility towards Tehran has resorted to mediators for
rapprochement and is holding secret talks with Ansarullah
movement in Yemen.
Atwan also referred to Israel’s attempts to sign non-aggression pacts with the Persian Gulf Arab states, stressing

that convergence with Israel and normalization of ties with
the regime is the biggest danger threatening the Arab states
after fundamental changes in the power equations in the
region in the next few months and years.
Israel and its key ally, the U.S., have long launched propaganda against Iran’s military development and role in the
region, but Tehran has always underlined the defensive nature of its military program and helped the regional states
in fight against the terrorist groups.
A leading Arab newspaper wrote earlier this year that
Israel had since years ago fooled the regional Arab states with
Iranophobia and attempted to use sectarianism in the region.
The Arabic-language al-Quds al-Arabi newspaper wrote
in January that certain Arab states’ attempts to have close
relations with Israel under the pretext of confronting Iran
showed their folly and lack of wisdom.
“This idea that confrontation against Iran necessarily
needs unity with the Zionist regime and normalization of

ties with Tel Aviv, which is merely an Israeli idea and will
benefit the regime,” it added.
The newspaper wrote that Israel had been for years using regional events to its benefit, and its recent success is
misusing the sectarian war in the region and Iranophobia
which had made certain Persian Gulf Arab states spend
billions of dollars.
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Next EU chief backs reducing
dependence on dollar as U.S.
scuttling EU trade with Iran
By staff and agency
Charles Michel, the next president of the European
Council, has backed efforts to reducing role of the
United States’ dollar and increasing the international
role of the euro.
In an interview with the Financial Times published
on Monday, he noted how dependence on the U.S. dollar
had scuppered Europe’s attempts to uphold the Iran
nuclear deal abandoned by U.S. President Donald Trump.
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif
said in July that the dollar’s role in the international
business transactions has been undermined.
“Recently, Russia and China decided to do their
transactions without dollar. In the past year, Iran
and Turkey did 35 percent of their transactions
without dollar and even India and the United Arab
Emirates decided not to use dollar in part of their
transactions,” he explained.
Iraqi Ambassador to Iran Sa’d Javad Qandil said

in August that his country and Iran are considering
mechanisms to use local currencies in their bilateral
trade to reduce reliance on the U.S. dollar.
The two neighbors are holding talks to find the
best way to facilitate their financial transactions, the
ambassador noted.
CNN host Fareed Zakaria has predicted that the world
will try to find an alternative to dollar as Donald Trump
is using it a weapons against his opponents.
Writing an article in the Guardian on October 24,
Jeffrey Frankel, a professor at Harvard University’s John
F Kennedy School of Government, said “the language of
international monetary policy has turned militaristic”.
Frankel said, “The phrase ‘currency war’ has been
popular for a decade and the U.S. government’s more
recent ‘weaponization’ of the dollar is generating
controversy.”
“But ironically,” he added, “a martial approach could
end up threatening the U.S. currency’s global dominance.”

Salehi says Iran producing 5.5 kilograms
of low-enriched uranium per day

Deputy minister: U.S. medical sanctions
against Iran turned into opportunity

By staff and agency
Ali Akbar Salehi, the chief the Atomic
Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI),
has said that Iran is producing even more
low-enriched uranium daily.
In an interview with AP published
on Monday, he attributed the rise to the
work at Fordow.
“I believe (that) in total, 5.5 kilograms
is the daily volume of uranium enrichment
in Natanz and Fordo,” he said, mentioning Iran’s other nuclear facility at Natanz,
where over 5,000 centrifuges now spin.
Salehi suggested the figure could go
as high at 6 kilograms (13 pounds) a day.
President Hassan Rouhani on November
5 ordered the AEOI to start injecting uranium
gas into advanced IR-6 centrifuges at the
Fordow nuclear enrichment facility as the
fourth step to reduce nuclear commitments
in response to the abandonment of the 2015
nuclear deal and imposition of the harshest
ever sanctions in history against Iran.
The AEOI officially started injecting gas
into 1,044 centrifuges at the underground
Fordow nuclear site at the presence of

TEHRAN (FNA) — Deputy Minister
of Health, Treatment and Medical Education Mohammad Reza Shanehsaz
underlined Iranian pharmaceutical companies’ efforts to produce all medical
needs, saying that the U.S. sanctions
have turned into opportunity.
“Fortunately, we witness that our
planning has led the drug and medical
equipment producers towards production
of newer products and their incentives
have increased in a way that we witnessed
unveiling of 4 probiotic medicine and
14 new medicine molecules,” Shenehsaz
told FNA on Monday.
He added that new medical products
will be unveiled in the next few days.
“Our people have always proved that
no one can talk to them with the language
of force and as we witness, all sanctions
have in recent years been turned into
opportunity,” Shanehsaz said.
Shenehsaz had also earlier this month
emphasized that the country was able to
produce nearly all its needed medicine
despite the US sanctions.

inspectors from the International Atomic
Energy Agency.
On May 8, exactly one year after the
U.S. abandoned the deal, Tehran said its
“strategic patience” is over and began to
partially reduce its commitments to the
agreement at bi-monthly intervals.
In the first stage, Iran announced that
it will not limit its stockpile of the nuclear
fuel to 300 kilograms allowed under the
deal. On that date (May 8) Iran’s Supreme
National Security Council (SNSC) said
if the remaining parties to the JCPOA,
especially Europeans, devise a mechanism to protect Iran from the sanctions’
effect in the two-month deadline it will
reverse its decision.
But since European parties missed
the deadline, on July 7 Iran announced
that it has started enriching uranium to
a higher purity than the 3.67%, thereby
starting the second step.
Again, as Europe missed the second 60day deadline, Iran moved to take the third
step, removing a ban on nuclear research
and development (R&D).

Iran is currently able to produce %99
of medicine needed by patients with the
remaining one percent either not being
cost-effective to be produced domestically or it is a totally new product in the
world, he said.
The deputy health minister added that
some 180 medicines will be produced in
Iran within two years, which will save 250
million dollars in currency for the country.
“Currently, Iran has a special status
in terms of scientific products in the field
of pharmaceuticals, which is indebted to
the efforts of the local experts and elites,”
Shanehsaz said.
While the enemies are seeking to create
problems for the country, it has attained
self-sufficiency in producing medicine,
he said, noting that there is no shortage
of medicine despite sanctions and pressured piled on the country.
Iran has taken long strides in producing different types of drugs and medical
equipment and exported them to many
foreign states.
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Students rally in front of Swiss
embassy to demand release of
Iranian scientist from U.S.
TEHRAN (FNA) — Iranian university students staged a demonstration in front of the Swiss Embassy in Tehran, which represents
the U.S. interests in Iran, to protest at the illegal detention of
Professor Masoud Soleimani who has been held under detention in
the U.S. for a year without trial.
Several students from the
technical college of the University of Tehran gathered in
front of the Swiss embassy to
demand the release of professor Soleimani.
They carried placards which
condemned Washington for
the detention of the Iranian
scientist, calling on the international bodies and human
rights organization to break
silence on this cruelty.
A number of students displayed images of professor
Soleimani, chanting slogans
which demanded his rapid freedom. Others carried placards
which reminded attempts by the arrogant powers, including the
U.S., to prevent Iran’s scientific progress.
Soleimani has been imprisoned by the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) without trial since October 07, 2018.
Back in October 2018, Soleimani, a professor and biomedical
researcher at the Tarbiat Modares University (TMU) in Tehran,
was arrested by the FBI upon his arrival in the U.S.
According to his Atlanta attorney, Leonard Franco, he has
since been held behind bars in a jail in Atlanta without bond.
Soleimani had been invited by the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota
for leading a research program there, but he was secretly indicted
by the FBI, which also canceled his research visa. Neither the
FBI nor the U.S. prosecutors have so far officially commented
on his detention.
BJay Pak, the US attorney in Atlanta, secured Soleimani’s
indictment on June 12, 2018, just a month after President Donald Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Iran nuclear deal, and
Soleimani had been fully unaware of such an indictment when
he flew to the U.S.
Franco and Page Pate, another Atlanta lawyer, said that
they had been puzzled by the federal government’s decision
to prosecute a renowned Iranian professor and two of his
former students - Mahboobe Ghaedi and Maryam Jazayeri
- for purported trade sanction violations over eight vials of
human growth hormone.
Franco said that Soleimani’s treatment by federal authorities,
the revocation of his visa and the decision to detain him without
bond doesn’t square with Soleimani’s international reputation
as a scholar, professor, and doctor widely known in the field of
stem cell research and regenerative medicine. Soleimani has no
criminal history anywhere in the world, he added.
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Iran hosting 7th UIC Next
Stations Conference
He further highlighted that Iran plays some signif1
icant role in railway transportation in the region, adding that
despite the sanctions over the past years the country managed
to inaugurate four new railway routes and connect four centers
of provinces to the national railway.
Rasouli also announced that
RAI will improve and develop
32 railway stations across the
country.
Iran had been also hosting
the 22nd UIC Regional Assembly
for Middle East (UIC RAME)
in Isfahan City in the last year’s
November.
In Iran, development of
railway has been one of the
very significant plans of the
governments in recent years.
The country’s Sixth FiveYear National Development
Plan (2016-2021) has envisaged that the railway will acRAI Head Saeid Rasouli speaks in count for at least 30 percent
7th UIC Next Stations Conference of cargo transportation and 20
in Tehran on Monday.
percent of passenger transportation in the country.
Such target requires at least 850 trillion rials (about $20.238
billion) of investment.

UK economy dodges
recession, but annual growth
slowest since 2010
Britain’s economy grew at its slowest annual pace in nearly a decade
during the three months to September as the global slowdown
and Brexit worries hit manufacturing and business investment,
official figures showed on Monday.
According to reuters.com, while the economy dodged outright
recession, the rebound in quarterly growth was smaller than expected.
Output fell in August and September - when Britain looked
at risk of leaving the European Union without a transition deal.
A month before an early election, Finance Minister Sajid Javid
hailed what he called “solid” growth figures, a view challenged by
the opposition Labour Party.
The “fact that the government will be celebrating 0.1%
growth in the last six months is a
sign of how low their hopes and
expectations for our economy
are,” Labour’s top finance official
John McDonnell said.
Economists said ongoing political uncertainty and a weak
global backdrop could prompt
the Bank of England to cut interest rates next year, even if
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
passes his Brexit deal before a
new Jan. 31 deadline.
“Narrowly avoiding a recession is nothing to celebrate,” said
Tej Parikh, economist at the Institute of Directors. The “UK economy
has been in stop-start mode all year, with growth punctuated by
the various Brexit deadlines.”
Annual gross domestic product growth fell to 1.0% in the third
quarter from 1.3% in the April-June period, the Office for National
Statistics said, its lowest since early 2010.
The quarterly growth rate recovered to 0.3% after contracting
0.2% in the three months to June when businesses wrestled with
an overhang of raw materials stockpiled before the original Brexit
deadline in March.
But it was a weaker rebound than the 0.4% growth predicted
by the BoE and private sector economists.
Britain’s economy has lost momentum since the 2016 Brexit
referendum, before which it typically grew more than 2% a year.
Last week the BoE nudged up its growth forecast for 2019 to
1.4% from 1.3%. This would be the same growth rate as last year
and the weakest since the financial crisis. For 2020, the BoE expects a slowdown to 1.3%.
Two BoE policymakers voted to cut rates last week and others
could follow if growth remains weak and uncertainty persists about
the longer-term trade ties between Britain and the EU.
The “BoE forecasts an investment rebound if a Brexit deal removes no-deal risk but we think this is optimistic,” said Nancy
Curtin, chief investment officer at Close Brothers.
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‘Trade agreement
with EAEU a
new important
experience for Iran’
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Head of
d
e
s
k Iran’s Trade Promotion
Organization (TPO) said that the trade
agreement with the Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU) is a new and important
experience for his country in the field of
trade and economy.
Making the remarks in a conference on
trade opportunities in agriculture sectors of
Iran and Eurasian Economic Union’s countries
held on Sunday, Hamid Zadboum also stressed

that the president believes that Iran should
have a center for expansion of trade with the
EAEU states, TPO portal reported.
“It is anticipated that the temporary
agreement between Iran and EAEU becoming
a permanent agreement step by step since the
second year of its signing will rise Iran-EAEU
annual trade to $10 billion-$15 billion”, the
official underscored.
The trade agreement between Iran and the
Eurasian Economic Union officially came into

ICCIMA to dispatch trade delegation to
Tashkent in mid-Dec.
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran
d
e
s
k
Chamber of Commerce,
Industries, Mines and Agriculture
(ICCIMA) will dispatch a trade delegation
to Uzbekistan’s capital city of Tashkent
from December 11 to 13 concurrent with
the 13th meeting of Iran-Uzbekistan Joint
Economic Committee.
The Iranian delegates are planned to
attend an Iran-Uzbekistan business forum
during their stay in Tashkent to meet their
Uzbek counterparts and negotiate possible
business cooperation with them, the portal
of Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization
(TPO) reported.
Meanwhile, TPO will hold a session
on introducing trade opportunities in
Uzbekistan on November 16 prior to
the meeting of the two countries’ joint
economic committee and also holding an
exclusive exhibition of Iranian products
in Tashkent.
Back in August, Uzbekistan’s Prime
Minister Abdulla Nigmatovich Aripov had
said that his country welcomes Iranian
investors and private sector’s contribution
to its economy.
Making the remarks in a meeting
with Iran’s First Vice President Es’haq

Jahangiri and Iranian Transport Minister Mohammad Eslami, the Uzbek prime
minister also said that the level of trade
between the two countries has increased
in recent months compared to the same
period last year, however it is still not at
the level it should be.
Jahangiri, for his part underlined the
great economic capacities of Iran and Uzbekistan, saying that the two countries
should take necessary measures to remove
barriers to the trade development between
the two countries so that the two sides
could reach a comprehensive agreement
on trade cooperation as soon as possible.
“The two countries’ economies can
complement each other and Iran is ready
to expand its relations with Uzbekistan
in all areas,” the official added.

Iran’s next budget bill won’t be
biennial: BPO head
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Head of
d
e
s
k
Iran’s Planning and
Budget Organization (PBO) said the
next year’s budget plan is not going to
be biennial as it was previously reported.
“Only the budget bill for the [Iranian
calendar] year of 1399 (starts on March
20, 2020) will be handed over to the parliament and it will be annual like before,”
Mohammad Baqer Nobakht told IRIB on
Monday.
The official went on explaining that
“what we meant by a biennial budget plan
was actually taking a two-year outlook

into consideration for our planning and
predictions of revenues and expenditure,
however the budget bill which will be officially approved by the parliament is
annual like before.”
Nobakht had earlier announced that
the government will submit the budget
bill for the next Iranian calendar year to
the parliament on December 6 as it is
scheduled.
Iran is going to allocate all revenues
from oil sales to the development projects
following structural reforms in its next
budget bill.

Head of Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization, Hamid Zadboum
force on October 27, and its implementation
was officially notified to customs offices across
Iran last week.
The accession of Iran into EAEU is be
a major breakthrough for Iran’s trade as it
would allow exports on zero tariffs for 70
products while 503 other items would enjoy

lowered duties, according to Iranian Energy
Minister Reza Ardakanian.
“We can supply our goods and products to
their markets through the land borders of the
Republic of Armenia as well as sea borders
of the Russian Federation and Kazakhstan,”
the minister added.

Industry ministry following 34
programs to promote production
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran’s
d
e
s
k Ministry of Industry,
Mining and Trade is implementing 34
executive programs for promoting domestic
production across the country in the current
Iranian calendar year (began on March 21),
ILNA reported on Monday, quoting the
industry minister.
According to Reza Rahmani, coming under seven major axes, the ministry’s programs
mainly focus on developing and supporting
domestic production as well as expanding
exports to the neighboring countries.
“Increasing exports to neighboring
countries has become a major part of the
ministry’s goals in this year and we must look
for new export markets and establish our
products in these markets,” the official said.
Referring to his ministry’s plan for
supporting the country’s small mines,
Rahmani said: “This year for the first time,
a plan for supporting the development of
small scale mines was implemented and
a general roadmap for the development
of the country’s mining sector was also
prepared.”
“Over the past few years more than 23
million tons of iron ore was exported from
the country, however, with the measures

taken, the figure fell to less than 8 million
tons last year and the iron ore was used for
producing other minerals and products with
more added value,” he said.
According to the minister, supporting
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
supporting the country’s exporters and creating specialized working groups in order to
promote exports to the neighboring countries, reviving the country’s idle production
units and small and medium sized mines,
supporting domestic auto part manufacturers, holding exhibitions for encouraging
domestic production, signing cooperation
agreements with knowledge-based companies and universities are among the major
steps taken by the industry ministry in order to promote domestic production and
boost exports.

Rouhani inaugurates several development
projects in southeastern province
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iranid
e
s
k an President Hassan
Rouhani inaugurated several development
projects in the southeastern province of
Kerman on Monday, IRNA reported.
After inaugurating a number of development projects in the central province
of Yazd on Sunday, the president arrived
in Kerman for putting some development
projects into operation in this province.
As reported, the total value of projects
inaugurated on Monday and those to be
inaugurated on Tuesday during the twoday visit of Rouhani to the province is 150

trillion rials (about $3.57 billion).
A direct reduction plant with the annual
production capacity of 800,000 tons of
sponge iron was one of the projects which
was put into operation by the president in
Baft Country.
The project worth €120 million creates
direct jobs for 250 persons and indirect
jobs for 2,500 people.
The other inaugurated project in Baft
was the second phase of the steel plant of
the county which is valued €250 million,
creating direct jobs for 500 persons and
indirect jobs for 5,000 people.

Two of the world’s biggest economies are at risk of recession

Investors have recently put fears about the pace of global
growth aside, opting for optimism on a “phase one” U.S.-China trade deal. But muted economic data expected out of
Europe this week could change the mood.
According to cnn.com, Germany may post data Thursday
indicating that it’s in recession. Economists surveyed by
Reuters believe the world’s fourth largest economy shrank
0.1% between July and September — marking two straight
quarters of negative growth.
It’s possible that Germany — which has been hit by the
trade war, as well as falling global demand for autos —
just dodged a bullet. Exports unexpectedly rebounded in
September, rising 1.5% compared to the previous month.
August data was also revised upward.
“With today’s data, a technical recession is not yet a done
deal,” Carsten Brzeski, ING’s chief German economist, told
clients, noting that Germany could have avoided another
contraction “at the very last minute.”
Recession or not, the reality is that Germany’s economy,
the largest in Europe, looks very weak. A reminder of that
could give investors a jolt.
The “fact remains that the German economy has been
in de facto stagnation for more than a year,” Brzeski said.
“This is clearly nothing to become too cheerful about.”
Also on the calendar is Federal Reserve Chair Jerome
Powell’s testimony before Congress on the U.S. economy,
which takes place Wednesday and Thursday.
The United Kingdom will report GDP data on Monday.

The country’s economy shrank for the first time since 2012
in the second quarter as global growth and Brexit fears
loomed large — but economists polled by Reuters think the
country will narrowly avoid a recession by notching 0.4%
growth between July and September.
It’s no secret that the strength of the American consumer
has helped support the US economy. Now, here come two
fresh data points: Walmart (WMT) reports earnings on
Thursday, and US retail sales for October hit on Friday.
Investors will look to Walmart’s results to gauge the
health of the retail sector heading into the holiday shopping season, per my CNN Business colleague Nathaniel
Meyersohn. Walmart, America’s largest retailer, is viewed
as a bellwether of the consumer economy.
In recent years, the company has invested heavily in

lowering prices, remodeling stores and expanding online
pickups and deliveries, Nathaniel points out.
Fending off the market bears
Monthly retail sales, meanwhile, are expected to rise
0.2%, compared to a slight decline in September. Will this
be enough to fend off the market bears?
The “state of the U.S. consumer, in aggregate, has never
been healthier,” Morgan Stanley Chief U.S. Economist Ellen
Zentner’s team wrote to clients Friday.
“This year alone, Disney’s film studio boasted the highest-grossing year in box office history, with months to spare.
His parks and resorts opened the largest expansion ever with
the innovative Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge. Oh, and on top of
all of that, he closed the company’s $71 billion acquisition
for most of 21st Century Fox.”
But that won’t mean much if Disney+, the company’s
upcoming streaming service, isn’t a hit. The media industry
is rapidly evolving, and Disney, one of the biggest media
companies on the planet, needs to stay ahead of the curve
and the competition — which now includes Netflix, Apple,
Amazon, CNN parent AT&T and Comcast.
Patrice Cucinello at Fitch Ratings sees the strategy as a
clear play to scale up fast, pointing to the $6.99 per month
price tag and vast trove of content that will be available.
In a research note Friday, Cucinello predicted strong
early subscriber growth, in part because Disney can afford
to offer discounts and cheap bundles. Let the streaming
wars begin.

Malaysia does not need stimulus package to grow its economy: HSBC
Malaysia does not need any stimulus package
for the time being as the government is
managing the economy prudently, said HSBC
Malaysia chief executive officer Stuart Milne.
As per nst.com.my, he said the 2020
Budget was likely sufficient to support the
economy with “sensible” approaches made
by the government.
“When you invest money, you have to make
sure you can afford to spend the money. The

government is very careful in ensuring it can
afford, while protecting its international debt
rating, which is very sensible and looking at how
Malaysia can develop further and make sure the
country becomes a developed nation,” Milne
said at a press conference after announcing
HSBC’s global survey results - ‘Navigator:
Now, next and how’ here today.
He said attracting more foreign investment
was important, which was highlighted in the

budget, while focusing on high value add type
of manufacturing.
The “2020 Budget is very sensible and the
(country’s) debt rating is also important to
access capital market, to stimulate growth
in the local economy,” he added.
Milne said Malaysia is strategically an
important market for HSBC as the banking
group had been investing to add more
customers and grow its business.

“We have a positive business environment
here. We forecast about 4.1 percent of
Malaysia’s gross domestic product (GDP)
for 2020.
“This is a good range because other
countries record lower single digit growth.
Malaysia is generating consistent growth
about 4.0 percent, which is quite positive
despite the headwinds around trade and
protectionism,” he said.
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Details of Iran’s newly
discovered oil reservoir unveiled
By Ebrahim Fallahi
TEHRAN –Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Namdar Zanganeh briefed the press on the
details of the newly discovered 53-billion
oil reservoir in an unveiling ceremony in
Tehran on Monday.
According to Zanganeh, the reservoir called
Namavaran is the second biggest oil reserve
discovery in the history of Iran’s oil industry.
The biggest crude oil discovery was Asmari oil reservoir with 54 billion barrels of
in-place reserve.
The reservoir covers 2400 square kilometers of land and is placed nearly 3.1 kilometers
beneath the ground surface and the thickness
of the oil layers is estimated to be about 80
meters, the official explained.
The area which this oil reservoir covers
includes several already discovered oil fields
such as Darkhovin, Jofair, Sepehr, Mansouri,
Sousangerd and Ab-Teimour, with a total
in-place reserve of nearly 31 billion barrels,
so the new discovery, in fact, adds nearly 22
billion barrels to the country’s in-place oil
reserves, he elaborated.
Considering a recovery factor of 10 percent,
Namavaran reservoir will currently add 2.2
billion barrels of oil to the country’s recov-

erable reserves.
“The field’s exploration began with the
most advanced exploration techniques in
the Iranian calendar year of 1395 (started in
March 2016) with drilling three assessment
wells, which resulted in discovering the huge

oil reservoir,” Zanganeh said.
Zanganeh further stressed the important
role of new technologies in increasing the recovery factor of the country’s oil fields, saying
“even one percent increase in the recovery
factor of such a huge reservoir with 53 billion

of reserve means 530 million barrels of more
oil, which considering the current oil prices
would be nearly $32 billion more revenue
for the country, so we need to take all necessary measures to improve our knowledge
and technologies for increasing the recovery
factor in all oil fields across the country.”
He finally noted that development of the
Namavaran reservoir will be carried out as
part of the development projects of Sepehr,
Jofair, Ab-Teymour and Mansuri fields.
National atlas of oil and gas discoveries unveiled
On the sidelines of the ceremony, Zanganeh and the Director of National Iranian Oil
Company (NIOC)’s Exploration Department
Saleh Hendi also unveiled the national atlas
of Iran’s oil and gas fields discoveries.
According to Hendi, NIOC has managed to
discover 73 new oil and gas fields across the
country in the past 40 years which includes
36 oil fields and 37 gas fields.
Some 26 of the mentioned discovered
fields are joint fields in border regions, according to Hendi.
The atlas is prepared in English and Farsi
based on world-class geological standards and
the figures presented in the atlas are based
on estimations at the time of discoveries.
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Saudi Aramco’s IPO is
vulnerable to the Russians
By Julian Lee

By Quayyum Raja

By a strange quirk of the calendar, the price of the shares will be
set on the same day OPEC meets to decide the next step in its
strategy of propping up the price of crude
In finance, as in comedy, timing is everything. Get it right and
you have investors (or the audience) in the palm of your hand.
Get it wrong and the ensuing silence is painful.
Saudi Arabia has stepped on stage finally to launch the initial
public offering of its oil monopoly Saudi Aramco.
It’s hard to see this coincidence as anything other than unhappy for Riyadh. To get the best price for its Aramco shares, it
needs to stop the oil price from weakening. Yet this leaves it at the
mercy of members of the OPEC+ group of nations that haven’t
been doing their fair share of cutting crude production to shore
up the price: namely Russia and Iraq, who’ve preferred to let the
Saudis shoulder the burden along with their allies Kuwait and
the United Arab Emirates.
The kingdom and its bankers are in a difficult spot as they try
to convince potential Aramco investors that the company won’t
bear an undue share of the burden of the output cuts. That would
be a tough sell at the best of times; it’s even harder in the run-up
to the OPEC meeting, which may need to prolong the current
production cuts beyond March 2020, and even deepen them.
While it’s crucial for Aramco to put a floor under the crude price,
it’s also important that the company isn’t having to slash output.
Pressure on the kingdom
Moscow and Baghdad will be perfectly aware of the pressure on
the kingdom to prop up the price because of the looming IPO. If
they refuse do their bit, they know Riyadh will just have to do more.

Oil drops more than 1% on concern over U.S.-China trade war
Oil prices fell more than 1% on Monday amid
concerns over the prospects of a trade deal
between the United States and China, while
worries about oversupply also weighed on
the market.
As stated by reuters.com, Brent crude was
down 69 cents, or 1.1%, at $61.82 by 0730
GMT. The contract rose 1.3% last week.
U.S. crude was 63 cents, or 1.1%, lower at
$56.61 a barrel, having risen 1.9% last week.
U.S. President Donald Trump said on
Saturday that trade talks with China were
moving along “very nicely,” but the United
States would only make a deal with Beijing
if it was the right one for America.
The 16-month trade war between the world’s

two biggest economies has slowed economic growth around the world and prompted
analysts to lower forecasts for oil demand,
raising concerns that a supply glut could develop in 2020.
Trump also said there had been incorrect
reporting about U.S. willingness to lift tariffs
as part of a “phase one” agreement, news of
which had boosted markets.
Underlining the impact of the trade war,
data over the weekend showed that China’s
producer prices fell the most in more than
three years in October, as the manufacturing sector weakened, hit by the dispute and
declining demand.
“China delivered a massive deflationary

shock in its factories, providing a somber
tone towards the fragile state of the global
economy,” Samuel Siew, analyst at Phillip
Futures, said in a note.
Auto sales in China fell for a 16th consecutive
month in October, with the number of new
energy vehicles sold contracting for the fourth
month in a row, data showed on Monday.
Investors are also concerned about excess
supplies of crude, analysts said.
The oil market outlook for next year may
have upside potential, OPEC Secretary-General
Mohammad Barkindo said last week, suggesting there is no need to cut output further.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies led by Russia meet

in December. The so-called OPEC+ alliance,
seeking to boost oil prices, has since January
cut output by 1.2 million barrels per day until
March 2020.
Money managers boosted their net long
U.S. crude futures and options positions in the
week to Nov. 5 by 22,512 contracts to 138,389,
the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said.
In the United States, energy companies
last week reduced the number of oil rigs
operating for a third week in a row. Drillers
cut seven rigs RIG-OL-USA-BHI in the week
to Nov. 8, bringing the total count down
to 684, the lowest since April 2017, Baker
Hughes said.

Canada’s CPPIB doubles renewables investment
The Canada Pension Plan Investment Board’s (CPPIB) renewable energy investments of C$400.6 billion ($302.9 billion)
more than doubled last year, and have increased by more
than 100 times since 2016.
As per ai-cio.com, “over the past year, we advanced our
goal to be a leader among asset owners in understanding the
risks posed, and opportunities presented, by climate change,”
CPPIB CEO Mark Machin said in a statement that coincided
with the fund’s annual report on sustainable investing. “We’re
mindful that fully understanding the implications of climate
change – including physical, transition and adaptation risks
– will be a continuous process.”
The CPPIB said that as of June 30, it had $3 billion invested

in renewable energy companies. That is more than twice what
it was last year, and 100 times more than the C$30 million
it had invested in the sector in 2016.
Europe is the most mature renewable energy market in
the world as many of the world’s leading suppliers and project developers, who the CPPIB sees as potential partners,
are based there, the report said. The fund cited specifically
the offshore wind market as an attractive investment, saying
the latest turbines can generate energy at an increasingly
competitive cost. It expects a global market worth up to $500
billion over the next 10 to 15 years.
To access the market, the fund earlier this year established
Maple Power, a 50/50 partnership with Canadian energy

transportation company Enbridge. The fund said the partnership will allow it to partner with European utilities to develop,
construct and own offshore wind farms. The partnership’s
initial investments are in Germany and France, with plans to
expand to other parts of Europe. The joint venture is based
in the UK, with staff based in London and Paris.
In May 2018, CPPIB signed agreements with Enbridge
to acquire 49% of its interests in select North American
onshore renewable power assets, as well as 49% of Enbridge’s interests in two German offshore wind projects.
The assets included 14 operating wind and solar assets in
four Canadian markets, and two operating wind and solar
assets in the U.S.

Shipping’s voyage to zero carbon is uncertain
The global marine industry is increasingly focused
on reducing its carbon footprint. In fact, over the
next 10 years, the only issue seen as having a greater
impact is a potential global financial crisis, according to findings from the Global Maritime Issues
Monitor 2019, compiled by the Global Maritime
Forum in partnership with the International Union
of Marine Insurance and Marsh JLT Specialty. The
marine industry aims to halve its carbon footprint
by 2050. But the technology is missing to do this.
The marine industry emits around 1 billion tons
of carbon dioxide (PDF) per year, accounting for
almost 3 percent of global emissions. Growing demand for shipping could see its emissions increase
to 1.7 billion tons by 2050, unless things change
— and quickly.
Shipping’s regulator, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), a United Nations agency, has
set a target of at least halving shipping’s total annual GHG emissions by 2050, compared to 2008.
From stem to stern, change is afoot among shipowners. Higher-quality paints are being used to
provide a smoother hull, meaning less energy is used
on a voyage. Modified propellers, bulbous bows and
better-performing engines are being introduced.
Some shipowners have increased fleet capacity so
each ship can take more cargo, while others have
introduced slower speeds when coming into port
areas at night.
But these changes will not be enough.
Fully decarbonizing shipping requires shipowners to move away from conventional heavy fuel
oil to alternative fuels and engines. Commercially
viable, zero-emission vessels must start entering
the global fleet.
Where’s the technology?
On zero-carbon fuels
Time for these changes is of the essence. Commercial maritime vessels are built with a life expectancy of between 20 to 30 years, so any new
vessel ideally would be run on zero-carbon fuels.
At the least, new vessels should have the potential to be run on zero-carbon fuels with minimum
retrofitting when the price of these fuels comes
down, although this may not be straightforward, as
retrofitting compliant systems into existing vessels
could prove prohibitively expensive.

The Global Maritime Issues Monitor 2019 found
that the shipping industry considers these to be the
greatest barriers to decarbonization:
This is no surprise: Currently, these three things
do not exist — certainly not on a cost-effective basis
scalable to 50,000-plus ships.
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is unlikely to be the
solution. Some shipowners are buying new vessels
with LNG engines — primarily to achieve the IMO’s
0.5 percent mass by mass limit on sulphur emissions
that comes into force Jan. 1. But LNG only reduces
ship carbon dioxide emissions by 9 to 12 percent,
according to the Energy Transitions Commission
(PDF). Hardly the hoped-for 50 percent reduction.
Even as a “transition fuel,” there could be a snag:
Investing in LNG infrastructure at ports could make
it harder to switch to zero-carbon fuels later, unless
it could be adapted for other alternative fuels. There
is also concern over methane leakage from LNG
facilities, which has a global warming potential some
30 times higher than carbon dioxide.
Biofuels can be used in existing engines and could
cut ship emissions by 60 to 70 percent. However,
much depends on the sustainability of the biomass
from which they are produced, and they still would
produce local air pollution. Shipping companies
also may find themselves competing for biofuel
supplies with aviation.
So what about electrically powered ships?
Electrical power will require batteries that are
made using rare earth metals, the limited global
supply of which will quickly be exhausted if electrical
batteries are widely adopted to power the maritime
industry. Considerable technological advances will
be required before battery sizes reduce to viable
proportions.
More immediate concerns have been raised by
the recent fire and gas explosion on a Norwegian
diesel-electric ferry, which prompted a warning
from the Norwegian Maritime Authority about the
dangers associated with lithium-ion battery systems.
Sail power could help, but the technology does
not exist for it to generate enough power to drive a
large, commercial cargo vessel around the world.
Ammonia and hydrogen could be part of the
solution, but are not widely available as ship fuels.
Both would require refineries and ports to create

fueling infrastructure around the world. And to be
genuinely zero carbon, the fuels would need to be
manufactured using renewable energy.
In liquefied form
Additionally, a serious drawback to using hydrogen could be the amount of space on a ship that
would have to be sacrificed to store it in liquefied
form with all the insulation around the fuel tanks
that would be necessary.
Put simply: The future goals around carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases require major
breakthroughs in fuel and propulsion technologies.
In addition to be widely adopted across the maritime industry, any zero-carbon solutions must be
safe, politically supported and commercially viable
compared with traditional fuels.
Close collaboration between all parts of the energy system will be required. Regulation possibly
could force the pace of innovation. For example,
without IMO 2020, no one would have thought of
using scrubbers, now a central part of the drive to
reduce sulphur emissions.
On the other hand, if regulation is too onerous
and there are not practical, cost-effective ways of
being compliant, might shipowners simply turn
off the engines?
Aside from regulation, other forces also might
help to compel innovation. Take funding: The
ship-financing community’s Poseidon Principles
requires shipowners needing finance for new vessels
to provide information on their fleet carbon dioxide
emissions. This includes a thinly veiled future goal
for financiers that operators with higher carbon
dioxide emissions across their fleets will find it
more difficult to obtain finance.
However, this “carrot and stick” approach will
significantly affect the shipping community’s mindset
only if technology to reduce carbon emissions is
available and has been proven to work. And shipowners also will need to be convinced that there
will be a regulatory “level playing field” globally, so
that competitors in other countries will not gain an
advantage if standards are not applied internationally.
So what’s the solution? Currently, nobody quite
knows. The industry agrees, however, that large-scale
change is required — and there’s no time to waste.
(Source: hellenicshippingnews.com)

OPEC’s Secretary General Mohammad Barkindo is doing his
best to help the Saudis, painting as positive a picture as he can.
He says next year is “looking brighter” for producers in terms of
supportive news for the crude price, with “upside potential that
may actually surprise the market.”
China and the U.S. are inching toward a partial settlement of
their trade dispute, offering hope of a boost to demand, though
its hard to rely on the whims of President Donald Trump. At
the same time, the second U.S. shale boom is coming to an end,
removing some excess supply from the market. However, there
will still be output growth next year from other non-OPEC+ states
such as Norway, Brazil and Guyana.
Saudi Arabia is pressing the output cut laggards to shoulder
more of the burden, but the looming IPO ties its hands. Russia’s
oil industry is already balking at more output cuts.
And the pressure on the Saudis won’t end on Dec. 5, the day of
the IPO price-setting and the OPEC meeting. Once those shares
are priced, the kingdom can’t afford to let them fall. This is only
the first tranche of stock that is likely to be sold. A poor performance now could fatally undermine interest in any future offering.
In its struggle to drive OPEC+ production policy, Saudi Arabia’s dependence on oil revenues already ties one hand behind
its back. Now it’s going to be constrained too by the needs of
investors in Aramco. Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman is
clearly in a hurry. This is one instance where a pregnant pause
may have strengthened his punchline.
(Source: livemint.com)

State Printing Office of Iran (SPOI )
Tender of purchasing 45 Kg Silk printing ink
for PC sheets
Tender NO : 2098001065000031
State printing office of Iran intends to purchase the aforementioned watermarked
papers through a public tender. Therefore ,participants in the tender should
first receive their tender documents from Nov. 9-2019 to 12:00 hours on
Nov.14-2019 in the Governmental portal address at : www.setadiran.ir and after
register needed documents in mentioned address , physically submit envelopes
A,B and C to the secretariat of the company before the end of administrative
hour(12:00 PM) on Nov.27-2019. Tender documents presented after the
stated deadline will not be accepted.
The guaranteed amount for participating in the tender is 225/000/000
Rials( 1750 EURO) and should be presented in the form of a bank guarantee
in envelope A.
All stages of bid , including receiving tender documents ,submitting price
proposal of tenders and opening the envelopes ,will be done through the portal
of Government’s electronic procurement system at the following address :
www.setadiran.ir.
It is necessary that tenders , if not taken membership previously , should carry
out the registration stages in the mentioned website and receive the signed
and sealed electronic certificate for participating in the tender. For more
information , please contact the governmental portal phone numbers at 41934
,registration office Tel: 88969737 and 85193768. Envelopes opening date is
on Sunsday Dec.1-2019 at 09:00 AM in Transactions Commission Room of
State Printing Office of Iran.
Meanwhile , the cost for publishing the advertisement shall be borne by the
tender winner.
Address : State Printing Office of Iran, No: 29, Next to Khayyam Park,
Igbal Lahouri St., Imam Husein Square, Tehran, Iran,
Postal code : 1714744153,Tel : 33349079
2613
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November 11: Remembering
the tragedy and legacy of
World War I
ANTIWAR — Watching Londoners reveling in the streets on
Armistice Day*, November 11, 1918, the war critic and pacifist
Bertrand Russell commented that people had cheered for war,
then cheered for peace – “ the crowd was frivolous still, and
had learned nothing during the period of horror.”
Adam Hochschild. 2011. To End All Wars: A Story
of Loyalty and Rebellion
World War I was the first industrial war: poison gases, flamethrowers, aerial bombing, submarines, and machine guns intensified the scale of war wreckage and war dead, setting the
norm for 20th and 21st century wars. By government policy,
British war dead were not sent home lest the public turn against
the war. Instead they were buried in vast graveyards near battle
sites in France and Belgium. Even today Belgian and French
farmers plowing fields in places of intense, interminable fighting
and mass death on the Western Front unearth an estimated
½ million pounds of war debris and soldiers’ bones each year.
(During the Afghanistan and Iraq wars Pentagon policy prohibited media coverage of US war dead arriving at Dover Air
Base in Delaware until the ban was lifted, with conditions, in
2015. Many regarded the ban, like the Word War 1 British policy, as hiding the human cost of war that could turn the public
against the war.)
From the unyielding ugliness and butchery of World War I
emerged soldier poets, notable among them Siegfried Sassoon
and Wilfred Owen, whose unsparing style and content separated them from the tradition of glorifying war. These soldier
poets, living in a trench war fraught with dead bodies and rats
that fattened on them and with rear guard commanders who
sent battalions of teenage boys into the slaughter of machine
gun fire, rebuked their country’s warmongering politicians and
industrial profiteers. (Likewise today, the majority of veterans
of US wars in Afghanistan and Iraq – in stark contrast to politicians of both parties – agree that the wars they fought wasted
human lives and achieved no human progress.)
World War I soldiers had only each other in the face of death
– a reality incarnated in the 1914 Christmas truce spontaneously initiated by British, French and German soldiers facing
each other in trenches. Soldiers on both sides lay down their
weapons, crossed over barbed wire and shell holes and greeted
each other with their Christmas gifts of food, beer, champagne
and schnapps. Together they buried corpses of the fallen that
lay in the narrow no-man’s land between them, played soccer
with tin cans and straw-filled sandbags for balls, sang carols,
took photos, and exchanged mementos and addresses.
The German Veteran Voice
The unique comradeship of war lingered also with Erich
Maria Remarkque, who enlisted at 19 in the World War I German
army. He, too, admits bitterly that a sense of ideal and almost
romance of war, propagated by the state’s total propaganda
campaign, turned high school boys into willing recruits for
slaughter. Some ten years after the war’s end, he published
his first (and what some consider the greatest) antiwar novel,
All Quiet on the Western Front. In perhaps the most incisive
moment of Remarkque’s novel, a young German soldier gazes
upon a young French soldier he has killed and ponders their
common humanity, with words that undercut the war’s hard-bitten hatred and national chauvinism. “Why do they never tell us
that you are poor devils like us, that your mothers are just as
anxious as ours, and that we have the same fear of death, and
the same dying and the same agony.”
War Profiteers
War profiteering in World War I was mammoth: The gunpowder giant DuPont saw its fortunes increase nearly 10-fold
during the World War I and wartime profits of General Chemical
Company soared by 1,400 percent. Leather, bootmaking, garment and metals industries; airplane, engine and ship builders
– all the outfitters of armed conflict – enjoyed immense profit.
Of the estimated $52 billion cost of World War I, industry
war profiteers pocketed nearly one third. More than 21,000
new American millionaires and billionaires emerged from the
human ashes of the war, while the federal government was mired
in postwar debt – a debt paid for by working people’s taxes.
Little has changed with regard to war greed except that war
industry profits have grown exponentially together with the
national budget for the military. Today spending on military
defense greatly exceeds the total spending for our real national
security needs, namely education, transportation, housing and
community development, diplomacy, environment, science and
energy, and health and human services. As a country, the US
has moved from being a reluctant, late entrant into World War
I to being the premier merchant of death in weapons sales and
premier militarist nation, engaged in a perpetual state of war
waged from an empire of military bases.
Toll of war
World War I, ultimately, was an immense and complex setback for democracy. In his acclaimed book of this war, To End
All Wars, Adam Hochschild collates the direct and collateral
death, injury, enmities, and poisonous legacies of this total war.
40 million solders and civilians were casualties of that war.
Elevated rates of suicide followed the war.400,000 African
laborers, forced to carry war supplies by Britain, died from
disease and from being worked to death.
Total, industrial war seasoned warring countries for conducting
atrocities in future wars. Both sides used chemical warfare, which
foreshadowed Agent Orange in Vietnam; the British blockaded
Germany to starve the country into submission; cities were
bombed, which would be replicated and augmented to extreme
levels in World War II, culminating in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The Treaty of Versailles was forged by the Allies and signed
by a reluctant Germany on June 28, 1919. It established the
reduction of German territory and its disarmament. It also
required Germany to make huge reparation payments and to
formally admit guilt for starting the war. The British blockade
of Germany continued to starve the country after the war’s
end. The punitive peace treaty has been widely described as
sowing the seeds of World War II: “’The tragedies of the future
[were] written into it as if by the devil’s own hand,’” stated
historian-diplomat George Kennan.
After a week of travel along the Western Front and walking
among miles of cemeteries for British, Belgium, French and other
soldiers killed in war, historian Adam Hochschild finds a lone,
out of the way plot with a large cross and a dozen small ones
honoring the 1914 Christmas truce, spontaneously celebrated
by soldiers on both sides. He notes that the modest memorial
was near where they had played soccer together and that on one
of the small crosses someone had carved the word “imagine.”
*Veterans Day originated as “Armistice Day” on Nov. 11,
1919, the first anniversary of the end of World War I. In time it
became a day to remember veterans of all US wars.
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The armistice we need: Time for
vets to reclaim veterans’ day
By Maj. Danny Sjursen
ANTIWAR — It wasn’t supposed to be this
way; wasn’t meant to be celebrated as such –
as Veterans’ Day, that is. When the guns fell
silent after more than four years of slaughter
in the Great War – which consumed at least
9 million soldiers’ lives – in a widely celebrated, long-awaited armistice, veterans, and even
many leaders, swore off war once and for all.
Sure lots of the Wilsonian rhetoric of war “to
end all wars,” was probably always hyperbolic
and politically opportunistic. Nonetheless, it’s
remarkable how many veterans and victims of
that war truly believed it, were even dedicated
to ensure this was so.
Thus, until the Second World War shattered
those expectations, and governments around
the world then waged near endless wars in the
half century afterwards, the Americans, and
other peoples celebrated the anniversary of the
Great Wars’ end as Armistice Day. By it’s very
nature, it was, then, imbued with meaning, with
hopes, dreams, demands for a more peaceful
future. Here in the U.S. those sentiments are
long gone. Their morbid obituary America’s
19+ years of hopeless wars since 9/11. What
we’re left with is a rebranded shell of a holiday:
Veterans’ Day.
In the 101 years since the Armistice took
effect, on the eleventh minute, of the eleventh
hour, of the eleventh day, of the eleventh month
of 1918, the US military has been at war somewhere – even by conservative measures – all
but eleven of those years. That pesky number
eleven, how it haunts us still. Most Americans
may find that statistic shocking, or, in some
cases, might simply reject it. And why not?
Much of the citizenry learned the nation’s
history, taught (at increasingly paltry levels)
in public schools. Too often they’re trained to
reflexively view the US as a once flawed, but
ultimately great – exceptional, even – country. Those pugnacious stats can’t be accurate,
many assume, because after all, America isn’t
an empire, isn’t a warlike nation. Even in this
so-called modern age, such thinking is shockingly pervasive.
Of course, as I’ve sought to demonstrate
in my 38-volume history series at Truthdig,
the discomfiting reality is that America was
founded as a once, always, and (it seems) future empire. Warfare has been and remains
endemic in the national experiment from the
first. Lots of Native Americans, Mexicans, and
slaves had to die or be displaced to reach the
dream of “from sea to shining sea.” Then, in the
century and score since the frontier “closed,”
a whole lot of (mostly) brown folks had to be
killed, colonized, exploited, and repressed by
U.S.-backed dictators in order to secure the resources, markets, and global hegemony thought
necessary for what’s come to be known as “The
American Way of Life.”
To be sure, those who summarily reject this
rather basic – and demonstrable – analysis,
probably take no exception to Veterans’ Day as
currently constructed. If one truly believes the
myth that US troopers only fight – as the official
Marine Corps hymn asserts – “for right and
freedom, and to keep our honor clean,” then
there’s nothing wrong with simply thanking
a brave vet this November 11. On the other
hand, if one does accept that war has been
a regular fact of American life, but sees that
as inevitable – a product of human nature –

then the current holiday seems just fine, as
well. However, I, in solidarity with the “Lost
Generation,” of American and British veterans
of a century past – Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Graves, and Sassoon – spurn both absurd fairy
tales and fatalistic cynicism.
Conflict may, indeed, be one aspect of the
human condition. Yet in a world of organized
societies, and living in our ostensible democracy, there is actually nothing inevitable about
America fighting foreign wars. It may seem that
way, of course, and there are sensible reasons
why it does. The post-World War II entrenchment of the powerful nexus of senior military
and defense industry leaders – later abetted by
congressional apathy and a corporate media –
the military-industrial complex, undoubtedly
presents a formidable foe. Nevertheless, people
power, grassroots activism, and substantial
changes in voting patterns (for third parties
or truly transformation insurgents within existing parties) can be, at their best, up to the
considerable challenge.
It won’t be easy, of course. The odds are
stacked in the favor of elite interests which seek
to protect both the power and wealth generated
in the current national security state structure.
Yet one need only observe the vehemence and
alarmism of the Hillary Clinton-New York
Times alliance’s unsubstantiated attacks on
Tulsi Gabbard’s character and patriotism. The
very hysteria of it, especially directed at such
a long shot candidate, stank of fear – pure,
unadulterated fear for the interventionist status
quo. Tulsi’s service and continued donning of
the army uniform didn’t, and won’t, save her.
Here is proof positive of that which some of
us always suspected: all the compulsory, over
the top, adulation of veterans – encouraged
by national security leaders, of course – is ultimately so much humbug, a sham, a charade.
Certainly many private citizens mean well,
might be sincere in their thanks, but even the
best among them are being had; victims of a
very old scheme. That is the re-appropriation
of public holidays for political ends, to protect powerful interests. The whole Armistice/
Veterans’ Day transition is perhaps the most
potent, and overt, example. After ditching the
draft, thereby disconnecting service from citizenship, next sucking all the hope, idealism,
and meaning out of the original Armistice Day,
and then repackaging the holiday as a simple,
reflexive exercise in vapid “thanks,” the national
security state cleverly narrows the space for
dissent. It amounts to a tactical employment
of language as power – in a rather Orwellian
vein – to covertly undermine opposition.

Although, much to the chagrin of my mainstream liberal colleagues, I don’t fully subscribe
to the notion that Trump (while quite dangerous) is a wholly unique aberration, I’m quite
certain these times of ours are momentous and
potentially catastrophic. A century and year after
the Great War Armistice, with the US military
killing, dying, and bankrupting the nation in a
couple dozen wars, and with the growing power
of successive imperial presidents reaching its
logical endpoint of foreign policy dictatorship,
America simply can’t afford to celebrate another
anodyne Veterans’ Day. Not this time, not this
year. With that, I conclude with two specific
pleas for two very different groups.
First, what’s needed instead is a vast, collective public pause this 11th of November; an
occasion to think, really think on, and critically
analyze the cost-benefit calculus of the forever
wars. The moment demands a reappraisal of
what it truly means to honor veterans, new
methods that might include citizen engagement
in foreign affairs, demands that their representatives adhere to, and act on, the prudent
maxim that soldiers ought only be deployed
for actual national defense. In such a transformative context, some might conclude that
properly honoring veterans has less to do with
yellow ribbons, stadium-sized flags, and the
ubiquitous airing of patriotic war movies on
TBS, than with an insistence on policies that
help create fewer of them. That’s my plea to
the civilian citizenry.
Next, I turn to my own tribe: active servicemen and combat veterans. This gets tricky. After
all, our community is not a social, cultural, or
political monolith, and far be it from me to
even pretend to speak for the lot. Rather, I
simply wish to encourage, perhaps persuade,
my brothers and sisters in arms. If the scores
of texts I receive, and hundreds of social media
messages of support that come my way from
veterans and active soldiers be any measure,
then it seems many of you are dubious, skeptical, even downright opposed to these nearly
two decade old wars.
For example, upon publication of my last
article on the inauspicious futures awaiting a
new crop of West Point graduates this spring,
I received more than a dozen – often quite
emotional – notes from former students.
These young, motivated lieutenants ought to
be, traditionally speaking, the most guns ho
of all. Instead, each and every one expressed
varying degrees of uncertainty, doubt, and even
dissent about the wars they’re fighting or will
fight. For the empirically minded, check out
the quite profound recent polls indicating that

nearly two-thirds of post-9/11 veterans think
the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria, were
“not worth fighting.” Suffice it to say, I find all
of that rather remarkable.
An enormous amount has been asked of
our generation of veterans. You, we, know that
it’s our skin in the game; that our tiny clan
will be asked to bear all the burdens. That’s
an enormous weight, a sacrifice. But with it
comes power. See, decades worth of polls which
demonstrate that the US military (sadly) is the
only remaining public institution the populace
trusts. Which is why the dissenting voices of
veterans or – more riskily – serving soldiers, if
combined and widespread, possess enormous
potential to put a dent in the forever wars.
Remember that soldiers’ and officers’ oaths
are to the Constitution, not to an imperial, unchecked presidency – whether led by a “coarse”
Trump or “polite” Obama – but to a governing
document that demands that the People, through
their representative in Congress, sanction the
inevitable, horrendous bloodletting that it is war.
That hasn’t happened, not for decades really.
These are not normal times: perpetual war has
gathered an inertia all its own whilst the three
pillars off the US government – Congress, Courts,
Executive – have failed the people; have either
enabled or turned a blind eye to perpetual war.
So, my last plea is to the powerful veterans of
America: help lead the citizenry to end these
toxic wars. It might just be the last, and best,
service you lend your country.
“War is the health of the state.” ~
Randolph Bourne (1918)
I’ve sure found a home here at Antiwar.
com! It’s not simply that they provide me a
platform to write and dissent, also because
the site is a uniquely broad, cross-sectional,
and welcome intellectual gathering place for
like-minded antiwar champions. See, it’s about
ideology and consistency. Antiwar.com was
against endless war before it was cool, before
the 9/11 attacks even.
It is fitting, indeed, this 11th of November,
to recall that this ever-more-vital non-profit,
small donor-reliant organization, is associated
with an institute named for the prescient, if
tragic, anti-World War I activist, Randolph
Bourne. Bourne courageously opposed an
unnecessary, exceptionally bloody absurdity
of that war – which might aptly be labeled collective national suicide – and as such would
find America’s current holiday remembrance,
Veterans’ Day, absolutely abhorrent.
Combat veterans and antiwar activists alike
emerged, in wake of the armistice ending the
slaughter, deeply imbued with the hope –
determination even – that theirs be the last
war. Armistice Day, as the holiday was long
known, was about so much more than vacuous
“thanks” for veterans. That day was sacred to
those who fought it, and those who opposed
it, alike – inherently steeped, as it was, with a
rather political meaning, the expectantly realized
dream of a more peaceful world.
Tragically, war instead proved endemic, especially for post-World War II America. Pervasive
war has since morphed into perpetual war. We
live in a world subsumed in the crisis of U.S.
wars that take on an inertia all their own. This
much I’m certain of: in such times, Americans
must reclaim Armistice Day’s original dream,
and antiwar.com, uniquely, has – in symbol
and action – championed that very cause for
a quarter of a century.

China’s political system supports country’s opening-up
By Yu Jincui
GLOBALTIMES — What does a China that is gearing up for
higher-level opening-up mean? This is a question that needs to
be noted by all countries.The second China International Import
Expo (CIIE), spanning six days, ended on Sunday with tentative
deals worth $71.13 billion inked for one-year purchases of goods
and services, an increase of 23 percent from the first expo.
The figure is stunning. However, the significance of the CIIE
lies beyond the shining data. The success of the expo is an embodiment of China’s strong resolve to further open up, the great
potential of China’s consumer market, and more importantly,
the advantages of China’s political system.
The West has long held a bigoted view that China is an authoritarian state with a closed economy and questioned China’s
sincerity to open up to the outside world. But the reality is at
a time when countries are striving to sell more amid a global
economic slowdown, China hosted the world’s largest import
expo to buy more and to provide more economic opportunities
to other countries.Being the so-called democracy defined by the
West doesn’t necessarily mean being open.
India, the world’s largest democracy, has become more conservative and protectionist, pulling out of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) free trade deal out of fear
that it would hurt its domestic manufacturing industry.The US,
whose ignorant politicians like Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
repeatedly criticize China’s political system, has shifted toward
protectionism by imposing tariffs and continuously threatening
its trade partners.
On the contrary, China is making strides in moving toward
higher level opening-up during which the advantages of its political system are fully underscored. For one thing, the one-Party
system ensures China could formulate a road map to further
open up and put it into practice without being obstructed by
partisan struggles. For another, under the leadership of the
reform-minded Communist Party of China, a series of reform
measures have been implemented to promote a higher degree
of opening up.
In 2019, China has set up six new pilot free trade zones and

granted access to foreign banks and insurance companies to
the Chinese market. To build Hainan island into a quality free
trade zone, a reform has been carried out to simplify the approval
procedures for businesses to better attract foreign investors.
Chinese Vice Premier Han Zheng, also chief of the leading group
on deepening all-round reform and opening-up in Hainan, on
Saturday called for pushing forward the construction of a free
trade port in Hainan, stressing that the free trade port should be
built in line with the world’s highest level of opening up.
As Chinese President Xi Jinping stressed at the second CIIE,
the door of China’s opening-up will open even wider.Some
Western media claim that “China will rise no further” without
a Western-style democratic system. However, as Western-style
democracy has failed to resolve the social, economic and political
conundrums of Western societies, the efficiency and vitality of the
Chinese political system are propelling China toward realizing
higher-level opening-up and national rejuvenation.
HK rioters’ acts similar to terrorists’
Radical protesters in Hong Kong on Monday morning set
up barricades on many roads, damaged the railway, stopped
people from traveling, and tried to force labor, school and market
strikes.A number of frenzied thugs then clashed with Hong Kong
police when the latter were struggling to clear the roadblocks.
A video online showed a policeman was forced to pull out
his gun as he was facing several mobs alone. He grabbed a rioter
on his left hand and waved a gun with his right hand to warn
another black-clad protester to stay away.
The second thug, however, ignored the warning, kept approaching and tried to snatch the gun from the police. The policeman had to open fire under the circumstances. The officer
then shot again when a third rioter was rushing over him and
trying to snatch his gun.
Also on Monday, a video showed rioters pouring flammable
liquid on a middle-aged Hongkonger, and set him on fire when
he was publicly expressing his opposition to them, saying “we
are all Chinese.” The man soon turned into a fireball. He was
severely burned and reportedly in critical condition.
As a mainland media concerned about the ongoing situation
in Hong Kong, the Global Times firmly supports the Hong Kong

police in shooting down the rioters under the above-mentioned
circumstances.
The use of force by the Hong Kong police re-established the
power of legal justice that was despised by radical protesters:
Attacking and threatening the police in the process of law enforcement should face all kinds of legal risks, including being
shot dead on the spot.
We strongly condemn the barbarism of the mobs that set fire
to an ordinary citizen who disagrees with them. Their heinous
performance is no different from that of terrorists. Claiming
democracy and freedom, the rioters cannot tolerate people who
express different perspectives. They are showing vicious and
primitive autocratic fanaticism.
The radical protesters who claim to be valiant have resorted to
violence, with their targets ranging from police officers to ordinary
people who simply don’t support them. They are creating terror
that is unprecedented in any civilized society, by fatally stabbing
pro-establishment legislator, throwing Molotov cocktails into
courts and setting ordinary people on fire.
Actions must be taken to resolutely control the increasingly
rampant mobs. It is time for all Hongkongers to step forward to
defend the city’s rule of law.
We want to tell Hong Kong police: Fear nothing and resolutely
guard the city’s peace and tranquility in accordance with law.
Be strong, be tough. You are fighting in the frontline but you
are not alone. You are supported by a great number of people
who love the country and the city. When necessary, the People’s
Armed Police Force and the People’s Liberation Army Hong Kong
Garrison will back you up in accordance with the Basic Law.
We call on the vast majority of Hong Kong citizens to express
your attitude more solidly and help police against rioters. Those
who still pity rioters must wake up: The mobs are destroying the
civilized and modernized Hong Kong as well as Hongkongers’
home and future.
We also warn the radical protesters: You are on the edge of
doom. Those who are coerced to be “valiant” should walk away
as soon as possible when you still can make the call. Those who
stubbornly engage in evil acts will eventually be punished by
law and morality
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The Troubles of Bloomberg’s Presence
for Democrats
By Saeed Sobhani

TEHREN — Former New York Mayor
Michael Bloomberg has not yet formally announced his participation in the upcoming
US presidential election. However, people
like Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren and
Joe Biden appear to be worried about his
possible run in the election. Here’s a look
at some of Bloomberg’s polls:
Bloomberg tops Trump by 6 points in
hypothetical matchup: poll
As the Hill reported,Former New York
mayor Michael Bloomberg leads President Trump by 6 percentage points in a
hypothetical 2020 match-up, a new poll
shows.Bloomberg, who on Friday filed
as a Democratic presidential candidate
in Alabama but has not announced an
official campaign, leads Trump, 43 to 37
percent with 21 percent unsure, according
to the Morning Consult/Politico survey
released early Sunday.
Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) leads
Trump, 45 to 40 percent with 16 percent
unsure. Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.)
leads the president, 45 to 39 percent with 15
percent unsure, and former Vice President
Joe Biden leads him, 44 to 40 percent
with 16 percent unsure. The survey has
a 3-point margin of error for the headto-head matchups.
Pollsters also found, however, that
Bloomberg pulls 4 percent support in
the crowded Democratic field, and has
the highest disapprovals of any candidate,
with 25 percent. His net favorability is
highest among primary voters 65 or older
and those who identify as conservative, and
lowest among self-identified independents
and those aged 18-29.The poll, conducted
Nov. 8 among 2,225 voters considering
voting in their respective state primary or
caucus, shows Biden continuing to lead the
Democratic field with 31 percent, followed
by Sanders with 20 percent and Warren
with 18 percent.
South Bend, Ind. Mayor Pete Buttigieg,
with 8 percent, and Sen. Kamala Harris
(D-Calif.), with 6 percent, round out the top
five.Those results have a 2-point margin
of error. If he enters the race, observers
expect Bloomberg to skip the early contests,
and run in the “Super Tuesday” primaries.
Democrats aren’t sure Bloomberg
should run for president
As Vox reported, A new poll found
Bloomberg would have 4 percent support
and would be the most unpopular Democratic
candidate if he were to enter the race now.
Billionaire and former New York City mayor
Michael Bloomberg is considering entering
the Democratic presidential primary, and
though he has not yet declared his candidacy,
he has not received a warm welcome to the
race from current candidates, particularly
those concerned another billionaire, Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, may have tried to
recruit Bloomberg to the race.
Bloomberg hasn’t formally announced
he’s running, but he filed paperwork to run
in the Alabama primary on Friday. One of
Bloomberg’s advisors tweeted Bloomberg
is considering a run because he’s “increasingly concerned that the current field of
candidates is not well positioned” to beat
Trump in the general election.
Recode’s Jason Del Rey reported
Saturday Bloomberg also faced some
peer pressure — Bezos reportedly called
Bloomberg months ago and asked if he
would run. The former mayor told his fellow
billionaire at that time he would not.But
news of the call galvanized progressives
in the race, particularly those who have
made concerns about wealth inequality
central to their campaigns.Sen. Bernie
Sanders, who was campaigning with one
of his key surrogates — Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez — in Iowa, told supporters,
“You’re not going to buy this election by
spending hundreds of millions of dollars
on media in California.”Ocasio-Cortez later
told reporters, “They’ve got class solidarity.
The billionaires are looking out for each
other. They’re willing to transcend difference and background and even politics.”
And Sanders echoed that sentiment,
saying, “Jeff Bezos, worth $150 billion,
supporting Mike Bloomberg, whose worth
only $50 billion, that’s real class solidarity.”
Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who has called
for taxing assets over $1 billion at 6 percent,
also skewered Bloomberg following reports
of the call, writing on Twitter, “One billionaire calls another billionaire and asks him
to run for president—I’m shocked!” She
also linked to a wealth calculator showing
how much billionaires would pay under
her proposed wealth tax (there’s a button
where visitors can choose to be Bloomberg,
among others).
Former Vice President Joe Biden, the
candidate whose campaign is perhaps most
similar to what Bloomberg’s would be like,
did not respond to the story, but did tell
reporters in New Hampshire Friday, that
he was unperturbed by a Bloomberg run,
adding: “In terms of he’s running because
of me, the last polls I looked at, I’m pretty

far ahead.”
Early polling around Bloomberg’s potential run bears that out. Should he enter
the race now, the billionaire would be the
sixth-favorite Democratic candidate —
polling at 4 percent, below Kamala Harris
and above Andrew Yang — according to
a survey released Sunday by Morning
Consult.
Potentially complicating his ability to
expand on that showing is the fact pollsters
found Bloomberg to be more disliked by
Democratic primary voters than any other
candidate. He was, however, found to be
about as likely to beat President Donald
Trump as Joe Biden, Elizabeth Warren,
and Bernie Sanders.
These early results suggest his entrance
to the race would likely have little effect
beyond creating a new foil for candidates
like Warren and Sanders, and perhaps
an alternative for moderate voters not
yet sold on Biden.
Bloomberg’s candidacy may hurt Biden,
while helping Warren and Sanders
As Vox’s Emily Stewart reported,
Bloomberg has long considered a bid for
the White House. Which party might take
him there, he’s been less certain about:
He contemplated running as an independent in 2016 but ultimately decided
against it out of concern it might result
in a Donald Trump victory. (Trump won
anyway.) Though he has previously identified as a Democrat, Republican, and independent, Bloomberg switched his party
affiliation back to the Democrats in 2018
and has become a backer of the party. He
donated millions of dollars to Democratic
candidates in the 2018 midterms.
He’s been vocal about his support for
passing gun control legislation and said
it’s high time for “acting boldly” against
climate change, but he’s not a fan of proposals put forward by Warren and Sanders like a wealth tax or Medicare-for-all.
So Bloomberg would run as a centrist
candidate, who would compete directly
with candidates positioning themselves
as moderates like Biden and South Bend
Mayor Pete Buttigieg.
But when Biden said he’s still far ahead
of his competitors, he was right — the
Morning Consult poll indicated he had
31 percent support among Democratic
primary voters, well above runner up Sanders at 20 percent. And although his rivals
have bested him in some state polls, Biden
nevertheless is at the top of most national
polls, averaging around 28 percent support
according to RealClearPolitics. One issue
Biden may face is that recent polling has
shown support — particularly in Iowa — is
soft, meaning a challenger could siphon
off voters, and as Vox’s Matthew Yglesias
has explained, this causes a Bloomberg
run to be a problem for the former vice
president:
The key is that in recent years moderates who’ve successfully fended off the left
wing of the Democratic Party have done
so with the support of black and Latino
voters, who tend to be more moderate
on the whole than white Democrats. But
Bloomberg’s specific political career gives
him little access to this constituency and
thus little hope of securing the nomination.
What he can do is compete with Biden
(and to an extent Pete Buttigieg) for the
votes of white moderates and thus further
boost the left’s odds of prevailing.Biden is
very well-known, has support from older,
working-class Democrats, and has more
multiracial support than Bloomberg does.
So the former mayor pulling voters away
from Biden won’t make a Bloomberg victory more likely, Yglesias wrote, but it
could lead to a win by Warren or Sanders.
If Bloomberg were to join the race, he
would do so late: He has said he doesn’t
plan to campaign in early caucus and primary states like Iowa and New Hampshire.
Instead, he would focus on Super Tuesday
to “start on an even footing” with other
candidates, advisor Howard Wolfson
said.One 2020 candidate is rooting for
Bloomberg, however. While his fellow
Democrats welcomed him with a little
side-eye, his former constituent, President Donald Trump told reporters Friday
Bloomberg would be an ideal rival because
he “doesn’t have the magic to do well.”
“Little Michael will fail,” Trump said.
“There is nobody I’d rather run against
than Little Michael, that I can tell you.”
Poll: Bloomberg’s potential run is a
flop with voters so far
Also politico reported that Michael
Bloomberg is running at 4 percent nationally as he teases a presidential bid,
showing that he’s well known — but widely
disliked — by the Democratic electorate,
according to a new poll.
The Morning Consult poll, released
Sunday, reflects the enormous challenge
confronting Bloomberg as he considers
a late entry into the 2020 race. He sits
in sixth place, just behind Sen. Kamala
Harris of California, and would begin his
campaign far outside the top tier.

Nearly 25 percent of likely primary
voters view him unfavorably — the highest
unfavorable rating in the field — while
about 31 percent view him favorably,
according to the poll.In contrast, nearly
three-quarters of Democratic primary voters view Joe Biden favorably, compared to
about 18 percent who hold an unfavorable opinion of him.Biden, the former vice
president, continues to lead the primary
contest nationally, with about 31 percent
support. He is followed by Sens. Bernie
Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, at about
20 percent and 18 percent, respectively,
according to the poll.
And though Bloomberg performs well
in a hypothetical matchup against Donald Trump — leading him 43 percent to
37 percent — Biden, Warren and Sanders outpace the Republican president
by between 4 percentage points and 6
percentage points, too. “In terms of he’s
running because of me, the last polls I
looked at, I’m pretty far ahead,” Biden
told reporters in New Hampshire on
Friday. “If I’m not mistaken, I’m doing
pretty well both relative to Trump and
relative to all the people running in the
Democratic primary.”
National polling is often discounted
by candidates focused more narrowly on
early nominating states. But it is especially
significant to Bloomberg, who does not plan
to campaign aggressively in the first four
states, but instead focus on the broader
swath of states voting on Super Tuesday.
Bloomberg has not yet said definitively if
he will run, and his supporters believe that
the money he could immediately pour into
advertising if he does could move public
opinion. The contest remains unsettled
less than three months before the Iowa
caucuses, potentially helping a newcomer.It was only recently that South Bend
Mayor Pete Buttigieg “suddenly became a
player,” said Hank Sheinkopf, a New Yorkbased Democratic strategist who worked
on Bloomberg’s last mayoral campaign.
“Bloomberg is a very smart guy who
calculates very clearly,” Scheinkopf said.
“No one thought he would win the New York
City mayoralty. He did. Nobody thought
he could win a third term. He did.”
Even a losing run could reshape the
dynamics of the race. Bloomberg could
claw moderate support from Biden if he
becomes a serious contender. Or, if he
runs but does not crack the top tier, his
candidacy could help Biden by spending
on messaging against causes championed
by more progressive Democrats in the
race.“Thus far in the primary we’ve seen
really a race to the fringe — who could be
the most progressive, almost a game of
one-upmanship,” said Colin Strother, a
veteran Democratic strategist. “What we
haven’t talked a lot about is electability …
That basically seems to be his rationale
for even entertaining this idea.”
“This is a big boon for the Joe Bidens
of the world,” Strother said. “This is good
for the Amy Klobuchars of the world. It’s
going to be bad for the Bernies and the
Warrens.”
One Democratic manager of Senate
and House campaigns said of Bloomberg’s entry into the race, “He’s basically
Biden’s Super PAC.”
By signing up you agree to receive email
newsletters or alerts from POLITICO. You
can unsubscribe at any time. This site is
protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service
apply.Bloomberg has called Warren’s
wealth tax “probably unconstitutional,”
slammed Medicare for All and called free
college tuition “totally impractical.” And
as Bloomberg began making overtures
last week, Sanders and Warren greeted
him with sharp elbows.“The billionaire
class is scared and they should be scared,”
Sanders wrote on Twitter.
Bloomberg has deep connections in
Democratic Party circles and has spent
heavily for Democratic causes and candidates. He and his aligned entities have
poured millions of dollars into elections
and ballot measures across the country
in recent years, and Bloomberg remains

a fixture in the gun control and climate
change movements, two major priorities
of Democratic voters.
Yet even before the latest poll, there
was little evidence of any clamoring among
Democrats for a 77-year-old billionaire
to join the race. Early polling by Morning
Consult, in February, showed 14 percent of
Democratic voters would definitely not vote
for Bloomberg — the highest percentage
of any candidate surveyed.The latest poll,
conducted Friday, included 5,387 registered voters, including 2,225 Democratic
primary voters, and has a margin of error
of plus or minus 1 percentage point.
Hallelujah. In Michael Bloomberg,
Democrats have just what they need: another presidential candidate who was alive
when Harry Truman occupied the White
House. The former New York mayor and
billionaire business tycoon is 77.
Until Trump’s victory in 2016, Americans had never elected a president who
was 70 upon entering office. The age of the
world’s most powerful person is critically
important, and most voters acknowledge
it. Yet in the 2020 campaign the issue is
largely ignored. Why?
Back on Oct. 1 when 78-year-old Bernie
Sanders suffered a heart attack, it set off
a flurry of worry about aging politicians.
But just a couple of weeks later, with the
Vermont senator looking robust and his
usual frisky self in a three-hour debate,
opinion flipped. Sanders, many said, was
living proof that age doesn’t matter. In
truth, neither Sanders’ heart incident nor
his declaration soon after that “I am back!”
changed anything about the physical and
mental odds facing older candidates.
We tend to evaluate politicians’ fitness
to serve based on the image they present
in public. By that measure Sanders looks
vigorous now that he’s back on the trail;

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (70) bounds around
the stage with pep in her steps; Trump (73)
seems tireless delivering lengthy speeches
at campaign rallies, and former vice president Joe Biden (76) appears lean and fit.
Then again, just a few days before being
stricken in Las Vegas, Sanders seemed as
healthy as ever. Trump’s tan-from-a-bottle
might help project an image of physical
well-being but his actions in office have
prompted many to question his mental
health. Biden has fumbled badly in campaign appearances, placing his cognitive
faculties in doubt. Only Warren, youngest
of the leading septuagenarians, shows no
outward signs of aging, but even she is at a
point in life when the odds turn against you.
It’s not surprising that Trump supporters aren’t focusing on the president’s
age. With impeachment proceedings dominating the news and the White House
staff unraveling, age becomes the kind of
thing the late George Carlin spoke of in his
comedy weather forecast when he said:
The radar is picking up Russian ICBMs,
so I wouldn’t sweat the thundershowers.
Bernie Sanders, Joe Biden and Elizabeth
Warren at a Democratic debate on Oct.
15, 2019, in Westerville, Ohio.
On the Democratic side, the goal of
defeating Trump is so dominant that
little else seems to matter. When Pew
researchers asked Democratic voters
about age, 97% said it would be better
to have a presidential candidate younger than 70. Yet, the Real Clear Politics
polling average shows about two-thirds
of Democratic primary voters supporting
candidates 70 or older — Biden, Warren
and Sanders.This disconnect might be due
to voters’ understanding that people do
age differently. They see vibrant public
servants like House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(79) and Associate Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg (86) and dismiss
concerns about the age of presidential
contenders.
Yet, the science of aging is clear-cut
regarding factors that affect a president’s
ability to serve. As people grow older their
ability to multitask diminishes, as does
their recall of new or recently learned
information. Here is one particularly
pointed observation from a paper on
aging by the noted author Dr. Diane B.
Howieson: “Older adults tend to be slower
in conceptualizing problems and less ready
to change strategies when circumstances
shift.” How would that work in the Situation Room?
Former President Jimmy Carter, a
marvel of clear-headedness at 95, said
recently that by the time he reached 80, “I
don’t believe I could undertake the duties
that I experienced when I was president.

For one thing you had to be very flexible
with your mind. You had to be able to go
from one subject to another and concentrate on each one adequately and then put
them all together in a comprehensive way.”
Among the things that do improve with
age is experience, which is often quantified as “wisdom.” Biden spoke of it in the
October debate: “Look, one of the reasons
I’m running,” he said, “is because of my
age and my experience. With it comes
wisdom.” When Sanders was asked about
his health and age he said: “We are going to
be mounting a vigorous campaign all over
this country.” Same question to Warren
and a similar answer: “I will out-work,
out-organize and outlast anyone.”
Three predictable responses, none of
which addressed the reality about aging
that concerns President Carter. How older
candidates look and sound today might be
a good indicator of how well they would
function tomorrow or next month. But
current candidates are seeking a term
that would end half a decade from now.
Maximum age:I’m the same age as Elizabeth Warren. We 70-somethings have
no business being president.
Some Democrats would like Biden and
Sanders to pledge to only serve one term. A
related suggestion that they would be wise
to select a significantly younger running
mate, who could step in if needed, or move
to the top of the ticket after four years.
How awful. The process of replacing a
president is traumatic for the nation and
on the world stage, no matter what the
circumstances. And betting that a vice
president could move up and win the next
election is no sure thing.
Jimmy Carter believes there should be
an age limit for presidents, which sounds
like a good idea that comes from wisdom
gained by experience. Of course, it’s too late
for that sort of thing in the 2020 campaign.
But there is time, when the primary-season
voting begins in February, to thank the
older candidates for their service and turn
to someone younger.
What Michael Bloomberg means for
the 2020 Democratic field
Cnn reported that Two things are true
about Michael Bloomberg.First, he would
very much like to be president -- and has
flirted with running multiple times over the
past decade.Second, he is not someone who
wastes money or time on flights of fancy.
Both of these facts are decidedly relevant
when considering the former New York City
mayor’s reported preparations to make a
late entrance into the 2020 Democratic
primary race. Yes, Bloomberg is driven by
ambition. But, he -- and his team -- see an
opportunity. And it’s not hard to grasp where
13
that opportunity lies.

INVITATION OF ONE STEP INTERNATIONAL TENDER

Agricultural Support Services Company

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT
55/98/19480
12/11/2019

Ministry of Jihad-e-Agriculture

AGRICULTURAL SUPPORT SERVICES COMPANY
The Agricultural Support Services Company, hereinafter will be referred as ASSC, a subsidiary of
the Ministry of Agricultural Jihad of I.R. of Iran, is considering the purchase of 2×35000±5% MTS of
Granular Di Ammonium Phosphate (GDAP) in bulk through one step international tender.
All of the qualified and interested companies are invited to receive tender documents from Monday
dated 11/11/2019 until Tuesday dated 19/11/2019 (7 working days) from our purchasing committee
(located at the 9th floor, no. 1, fourth alley, Gandhi st., Tehran, Iran).
The bidders are requested to submit their letters of introduction, along with remittance bill of I.Rials
1,200,000 to ASSC’s account no. 4001039704005791with SHEBA no. IR250100004001039704005791
at the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran through payment order of SATNA or PAYA with
the 30 character identification code of 358039782263500650000000000006.
The bidders are required to submit their sealed and stamped envelopes containing offers latest on
Wednesday dated 18/12/2019 (during official working hours) to our security office, located on the 8th
floor. Meanwhile the meeting for the opening of the envelops will be on Saturday dated 21/12/2019 at
2:00 PM with the presence of bidders’ representatives in our purchasing committee (9th floor, no. 1,
.)fourth alley, Gandhi St., Tehran, Iran
The bid bond value should be:
- At € 315801 or in equal value of that in any other foreign currencies, except US dollars, based on
exchange rate of CBI on 21/10/ 2019 for each lot of 35000 MT ± 5% in bank guarantee.
– The bidders are permitted to submit the bid bond in Iranian Rial. Therefore, the value of bid bond
for each lot of 35000 MT ± 5% will be IR 14800000000, which must be only submitted by the bidders.
- After approval of ASSC ‘s Financial Manager, the bidders are permitted to use their previous and
definite outstanding claims as bid bond.

For more information, you may refer to our website www.assc.ir, and
http://iets.mporg.ir or contact us by phone no. 00982188776325.
PR & Intel Affairs Dept. of Agricultural Support
Services Company (ASSC)
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Apt in Elahieh
brand new, 5th floor, several apts
from 120 sq.m to 270 sq.m, furn
& unfurn, terrace spj, nice view,
lobby, parking
near French school
$1500 to $4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in South Qeytariyeh
3th floor, 154 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, renovated, parking
$2000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Niavaran
brand new, 140 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn & unfurn, laundry
terrace swimming pool, gym roof
garden mountain
& city view, elevator, parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Jordan
14th floor, 230 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
one separate suit, fully furn
equipped kitchen, spj, gym
gathering room, nice view
elevator , parking
$1500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Velenjak
3th floor, 220 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
modern furn, balcony, spj gym,
billiard table, beautiful city view,
gathering room elevator, 2 parking spots
$6000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Tajrish
2 floors, each floor 270 sq.m
3 Bdrs., 70 sq.m suite, unfurn
terrace, outdoor swimming pool
completely renovated, parking
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Villa in Farmanieh
triplex, 3th floor, 350 sq.m furn fire
place, terrace, renovated
15 parking spots
$10000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Duplex Villa in Zafaranieh
650 sq.m land, 650 sq.m built up
7 Bdrs., unfurn, nice garden
completely renovated, parking
$10000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Villa in Darband
duplex, 2000 sq.m land
400 sq.m built up, 4 Bdrs. unfurn,
outdoor swimming
3 balconies, green garden
completely renovated
4 parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Villa in Elahieh
duplex, 4500 sq.m land, 1000
sq.m built up, one separate suite
servant quarter, beautiful green
garden outdoor swimming pool,
football field completely renovated
& renewed , 2-side entrances, lots
of parking
$20000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

LOOKING FOR RENTAL PROPERTY?

Call: 22041212 – 09121081212

Visit: WWW.FIRSTCHOICECO.COM
E-mail: property@firstchoiceco.com

Since 1987 مسکن انتخاب اول – غنی زاده

TEHRAN TIMES

Iran’s Leading
International Daily
Advertising Dept

Tel:
times1979@gmail.com

+9821 430 51 450
www.tehrantimes.com

Office in Mirdamad
administrative office license
4 offices, each office 600 sq.m
elevator, 32 parking spots
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Qeytarieh
105 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn equipped
kitchen, elevator parking, near
Qeytarieh park
$1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Office in North Shariati
administrative office license
4th floor, 300 sq.m, parking
$4500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Tavanir
120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn equipped
kitchen, parking
$900
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Fereshteh
2 floors, 200 sq.m & 140 sq.m
unfurn, yard, renovated, parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Chizar
1th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, equipped kitchen
back yard, parking, $1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Pasdaran
600 sq.m land, 5 floors, 5 units
each units 300 sq.m, roof top
30 parking spots
$27000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Jordan
2th floor, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
elevator, parking, $1300
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Office in Zafaranieh
administrative office license
brand new, 3th floor, 180 sq.m
elevator, parking, $2700
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole building in
Vanak - Molla Sadra
administrative office license
4 floors, 4 apts, each apt 400 sq.m
one 400 sq.m commercial floor
elevator, nice terrace
renovated, 6 parking spots
$21000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

REAL ESTATE

Advertising Dept:

NOVEMBER 12, 2019

021 - 430 51 450

Apt in Motahari St.
4th floor, 99 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, parking, $1000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Elahieh
1th floor, 155 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, lobby
storage, parking, $1200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Fereshteh
90 sq.m, 1 Bdr., furn
spj, parking
$50 daily
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KSC)
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S C I E N C E

Using AI to predict where and
when lightning will strike
Lightning is one of the most unpredictable
phenomena in nature. It regularly kills
people and animals and sets fire to homes
and forests. It keeps aircraft grounded and
damages power lines, wind turbines and solarpanel installations. However, little is known
about what triggers lightning, and there is
no simple technology for predicting when
and where lightning will strike the ground.
At EPFL’s School of Engineering,
researchers in the Electromagnetic
Compatibility Laboratory, led by Farhad
Rachidi, have developed a simple and
inexpensive system that can predict when
lightning will strike to the nearest 10 to 30
minutes, within a 30-kilometer radius. The
system uses a combination of standard
meteorological data and artificial intelligence.
The research paper has been published in
Climate and Atmospheric Science, a Nature
partner journal. The researchers are now
planning to use their technology in the
European Laser Lightning Rod project.
“Current systems are slow and very
complex, and they require expensive external
data acquired by radar or satellite,” explains
Amirhossein Mostajabi, the PhD student who

came up with the technique. “Our method uses
data that can be obtained from any weather
station. That means we can cover remote

regions that are out of radar and satellite
range and where communication networks
are unavailable.”

What’s more, because the data can be
acquired easily and in real time, predictions
can be made very quickly -- and alerts can
be issued even before a storm has formed.
The EPFL researchers’ method uses a
machine-learning algorithm that has been
trained to recognize conditions that lead
to lightning. To carry out the training, the
researchers used data collected over a tenyear period from 12 Swiss weather stations,
located in both urban and mountainous areas.
Four parameters were taken into account:
atmospheric pressure, air temperature,
relative humidity and wind speed. Those
parameters were correlated with recordings
from lightning detection and location
systems. Using that method, the algorithm
was able to learn the conditions under which
lightning occurs.
Once trained, the system made predictions
that proved correct almost 80% of the time.
This is the first time that a system based
on simple meteorological data has been able
to predict lightning strikes through real-time
calculations. The method offers a simple way
of predicting a complex phenomenon.
(Source: Science Daily)
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Heat sensor frustrates
Bloodhound land speed car
Engineers working on the new British challenge to the
land speed record will spend the weekend chasing down
a sensor issue on their Bloodhound car.
The arrow-shaped racer was targeting 550mph
(885km/h) on Friday’s latest run across the Kalahari
Desert, but driver Andy Green was forced to lift off the
throttle early.
He’d received a cockpit warning that Bloodhound’s
engine bay might be overheating.
The top speed was 481mph (774km/h).
That’s a little slower than the 501mph (806km/h)
reached on Wednesday.
The “firewire” system had tripped on that occasion
too, but it had occurred at the end of the run - not, as on
Friday, at the fastest point along the 16km track.

New soft-muscled RoboBee is accident proof
By Brooks Hays
Engineers at Harvard University have unveiled a new flying
robot powered by soft actuators. Because its muscles are
soft, the insect-sized microbot, dubbed RoboBee, can survive
collisions with walls, the floor and other Robobees.
“There has been a big push in the field of microrobotics
to make mobile robots out of soft actuators because they are
so resilient,” Yufeng Chen, a former graduate student and
postdoctoral fellow at the Harvard John A. Paulson School
of Engineering and Applied Sciences, said in a news release.
“However, many people in the field have been skeptical that
they could be used for flying robots because the power density
of those actuators simply hasn’t been high enough and they are
notoriously difficult to control. Our actuator has high enough
power density and controllability to achieve hovering flight.”
Chen and his colleagues at SEAS developed the robot
using dielectric elastomers developed by David Clarke, a
material scientist at Harvard. The dielectric elastomers offer
insulation and deform when exposed to an electric current.
To improve the soft actuators power density, Chen and

his colleagues tweaked the dielectric elastomer to boost the
material’s electrode conductivity. They also used a thread
to build a lightweight support frame for the soft actuators,
preventing the microbot’s muscles from buckling -- a common
problem for soft-bodied robots.
The researchers built a two wing prototype capable of
taking off from the ground but without inflight maneuvering
capabilities. They also built a four-wing model using two

actuators, which can fly through crowded environs.
Though the soft actuators are easily replaceable and
interchangeable, allowing researchers to quickly tweak and
test different designs, there’s no need to constantly replace
damaged parts as a result of failed flights.
“One advantage of small-scale, low-mass robots is their
resilience to external impacts,” said Elizabeth Farrell Helbling,
a former graduate student at SEAS. “The soft actuator provides
an additional benefit because it can absorb impact better
than traditional actuation strategies. This would come in
handy in potential applications such as flying through rubble
for search and rescue missions.”
In a first-of-its-kind feat, scientists launched an eightwing, four-actuator model that can hover like a helicopter
and maneuver its way through crowded airspace. The
team of engineers, including Chen and Helbling, described
the novel microbot in a new paper published Monday
in the journal Nature.
The study’s authors are currently working to boost the
energy efficiency of the soft actuators, in order to build a
more powerful version of the RoboBee.

Scientists develop sensor to save
children, pets left in vehicles

A distinct spin on atomic
transport

A small, inexpensive sensor could save lives
by triggering an alarm when children or
pets are left alone in vehicles.
The new device, developed by researchers
at the University of Waterloo, combines
radar technology with artificial intelligence
(AI) to detect unattended children or
animals with 100-per-cent accuracy.
Small enough to fit in the palm of a
hand at just three centimeters in diameter,
the device is designed to be attached to
a vehicle’s rear-view mirror or mounted
on the ceiling.
It sends out radar signals that are
reflected back by people, animals and
objects in the vehicle. Built-in AI then
analyzes the reflected signals.
“It addresses a serious, world-wide
problem,” said George Shaker, an
engineering professor at Waterloo. His
system is so affordable it could become
standard equipment in all vehicles.”
Development of the wireless, discshaped sensor was funded in part by a
major automotive parts manufacturer
that is aiming to bring it to market by
the end of 2020.
Analysis by the device determines the
number of occupants and their locations
in a vehicle. That information could be

One of the more unexpected things that
can be done with charge-neutral atoms is
to use them to emulate the fundamental
behavior of electrons. In the past few
years, the group of Tilman Esslinger at
the Institute of Quantum Electronics in
the Department of Physics of ETH Zurich
has pioneered a platform in which atoms
cooled to temperatures close to absolute
zero are transported through one- and
two-dimensional structures, driven by a
potential difference. In this way defining
phenomena occurring in mesoscopic
electronic systems can be studied in great
detail, not least quantized conductance. In
a pair of papers published today in Physical
Review Letters and Physical Review A,
postdoc Laura Corman, former PhD
student Martin Lebrat and colleagues in
the Esslinger group report that they have
mastered in their transport experiments
control over another quantum property
of the atoms - their spin.
The team added to the transport channel
a tightly focused light beam, which induces
local interactions that are equivalent to
exposing the atoms to a strong magnetic
field. As a consequence, the degeneracy
of the spin states is lifted, which in turn
serves as the basis for an efficient spin filter:

used to set rates for ride-sharing services
and toll roads, or to qualify vehicles for
car-pool lanes.
Its primary purpose, however, is
to detect when a child or pet has been
accidentally or deliberately left behind,
a scenario that can result in serious harm
or death in extremely hot or cold weather.
In such cases, the system would prevent
vehicle doors from locking and sound
an alarm to alert the driver, passengers
and other people in the area that there
is a problem.
“Unlike cameras, this device preserves
privacy and it doesn’t have any blind spots
because radar can penetrate seats, for
instance, to determine if there is an infant
in a rear-facing car seat,” said Shaker, a
cross-appointed professor of electrical and
computer engineering, and mechanical and
mechatronics engineering.
The low-power device, which runs on
a vehicle’s battery, distinguishes between
living beings and inanimate objects by
detecting subtle breathing movements.
Researchers are now exploring the use of
that capability to monitor the vital signs of
drivers for indications of fatigue, distraction,
impairment, illness or other issues.
(Source: eurekalert.org)

atoms of one spin orientation are repelled,
whereas those of another orientation are
free to pass. Importantly, even though
the application of an additional light field
leads to the loss of atoms, these dissipative
processes do not destroy the quantization of
conductance. The ETH researchers replicate
this experimental finding in numerical
simulation and substantiate its validity
through an extension of the Landauer
-Büttiker model, the key formalism for
quantum transport.
The efficiency of the atomic spin filter
demonstrated by the Esslinger group
matches that of the best equivalent
elements for electronic systems.
This, together with the extraordinary
‘cleanness’ and controllability of the coldatom platform, opens up exciting new
perspectives for exploring the dynamics
of quantum transport. In particular, as
the interaction between the atoms can
be tuned, the platform provides access
to spin transport of strongly correlated
quantum systems. This regime is difficult
to study otherwise, but is of considerable
fundamental and practical interest, not least
for applications in spintronic devices and
to explore fundamental phases of matter.
(Source: eurekalert.org)

New Zealand base for methane-measuring satellite mission

A satellite mission to measure global methane emissions
from oil and gas facilities will be based in New Zealand, the
government said on Wednesday, in a collaboration with a
U.S. environmental group.
The MethaneSAT, due to be launched in 2022, is designed to
locate and measure methane from human sources worldwide,
and will provide data to track and reduce those emissions,
the government said in a statement.
The project with the Environmental Defense Fund, a

U.S.-based non-profit group, marks New Zealand’s first
collaboration in a state-funded space mission.
It will host the mission control center for the satellite,
to be launched in 2022, and invest NZ$26 million ($16.6
million) in the project.
“A key part of the NZ$26 million investment will be funding
the construction and operation of the New Zealand base
mission control center,” Research, Science and Innovation
Minister Megan Woods told a media conference.

“It will enable us to grow our capabilities in the space
sector and to participate in future space missions.”
While the initial priority is to collect emissions data from
the oil and gas industry, New Zealand will also investigate the
possibility of using the data to study agricultural emissions.
Controlling emissions from livestock is a big focus for
New Zealand, which has set a goal for the country to be
carbon neutral by 2025.
(Source: Reuters)

Stuart Edmondson, Bloodhound’s head of engineering
operations, said the problem could be like the “dodgy
indicator” in a family saloon; the light comes on for no
good reason. But in a land speed record car, such sensors
can’t be ignored.
“We can’t keep losing runs because of this kind of thing,
so we just have to bite the bullet and do a full examination
of everything to do with that indication system,” he told
BBC News.
This means taking the fin off Bloodhound, opening
its upper chassis and removing the car’s EurofighterTyphoon jet engine.
The engineers can then take a close look at the sensor,
which is essentially two parallel wires running though a
plastic sheath. This wiring criss-crosses the engine bay.
When it gets too hot, the plastic melts and the two
wires touch, triggering an alarm. It may simply be that a
section of wiring has degraded or been crushed somehow.
If engineers can identify the cause and fix it in a timely
fashion then it’s possible Bloodhound could be back out
on its dry lakebed track on Monday morning.
Although it’s disappointing and frustrating not to see
this six-tonne car go faster yet again, there’s an acceptance
in the team that they’re on a learning curve.
Bloodhound is a one-of-a-kind - a prototype; and
part of the road to a new world record above 763mph
(1,228km/h) involves getting to know and understand
all the car’s quirks.
Only then will the team be able to achieve the slick and
repetitive operations needed to reach the very highest
speeds.
Stuart Edmondson said: “When we come to do a land
speed record, our opportunities to run will inevitably be
limited by factors such as the weather and the wind, so
we don’t want any unnecessary interruptions.
“And also not least because we’ll have the public here
and there’ll be expectations.
“The firewire is bugging us and frustrating us and will
only continue to do so unless we get in there and see
what’s going on.”
Friday had started out with high expectations.
The wind, which can push the car offline, was light and
blowing directly down the track.
The temperature was benign too at 24C and the RollsRoyce Eurofighter engine develops its thrust much faster
in cool conditions.
Andy Green planned to hold his foot to the floor for
about 45 seconds, making a 550mph speed very attainable.
But when it was reported back over the radio that
Bloodhound had come to a stop at the 9km marker and
not the anticipated 11km point - it was obvious there’d
been a hitch.
Andy Green was unperturbed by the firewire hassle,
however. He lauded changes that had been made to the
parachute brake to make it deploy smoothly on the run.
And he’d got to test the limits of the steel wheel brakes
at the end also.
“I’m braking as hard as I can; remember there’s no
anti-lock braking on this car,” he explained.
“It’s all about how hard I can put the brakes on in an
emergency. We’d been increasing it on previous runs
and today we wanted to find the absolute limit. If I lock
the wheels up, it will dig trenches in the track - but more
importantly while the wheels are locked, they’re more
prone to damage.”
The 90cm-diameter, 90kg, solid aluminum wheels have
been one of the big successes out here. It was expected
they’d suffer a much greater degree of scuffing and rutting.
On the contrary, their surfaces are resisting the abrasion
of the desert’s sand and grit exceptionally well.
The current land speed record of 763mph (1,228km/h)
was set in 1997, also by Wing Commander Green.
In doing so, he became the first person in history to
take a wheeled vehicle beyond Mach 1, the speed of sound.
The speeds posted here by Bloodhound on Hakskeen
Pan make it the third fastest British car of all time, behind
Thrust2, which broke the land speed record in 1983; and
Andy Green’s 1997 car, Thrust SSC.
The Bloodhound team would like to claim a speed in
excess of 600mph (965km/h) before these trials end in
a couple of weeks.
621mph would give a nice round 1,000 in km/h.
The idea is to come back to Hakskeen Pan in 12 or 18
months with a rocket fitted to the car in addition to its jet.
The extra five to six tonnes of thrust on top of the nine
tonnes from the Eurofighter power plant could conceivably
take Bloodhound beyond 800mph (1,290km/h).
(Source: BBC)
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New ILS to enhance safety of
flights at IKIA
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — The Imam Khomeini Interna-

d
e
s
k tional Airport has installed a new Instrument
Landing System (ILS) in order to improve the safety of flights,
IKIA deputy director for airport operations has said.
“Currently the right runway 29 is equipped with precise landing
navigation system and the ILS was stationed for left runway 11,”
Hassan Khoshkhoo said.
“Planes can control all flights in bad weather conditions with
this new system,” he noted.

“The system was set up by experts at Iran Airports Company
and it will be ready for incoming flights.”
The radio-navigation system enables pilots to land an airplane
by instrument approach when the pilot cannot see the runway,
providing aircraft with horizontal and vertical guidance just before and during landing and, at certain fixed points, and it also
indicates the distance to the reference point of land.

New non-stop Southwest
flights from Sacramento to
Honolulu launch
Southwest launched new non-stop flights from Sacramento to
Hawaii on Sunday.
The inaugural flight took off from Sacramento International
Airport on Sunday morning.

“Southwest Airlines provides our customers with another
opportunity to find competitively priced non-stops to Hawaii,
a destination in high demand from Sacramento,” says Director Cindy Nichol, Sacramento County Department of Airports.
“This new service, coupled with the success of flights to Hawaii
on Alaska and Hawaiian Airlines, demonstrates this region’s
demand for easy access to the islands.”
The daily flights to Honolulu will leave Sacramento International Airport at 10:50 a.m. and return at 2:10 p.m., Southwest
said. It is now the 5th nonstop to Hawaii from Sacramento.
Southwest said another flight service to Kahului Airport in
Maui will begin in March.
Sacramento County officials said SMF is on track to serve 13
million passengers in 2019.
(Source: MSN)

Tehran, Bern ink MOU
on tourism co-op

T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Iran and
d
e
s
k Switzerland have signed
a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to
expand cooperation in the tourism sector,
CHTN reported.
The MOU was signed on Saturday by the
Iranian deputy tourism minister Vali Teymouri, and Switzerland Tourism’s director
of emerging markets and special projects,
Federico Sommaruga, on the sidelines of a
joint economic commission hosted by the
European state.
The agreement lays the ground for enhancing and developing joint cooperation
within the framework of mutual capabilities
and facilities. It also determines a framework
for cooperation based on the principles of
equality and mutual interests, which would
also be in accordance with the international
laws and treaties, the report said.
The two sides also pledged to encourage
their own administrative bodies and entities
to boost cooperation in the field of tourism.
As per the agreement, the Iranian and
Swiss tourism authorities will inform each
other of tourism days, relevant exhibitions,
congresses and seminars.
Exchanging expertise on tourism facilities, institutions and infrastructure along
with sharing information about legislations

Iranian deputy tourism minister Vali Teymouri (sitting on the right side) and Federico
Sommaruga, Switzerland Tourism’s director of emerging markets and special projects,
sign copies of an MOU in the European country, November 9, 2019.

Traditional Russian textiles on show at Tehran exhibit

H E R I T A G E TEHRAN — On Monday, an exhid
e
s
k bition of traditional Russian textiles,
including handwoven needlework and embroideries,
opened to the public at the Niavaran Cultural-Historical
Complex in northern Tehran.
Iran’s deputy tourism minister Pouya Mahmoudian
and Russian Deputy Minister of Culture Pavel Stepanov
cut the ribbon on the exhibit, which is organized as a
program for the Russian Cultural Days, being hosted
jointly by the cities of Tehran and Qazvin as of November 9.
Groups of Russian cultural figures and officials are
scheduled to carry out various programs during the
six-day cultural festival that is organized by Russia’s
Ministry of Culture in collaboration with Iran’s Islamic
Culture and Relations Organization.
A Russian cultural delegation is also scheduled to
visit a number of Iranian cultural centers and museums,

and to hold meetings with a number of Iranian cultural
figures and officials as well during their stay in Iran.

Embroidery has for centuries played an important
role in Russian daily life. The mainly linen garments
were often decorated with embroidered hems, and the
towels were often skillfully embellished. Embroideries were also often included in dowries, reflecting the
social position of the bride’s family, but also the skills
of the bride.
Most of the Russian embroidery is counted thread
work, although free-style embroidery also occurs from
the late medieval period in the form of the chain stitch
(called tambour in Russia); it first occurred in the western
parts of the country, and only became popular in the
north by the late eighteenth century.
The very colorful embroidery styles in Central Russia
include a wide range of motifs that reflect daily life and
the environment, including stylized forms of plants,
birds and animals.

Foreign ambassadors, diplomats invited
to tribes festival

H E R I T A G E TEHRAN — A number of foreign
d
e
s
k ambassadors, diplomats, as well as
cultural and economic attaches have been invited to attend
a regional nomadic festival, which opens today in Iran’s
northern Golestan province.
“The 13th Golestan international festival of ethnic
cultures has invited foreign guests from China, Greece,
Iraq, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Belarus, the Philippines, Senegal,

Bolivia, Mauritania and Palestine, of whom 13 are ambassadors
and others are consuls as well as cultural and economic
attaches,” secretary of the festival said.
The festival will embrace a wide range of regional arts,
handicrafts, workshops, souvenirs, culinary traditions and
tourist-attraction exhibits, as well as live performances.
The one-millennium-old, UNESCO-registered Gonbad-e
Qabus is one of the most significant tourist destinations in
Golestan province, neighboring the Caspian Sea.

Do you have the right to recline your airline airplane seat? No, and here’s why

ROUND THE GLOBE

Notre-Dame Cathedral
in Tournai
The Notre-Dame Cathedral in Tournai lies at the heart
of the old city not far from the left bank of the Escaut,
Belgium.
The present building is not homogeneous with regard to its chronology and conception, but the result
of three coherent projects, completed and still distinguishable: the Romanesque nave and the transept,
and the Gothic choir.

The construction of the first two was for the greater
part carried out in one go during the early 12th century;
no major modification was made to the building during
the following centuries, limiting its adaptations to the
times.
It is difficult to associate the Cathedral with just one
influence or school, but in its design and its elevations
it presents layouts that influenced the development of
early Gothic art.
In particular, it is distinguished by a Romanesque
nave of impressive dimensions and richly sculptured
and by a transept with five towers that indicate the
beginnings of Gothic art. The choir, rebuilt in the 13th
century, is of pure Gothic style. The conception of the
nave illustrates a great originality with several important innovations.
(Source: UNESCO)

and other legal documents related to tourism
statistics are amongst under pillars of the
memorandum, the report added.
Last year, Sommaruga announced that
his country seeks to attract more travelers
from Iran though it is not a big source of
tourism for Bern.
Switzerland pays attention to even its
small travel markets. For instance, in 2017,
Iranians made up only 0.5 present of travelers to Switzerland with some 16,000 visa
applicants, the official noted, adding, “We
have published a Persian-language brochure
in which Swiss attractions, destinations and
tours have been included.”
“We also work with five tourism agencies
in Iran. Furthermore, we held a familiarizing
tour for employees of certain Iranian agencies.”
Looking beyond the chocolate and cuckoo
clocks, contemporary Switzerland, which
is famed as the land of four languages, has
many to offer its visitors in terms of historical monuments, natural landscape and
ecotourism.
Iran, on the other hand, boasts hundreds
of historical sites such as bazaars, museums,
mosques, bridges, bathhouses, madrasas,
mausoleums, churches, towers, and mansions, of which 22 being inscribed on the
UNESCO World Heritage list.

Stop reclining your airplane seat.
Two domestic airlines already limit your
ability to lean back in economy class. Even
if the airline doesn’t make the decision for
you, it’s the polite thing to do. And, most
important, it’s the right thing to do.
“Seat reclining is one of the most irritating, inconvenient, self-indulgent habits,” says Simon Sapper, an organizational
consultant and frequent traveler based
in London. “Period.”
But click around the internet for a while,
and you’ll find that this debate is far from
settled. Many of the blogosphere’s “experts” believe it’s their God-given right
to recline. Ironically, the loudest seat
recliners don’t even fly in economy class.
There isn’t any room to recline
your seat
So, as a public service, let’s settle this
argument now. Reclining your airline seat
is unacceptable because we’re officially
out of space. It’s rude – and it’s wrong.

There’s no space to recline. Airlines
are trying to squeeze more passengers
on a plane to make more money. Before
airline deregulation, many economy class
seats had a generous 36 inches of “pitch,”
a rough measure of legroom. Today, some
seats have as little as 28 inches.
If you recline your airplane seat, you’ll
probably end up in someone’s lap. Literally.
“I feel most folks would rather sacrifice
the two inches of reclining backward not
to have someone sitting in their lap for the
distance of a flight,” says Mary Camillo,
a travel advisor from Middletown, New
Jersey. “Airlines should instill on passengers what parents have been trying
to instill in their children for years. That
is, if you do not have enough to share
with everyone, then wait until you do.”
Also, airlines should immediately
stop using the phrase “Sit back, relax,
and enjoy the flight.” That’s an invita-

tion to lean back all the way. But it’s a
cruel joke. On two airlines – Delta and
Spirit – you can’t fully recline. On other
airlines, you’ll invade another passenger’s
personal space, which might lead to an
unfriendly confrontation.
Isn’t it my right to recline my
airplane seat?
Another pro-recline argument: If the
seat can recline, shouldn’t you be able to?
No, you shouldn’t.
You can do a lot of things on a plane.
For example, you can tell your life story to
your seatmate. You can eat a Limburger
cheese and Bermuda onion sandwich. You
can press the flight attendant call button
repeatedly. But all are probably bad ideas.
“Seat recline is a moral issue,” says
Jennifer Aspinwall, a frequent air traveler
who writes the World On A Whim blog.”
What do you do if the person in front
of you reclines all the way? What if you
turn around to discover that a 6-foot-4
passenger seated behind you? Do you
eat your meal in your lap while the tray
table cuts into your stomach or do recline
as well and crush the legs of the person
behind you?”
Couldn’t have said it better myself.
Reclining a seat is wrong.
Airlines should lock their
economy seats from reclining –
permanently
So if there’s no room to recline your
airplane seat, and it’s wrong, why do so
many airlines still allow it? Because if
they didn’t, it would be an admission that
they no longer care about your comfort.
Airlines are stacking you into a plane like
cargo – no two ways about it.
“I wish all airlines would eliminate the
recline function,” says Larry Hickerson,
a retired Air Force inspector and million-miler from Peoria, Arizona. “Since
airlines went to ridiculously tight pitches,
recline sets up an untenable situation.”

Right now, about half the people reading this column probably want to name
their firstborn after me. The other half
want to kill me. And the airline folks?
They’re laughing.
The airline industry loves the seat
reclining argument because it divides
us. And while we’re arguing about two
inches of personal space, they’re busy
collecting more money from passengers
and slowly – ever so slowly – removing
even more room. This debate is the perfect
distraction.
Whether you think reclining your airline seat is wrong or not, let’s agree on
one thing: Greedy airlines got us to this
point. Fighting over the scraps of space
won’t fix it. If we ever needed thoughtful
government regulation, maybe it is now.
How to deal with a seat recliner
Reclining an airline seat is still allowed
on most domestic flights. Here’s how to
deal with someone who leans into your
airspace.
Ask them to lean forward. Timing and
tone are important here. The moment
someone leans back, gently tap the person
on the shoulder and politely ask them if
it would be possible not to recline their
seat. Be. Extra. Nice.
Get a flight attendant involved. Some
leaners are clever and wait for you to go
to the restroom before leaning. Then they
feign sleep, which makes you reluctant to
bother them. Oldest trick in the book. You
can always ask a flight attendant for help.
Move airplane seats. If you see another
open seat in your class of service, feel
free to move, as long as the seat belt sign
isn’t illuminated. You might also want
to ask a flight attendant for permission.
As a reminder, the seats in front of the
exit row don’t recline. So usually, an exit
row seat means you’ll keep your legroom.
And maybe, your sanity.
(Source: MSN)
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Promotion of terror by false
harbinger of peace
By Ramin Hossein Abadian
TEHRAN (MNA) – While Saudi Arabia
proclaims itself as a harbinger of peace in
the region and around the world, its crimes
recorded in various parts of the world well
illustrate its full support for “global terrorism”.
Nowadays Saudi Arabia has been taking
a different stance trying to show itself as a
supporter of peace in the region to cover up
its crimes as one of the main supporters of
global terrorism.
In order to divert public opinion from
focusing on their crimes in different places, the Saudis are also trying to address the
public opinion that the Islamic Republic of
Iran and the resistance groups in the region
are the promoters of terrorism.
Support for ISIL and al-Qaeda
Saudi Arabia is currently the reason for
killing people in Yemen, Iraq, Syria, Palestine,
and even Lebanon because of its expanded
support of terrorist groups in recent years. Its
support for the ISIL Takfiri terrorist group in
recent years, especially in Syria and Iraq, has
caused the killing of thousands of civilians,
including women and children.
Diplomatic documents leaked by the
Qatari Embassy in Washington on 26 October 2016, showed also the support of Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman and
Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan for some al-Qaeda and ISIL
terrorist leaders in Yemen.
According to the documents, the two crown
princes of Saudi Arabia and UAE have been
in constant contact with two of Al-Qaeda
affiliated members Al-Hassan Ali Abkar and
Abdullah Faisal al-Ahdel. The documents
provide details of the activities of two al-Qaeda commanders as well as direct donations
from Saudi intelligence chief Khalid bin Ali
Al Humaidan to purchase supplies and give
to ISIL members.
In this regard, Shireen Tahmaasb Hunter,
a professor of political science at Georgetown
University in the US believes that Saudi Wah-

habi ideology is a key factor in the formation
of the ISIL Takfiri terrorist group.
Full-fledged defense of ‘state
terrorism’
Saudi Arabia has always been a strong
supporter of the Zionist regime over the
past decades as a prominent example of
promoting “state terrorism”. It normalizes
relations with Israel faster than other Arab
countries. This is the same issue that the
Zionists have mentioned on many occasions
without referring directly to Saudi Arabia.
Moreover, a series of secret meetings between Saudi officials and the Zionist regime’s
indicate that the Al-Saud has associated with
the Zionist regime the most prominent example of “state terrorism”.
In this connection, on the sidelines of
a recent UN General Assembly meeting in
New York City, Saudi Minister of State for
Foreign Affairs Adel al-Jubeir secretly met
with Israeli Foreign Minister Israel Katz.
Trade and military exchanges between
the Zionist regime and Saudi Arabia are also

among other areas of close relations between
the two sides, which have made the Zionists
more insolence in killing Palestinians.
According to what has been said, the Saudi
authorities will undoubtedly play a major
role in continuing the terrorist acts of the
Zionist regime in the occupied territories
against the Palestinians by defending “state
terrorism” of the Zionist regime.
Establishment of a terrorist coalition against the Yemeni people
The establishment of a terrorist coalition against the defenseless and innocent
Yemeni people is another Saudi activity in
promoting terrorism and extremism in the
region and around the world. Saudi Arabia
formed a coalition of 17 countries to attack
Yemen illegally and brutally in 2015. Since
then, the Saudis have martyred thousands
of people and injured hundreds in Yemen.
Its aggressive attacks on innocent Yemeni
people in the form of a terrorist and illegal
coalition have already caused fatal blows to
the poorest Arab country. They also bombed

all the medical centers. This has caused 80%
of medical centers in Yemen to fail to provide
medical services.
Because of the series of crimes against
Yemeni people, even the former UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, put Saudi Arabia
on the list of Yemeni children’s rights violations. But threatened by Saudi authorities to
cut funding to the UN, made him withdraw
from his decision.
Support for MEK and the Ba’ath
regime
The history of the terrorist activities of the
terrorist group, the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MEK)
is obvious to everyone which killed many
Iranians in the early years of the victory of the
Islamic Revolution. However, Saudi Arabia
is one of the main supporters of MEK, and at
the same time proclaims itself a harbinger
of peace in the region and around the world
and accuses others of supporting terrorism.
According to Norwegian media, the Saudi Embassy in France pays all expenses for
holding the annual conference of the MEK
terrorist group in Paris.
The Saudis also continue to support the
remnants of the Ba’ath regime in Iraq. Saudi
ambassador to Jordan Khaled bin Faisal AlSaud has met and held talks with Raghad
Hussein daughter of Saddam Hussein, the
former president of Iraq in Amman, according to media.
During the meeting, the two sides discussed the latest developments in Iraq and
how to further provoke protests against
the Baghdad government and create chaos
in Iraq. It is said that the Saudi ambassador to Jordan has offered an invitation to
Raghad Hussein to attend a meeting on
Iraq which will be held in Riyadh in the
coming month.
What has been said is only a small fraction of Saudi Arabia’s support for terrorism
around the world, and there are now numerous reports of Saudi Arabia’s promotion of
terrorism, Wahhabism and extremism in
East Asia and Africa.

Hamas bias is fraught with consequences
By Damir Nazarov
WEST SIBERIA/ TYUMEN — Hamas once again condemned Saudi Arabia in connection with the detention and
abuse of Palestinians affiliated with Hamas. However, only
condemnation and nothing more. Hamas is trying to avoid
conflict, party officials say, and is enshrined in the movement’s
Charter. There is a saying-everything is known in comparison.
As you know in the midst of the Syrian events, the Hamas
leadership did not support the Assad government, ignored
diplomatic efforts and advice from the Islamic Republic of
Iran and joyfully rushed into the arms of Qatar and Turkey.
This was followed by a series of statements with anti-Assad
overtones, reproaches against Iran and Hezbollah, meetings
with representatives of the self-proclaimed ‘Syrian opposition’
and so on. Then the situation changed 180 degrees. And now
Hamas is hastily seeking to reconcile with all members of the
Axis of Resistance Alliance.
Relations with the Gulf countries have never been ideal
for Hamas, the reason is the Pro-Zionist inclination of the
monarchies. Therefore, a priori it was naive to expect from the
despots of the Arabian Peninsula, some decent attitude towards
themselves. Hamas simply miscalculated. He miscalculated
in two directions, the first-to create a balance (to try to play on
two sides, between Tehran and Riyadh), and the second-Hamas naively believed that Saudi Arabia and the UAE would
be interested in cooperation with the Palestinian resistance
organization, at least in terms of diplomacy or humanitarian
actions, the reality was different, the monarchies do not care

about Palestine, and now they do not even hide their connection
with Zionism. And by the way it is not necessary to put Qatar
as an example, the Emirate only plays its role of “assistant to
Hamas”, we should never forget that Qatar by its nature is
completely tied to local tribalism, and like all regimes of the
Persian Gulf, is associated with Zionism.
The Saudis and the UAE are not just unwilling to cooperate
with Hamas, they are pursuing an openly anti-Palestinian
policy, and striking directly at Hamas. In 2010, the UAE assisted Mossad in the assassination of Mahmoud Al-Mabhouh,
and in 2019, participating in the occupation of Yemen, the
Emirates committed the murder of a Hamas representative
in Yemen. For their part, the Saudis have organized a whole
anti-Hamas and anti-Palestinian campaign of arrests. In
Saudi prisons, Palestinians are bullied and interrogated by
representatives of Zionism. These facts show how close Riyadh and the Zionist colony have become, now this tandem
is no longer hiding anything and openly fighting the Islamic
resistance of Palestine and its allies in the region. In fairness,
we note that neither in Syria nor in Lebanon, on the part of
local authorities, nothing like this was and could not be. Hamas
must draw conclusions.
It is strange that Hamas in relation to the open Pro-Zionist
policies of the Gulf regimes, is limited only to verbal condemnation. Very strange. For some reason, there are no sharp
political steps, as it was in Syria. Although Damascus has not
been seen in anti-Palestinian actions or rhetoric, Assad’s government has been completely immersed in internal conflict.
However, Hamas was not confused by this fact. Most of the

leadership of the Palestinian organization explaining their
departure from Syria, motivated their actions by something
like “protection of the people of Syria”, in other words, sided
with the”opposition”. In this case, the question is brewing.
Why in Syria, in the internal strife of the Syrians, Hamas
took one side, although no one involved the Palestinians in
the conflict, and in Saudi Arabia, Hamas is limited to “verbal
condemnation”, although in this monarchy there is a targeted
campaign against the Palestinians. With regard to the Saudis
and the UAE, there are not even enough “harsh” statements
that Abu marzouk, for example, allowed he in relation to Iran
and Assad, until recently. Only the standard set of remarks
condemning the policy of persecution of Palestinians applies
to the Gulf regimes.
If someone wants to say that these are different situations,
then no it is not. In Saudi Arabia, there is a struggle for the
throne and the clash of princes is evidence, but so far, that
there are no analogues of Syrian events, but who said that the
Saudis were able to avoid such a crisis in the future?
Conclusion. Hamas is well aware of the events in Saudi Arabia,
but simply ignores all options for dealing with the Pro-Zionist
power of the Saudis. Hamas does not express support for Saudi
dissidents, opposition forces within the dictatorship, and is
not interested in joining the Alliance of the main enemies
of the Pro-Zionist power of the Saudis and the UAE. With
this approach to the Palestinian cause, Hamas will remain a
permanent ‘supporter of the truce with the Zionists’ in Gaza.
While other Palestinian Islamic forces will be at the forefront
of the resistance, I am sure such a day will come soon.

Consequences of U.S. formal exit from Paris climate pact: More isolation globally
This issue is not acceptable to
1
Trump that China can continue to emit greenhouse gas for another 13 years, and India is
able to continue its greenhouse gas emissions
till 2020, while receiving billions of dollars.
The U.S. president also complains that
his country has already donated about one
billion dollar to Green Climate Fund, which is
founded to help developing countries, while
no other country has spent such a large sum
in this field.
Trump, despite his decision to exit the Paris
Agreement, has announced that he is ready
to “begin negotiations to reenter either the
Paris Accord or a really entirely new transaction on terms that are fair to the United
States, its businesses, its workers, its people,
its taxpayers”. He also said that if they reach
an accord, that will be great and if they do
not, that will be fine.
Consequences of U.S. withdrawal
It should be noted that the withdrawal from
the Paris climate accord by the U.S. is not its
first unconventional action toward valid international documents. After coming to the White
House, in one of his first moves, Trump ordered
to pull the country out of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) that was signed in 2016.
The TPP is the greatest trade agreement in the
world, which was signed between 12 countries
around the Pacific Ocean with the exception
of China, and aimed to remove trade barriers
to the countries that signed the agreement.

However, the Paris Agreement is of particular importance for the current generation and
the world’s future in terms of environmental
and international rights. Obviously, legal and
political consequences of the Paris accord is
more serious than those of the TPP. The following is the summary of the effects of the
U.S. withdrawal from the Paris climate pact:
1.
U.S. political and legal isolation: the
U.S. will be seriously isolated if it withdraws
from the Paris accord, because besides Europe-

ans, countries like Canada, Russia, and Asian
countries such as China and Japan have signed
the agreement. German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and the Chinese president reaffirmed
that they will be committed to the pact even
after the U.S. withdrawal.
Jean-Claude Juncker, the president of
the European Commission, at a meeting in
Berlin, described the U.S. withdrawal as a
completely wrong move. Juncker said that
the U.S. cannot exit the agreement just like

that. He added that Trump says he will exit
the Paris climate pact because he is not well
aware of this pact. This is while, he said, in
2015, about 200 countries signed an accord
in 2015 in Paris, based on which they were
committed to keep the increase in global
average temperature to well below 2 °C to
prevent global warming.
2.
Lack of states’ trust on the U.S. to
reach an agreement on other issues: this move
by Trump shows the U.S. non-compliance with
international agreements that could disturb
its prestige and position in the world. The
move also will cause other Western partners,
especially Europeans, lose their trust of the
United States. Following the U.S. withdrawal
from the agreement other countries will hesitate to cooperate and sign contract with the
White House on other issues.
3.
Distrust of environmental rights:
one of the important issues in legal subjects is
environmental right, which is being taken into
account at national and international level.
The U.S. withdrawal from the pact means
disregard to international documents related
to environmental rights. This approach can be
a serious threat to the plans to control global
warming. Furthermore, the approach indicates
that the world’s second largest polluter does
not pay much attention to environmental protection, which has been one of most important
challenges for environmental rights in recent
decades.
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U.S., allies don’t want
peaceful resolution of Syria
crisis: ex-American diplomat
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – An American author and former diplomat
cast doubt over the success of ongoing talks between the Syrian
government and foreign-backed opposition in Geneva and said
the US and some of its allies do not want a peaceful resolution
of the conflict in the Arab country.
“The principal issue is not the constitution, but the eight
years of war and destruction brought on by foreign intervention, principally by the Americans, British, French, Israelis, and
Turks,” Michael Springmann, the former head of the American
visa bureau in Saudi Arabia, said in an interview with Tasnim.
“Those countries do not want a peaceful resolution of the
conflict and would much prefer to see the current war continue,”
he added.
J. Michael Springmann served in the US government as a diplomat with the State Department’s Foreign Service, with postings
in Germany, India, and Saudi Arabia. He left federal service and
currently practices law in the Washington, DC, area. Springmann’s works and interviews have been published in numerous
foreign policy publications, including Covert Action Quarterly,
Unclassified, Global Outlook, the Public Record, OpEdNews,
Global Research and Foreign Policy Journal. He has written
Visas for Al Qaeda: CIA Handouts That Rocked The World and a
second book Goodbye, Europe? Hello, Chaos? Merkel’s Migrant
Bomb. Both are available on Amazon. The books’ website is:
www.michaelspringmann.com
The following is the full text of the interview:
A 45-member committee equally divided between the Syrian government, the opposition, and civil society held talks in
Geneva on Monday about the amendment of Syria’s Constitution.
Media sources close to Damascus said that 35 members of the
Constitutional Committee traveled to Geneva last Sunday while
UN special envoy for Syria Geir Pedersen kept 45 others in the
Swiss city to be part of the mini-committee that would discuss the

constitutional reform in the country, after eight and a half years
of conflict. The committee will conduct its work and adopt its
decisions by consensus wherever possible, or resort to a majority
of 75 percent of votes. Observers fear that the required number of
votes could prevent the committee from approving any decisions
in its upcoming meetings. What do you think about the developments? How possible is it for the Constitutional Committee
to reach an agreement given the deep differences and lack of trust
between its members?
A: With 150 delegates meeting in Geneva about a new constitution
for Syria, I do not believe it is possible for them to come to any kind
of agreement. The first problem is the sheer number of members at
the conference. Getting so many people to agree on anything would
be a trial. The second problem is the representatives’ makeup: 50
representatives from the Syrian government; 50 from the supposed
“opposition”, in reality, terrorist groups primarily sponsored by the
United States; plus 50 from “civil society”, whatever that is.
The principal issue is not the constitution, but the eight years
of war and destruction brought on by foreign intervention, principally by the Americans, British, French, Israelis, and Turks. Those
countries do not want a peaceful resolution of the conflict and would
much prefer to see the current war continue.
The UN is proving useless. Its “special envoy Geir Pedersen called
for patience, persistence, and readiness to compromise.” After eight
years of combat, stoked by foreign forces, the citizens of Syria would
be happy to compromise--provided the people they were dealing
with wanted peace.
The Syrian Constitutional Committee was established with
the aim of paving the way for a political settlement in Syria. If a
new constitution is approved by the committee, how practical will
this be? How can the opposing parties guarantee to implement
the new constitution?
A: Any constitution approved by such an unwieldy committee
would most likely prove unworkable. After all, one definition of a
camel is an animal put together by a committee.
Compare and contrast the proposed Syrian constitutional structure with the American one. In the Syrian Arab Republic, there are
150 individuals tasked with creating a new constitution (without
specifying exactly the issue with the old one). In 1787, the original
13 United States appointed men to draft a basic law for the new
country. Seventy were chosen, 55 actually attended the convention
and did the work.
Whatever comes out of Geneva where the Syrian constitutional
delegates are sitting will most likely prove unworkable. If the idea
is to create a political settlement, having delegates from so many
disparate groups is almost a promise of failure. There will be no
guarantees of implementation since many of the representatives
are trying to destroy the country, which has been held together by
its president and a common consensus of “live and let live”--at least
until the alien invasion.
Given Turkey’s military operation against Kurds in northern
Syria and the presence of Ankara-backed extremist groups in the
area, what do you think about the negative impacts of foreign intervention on the political settlement of the Syrian crisis?
A: Foreign intervention in Syria, specifically that of the United
States, Israel, Britain, France, and Turkey, is designed to ensure
that there will be no political settlement of the Syrian crisis. The
invaders created the present situation. In contrast, Russia and
Iran were invited into the country by its legitimate government.
Unlike the New Crusaders, those two states have long sought to
stabilize Syria.
The real aim of America and Israel is to break Syria into pieces,
just as they’ve tried to do in Iraq since 2001. They would like to
split the Kurds in the northeast from the rest of the country. The
Turks have no interest in a unified Syria and less in a Syria with a
population of Kurds, an ethnic group they’ve persecuted for the
past 100 years. However, they do seek to kill as many as they can
and intimidate the rest to such an extent that the Kurds will never
oppose Turkey. Additionally, Turkey covets Syrian land. Syria once
was a province (vilayet) of the Ottoman Empire. Recep Erdogan,
Turkey’s president, and apparent sultan wannabe, seems to crave
its lost territory.
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More than 350 school
closures amid catastrophic
bushfire conditions
Across New South Wales hundreds of schools will shut their doors
on Tuesday, while aged-care homes remain on high-alert and
animal shelters scramble to re-home pets as much of the state
prepares for catastrophic fire conditions.
The NSW premier, Gladys Berejiklian, declared a week-long
state of emergency on Monday in the wake of devastating fires
on the state’s mid-north coast in which three people died and at
least 150 homes were destroyed.
While favourable conditions helped ease the bushfire threat on
Monday, more than 60 bushfires continue to ravage the state and
the Bureau of Meteorology has forecast “hot, dry and gusty winds”
on Tuesday which “will generate very dangerous fire conditions
across large parts of the state”.
The severe fire danger prompted the Rural Fire Service to
declare a catastrophic fire danger warning for large chunks of the
state, including in the greater Sydney area, the Hunter, Illawarra
and Shoalhaven regions.
It is the first time the warning has been issued in greater Sydney
and the first state of emergency since October 2013, when major
bushfires killed two people and destroyed hundreds of homes in
the state’s Blue Mountains region.
Both the premier and the commissioner of the RFS, Shane
Fitzsimmons, urged people living in the catastrophic areas to
head for built-up areas, with Berejiklian urging people to “for
heaven’s sake stay away from bushland”.
“Fires are starting extremely quickly, easily and spreading
very, very quickly,” Fitzsimmons told reporters on Monday.
“We cannot guarantee a fire truck at every home, we cannot
guarantee an aircraft will be overhead every time a fire is impacting
on your property, we cannot guarantee that someone will knock
on the door and give you a warning that there’s fires nearby, and
we certainly cannot guarantee that despite our best efforts the
technological tools available will deliver you a message in time.”
The warning has put much of the state on high alert. Parents
will be scrambling to find alternative arrangements for their
children after the NSW government announced more than
300 schools and Tafe campuses will close on Tuesday, while
aged care providers have been put on notice that evacuations
could be necessary.
“In anticipation of hot, dry and windy conditions forecast
for Tuesday 12 November, all of Anglicare’s staff are reviewing
the evacuation plans and making sure all contact lists are up to
date,” Anglicare spokeswoman Tess Delbridge said.
On the Central Coast north of Sydney, the Gosford pound
was calling for volunteers to help with short-term rehoming.
“While we are expecting that everything will be OK – as we
are surrounded by bushland, we have decided to be pro-active in
ensuring that all dogs are safe in the event that something does
happen,” the organisation wrote on Facebook.
“We are asking if there are any coasties who would be willing
to collect a dog either this afternoon or tomorrow morning to
crash at your home until Wednesday.
If we can get as many dogs out as possible, this will make evacuation easier for the dogs who are left here, should there be a fire.”
When Guardian Australia called the shelter on Monday, a
staff member said, “I’ve got about 30 people here wanting to
look after dogs.”
Berejiklian said on Monday she had declared a state of emergency at the request of the RFS.
“With catastrophic weather conditions predicted for this
week, particularly Tuesday with hot weather and strong winds,
I have decided to take the commissioner’s advice and make this
declaration,” Berejiklian said.
“Everybody has to assume the worst and we cannot allow
complacency to creep in.
“The catastrophic weather conditions mean that things can
change very quickly.”
It comes after fires tore through the mid-north coast of NSW
over the weekend, killing three people and leaving 100 more
injured, including 20 firefighters.
Dael Allison, from the tiny NSW town of Bobin, north-west of
Taree, said at least a dozen people she knew had lost their homes.
“Bobin is shocking,” she says. “Bobin is devastated. There
would be entire hillsides that wouldn’t have a tree standing.”
Allison drove with her partner, Rick Haughton, and son from
Port Stephens to Bobin on Sunday to check on friends and on
their property, where they grow eucalypts.
(Source: The Guardian)

WORDS IN THE NEWS
United Nations calls for
Palestinian state
(March 13, 2002)
The UN Security Council has passed a resolution, put forward
by the USA, urging a return to negotiations between Israelis and
Palestinians. It also calls for a Palestinian state alongside Israel.
This report from Greg Barrow:
This was an unexpected development at the UN Security Council. In
a late-night session, the United States, which has blocked most
of the recent efforts to adopt resolutions on the Middle East, put
forward its own proposal and rallied Council support.
The American draft was weaker than what many Arab nations
would have liked but it had the benefit of being acceptable to
the vast majority of Security Council members. Significantly,
it referred directly to the vision of two states - Israel and Palestine
- living side by side within secure and recognized borders.
The resolution also supports the peace proposal put forward
by Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia and welcomes the
diplomatic efforts of the US envoy, Anthony Zinni, as well as
his UN, EU and Russian counterparts.
It urges the immediate cessation of all acts of violence, terror,
provocation, incitement and destruction and calls upon the Israeli
and Palestinian sides to return to negotiations.

Words

session: a session is a single meeting of an official organization
blocked: if you block something, you prevent it from being done
resolution: a formal decision taken by a vote at a meeting
rallied: encouraged and gathered
acceptable to the vast majority: most members approve of it
secure and recognized: safe - certain to remain unchanged,
and accepted as existing
efforts: if you make an effort to do something, you try hard to do it
counterparts: a counterpart of someone is another person with
a similar job in a different country or organization
cessation: stopping or ending
calls upon: appeals to
(Source: BBC)
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Govt. approves $71m in loans for
quake-hit East Azarbaijan

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The
d
e
s
k government will
provide some 3 trillion rials (about
$71 million) to make up for the damage
caused by earthquake in the northwestern province of East Azarbaijan,
Majid Joudi, an official with the Housing Foundation has said.
A magnitude 5.9 earthquake struck
Tark county in East Azarbaijan province
on Friday, which killed six people and
injured over 580 others.
“More than 3,000 residential units
have been destroyed that need reconstruction, and 1,500 must be repaired,”
IRNA quoted Joudi as saying on Monday.
“Each quake-affected family will receive 300 million rials (about $7,000)
in non-repayable loans and some 400
million rials (around $9,500) in low-interest loans,” he stated.
The families whose houses have been
completely demolished will be granted
100 million rials (about $2,400) to rent
a house, he highlighted.

First flock of white pelicans landed in Kani Barazan wetland

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — The first group of white
d
e
s
k pelicans, amounting to 150, have flown to
the Kani Barazan wetland, located in northwestern province of West Azarbaijan.
Migratory birds namely, grey-lag geese, Eurasian teal
and pelicans have winged their ways to this area so far,
Farouq Sokhanvar, the chief of Mahabad city’s department
of environment, said, IRNA reported on Monday.
The pelicans rest for a period of time in this wetland during their migration from north to south, and
continue to migrate to warmer areas as temperature
drops, he explained.
He noted that the arrival of white pelicans and other
migratory birds has made a spectacular scenery in the
international wetland, adding, the number of migratory
birds in the wetland is expected to increase in the coming
days due to lower temperatures in the northern regions.
The Kani Barazan international wetland has become

one of the most important bird wintering ground for birds
due to its nutrition diversity, security and favorable water
resources, which welcomes a large number of migratory
bird species each year.
He urged villagers of the surrounding areas to inform

rangers of the presence of hunters and offenders and take
action against any violations.
The wetland is located south of Urmia Lake and 30 kilometers north of Mahabad. Being part of southern ecology
of Urmia Lake, this wetland covers an area of 910 hectares.
Birdwatchers call it Iran birds’ paradise being the first
bird-watching site of Iran. The best time for bird-watching
in the region is from mid-January to mid-February.
Interestingly, the local residents voluntarily assume
the responsibility of protecting this wetland and its wild
life from poaching.
Due to its topography and mass canebrakes, the wetland
is mainly frequented by water birds including white-headed
duck, pelican, flamingo, marbled duck, heron, spotted
eagle, goose, ruddy shelduck, tern, coot, black winged stilt,
great crested grebe. According to the estimates, there are
75 kinds of aquatic species identified in the wetland, belonging to 11 broader categories of birds.

Two streets in Tehran named after Hejazi, Persepolis

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The city
d
e
s
k council of Tehran approved on Sunday a proposal to name two
streets in the city after Esteghlal football
club’s legendary goalkeeper Nasser Hejazi
and Persepolis, the most popular football
club in the country founded in 1963.
“We suggested that West Ferdows Boulevard to be renamed Nasser Hejazi due to
the fact that Esteghlal Camp is located on

the same street,” Hojjat Nazari a member
of the Council told Khabaronline.
“We also decided to rename Pirouzan
Square and the street leading to it to Persepolis.”
Hejazi played for Iran national team as a
goalkeeper in late 1960s and 1970s. He won
the AFC Asian Cup twice for Iran and also
played for the country in the 1976 Olympic
Games and the 1978 FIFA World Cup.

He also earned 62 caps for Iran from
1968 to 1980, and received an offer from
Manchester United after the 1978 FIFA
World Cup, and trained with them for a
month, appearing in a reserve match against
Stoke City.
In his coaching career, he led Esteghlal
from 1996 to 1999 and later in 2007.
Hejazi died on May 23, 2011 at the age
of 62 after a long battle with lung cancer.

Endangered hoiho penguin wins New Zealand’s bird of the year poll

An antisocial penguin that communicates by screaming
has won New Zealand’s hotly contested bird of the year
poll. But the victory of the hoiho, or yellow-eyed penguin,
has served to underscore the threat to its existence: it
received more votes than there are hoiho remaining
on the planet.

The birds are charismatic and gorgeous, “a magnificent
version of a penguin”, said Yolanda van Heezik, an associate
professor of zoology at the University of Otago. She added
that the penguins – the world’s rarest – could become extinct
on mainland New Zealand within 30 years without drastic
action by conservation authorities.
Monday’s result was the first time a seabird has won the title
since the competition began 14 years ago, and it was something
of an underdog victory: the hoiho placed 12th in 2018.
At final count, the hoiho won 12,022 out of 43,460 verified
votes, said Forest and Bird, the independent conservation
group that runs the poll. Only 225 pairs of hoiho remain on
mainland New Zealand, with 1,700 pairs left when populations on the sub-Antarctic islands are included.
The annual poll is taken so seriously in New Zealand
that full-size billboards were commissioned by rival campaigns
in the major cities, and voters were forced to validate their
identities for the first time. Past voting scandals have involved
foreign actors – in 2018, Australians – attempting to hack

the election (in the Australians’ case, to favour the shag).
Unlike the huddled penguins of wildlife documentaries,
yellow-eyed penguins are reclusive, said Thor Elley, a campaign spokesman and a zoology student.
“They’re a very antisocial species,” he said. “They don’t
nest within sight of other penguins.”
But when mates do return home to each other, they stand
upright, flipper to flipper, and begin what Dr van Heezik
called “an ecstatic ceremony”.
“They are screamingly happy to see each other again,”
she said.
The hoiho is just one of many endangered New Zealand
species with bleak prospects, said Dr van Heezik, and were
under threat from climate change, fisheries, and disease.
She said government had conservation plans in place
for the birds but could be doing more, and she hoped the
publicity generated by the bird of the year win would spur
greater action.
(Source: The Guardian)

ENGLISH IN USE

LEARN NEWS TRANSLATION

Miankaleh peninsula faces serious
risk of disappearing
Hossein Ali Ebrahimi, head of Mazandaran province department of department,
has said that almost 20 percent of the peninsula’s wetlands have dried up.
Drought spell and climate change are two of the key factors contributing
to the Miankaleh peninsula dryness, YJC quoted Ebrahimi as saying
on Wednesday.
Unfortunately, the province of Mazandaran has also been negatively
affected by climate change and less precipitation has increased the
peninsula water deficits, Ebrahimi said, stating that additionally
mismanagement, unsustainable agricultural practices, and severe
depletion of the wells and groundwater resources have exacerbated
Miankaleh peninsula’s condition.

PREFIX/SUFFIX

“-ization, -isation”
Meaning: a word ending that indicates process or result
For example: The characterization is believable,
but it’s still not a very good book.

تاالب میانکاله در معرض خشکی کامل
 درصــد از تــاالب میانکاله20حســین علــی ابراهیمــی مدیــر کل محیط زیســت اســتان مازنــدران
.کامال خشــک شــده اســت
 تغییــرات اقلیــم:بــه گــزارش روز چهارشــنبه باشــگاه خبرنــگاران جــوان ابراهیمــی ادامــه داد
 متاســفانه اســتان مازندران نیــز مانند:شــده و خشکســالی نیــز بــر ایــن تــاالب تاثیر گــذار گفــت
ســایر اســتانهای کشــور درگیــر تغییــرات اقلیــم شــده و خشکســالی نیــز بــر ایــن اســتان تاثیــر
 وی در.گــذار بــوده اســت بــه همیــن دلیــل قســمتی تــاالب میانکالــه کامــا خشــک شــده اســت
 نبــود مدیریت صحیــح منابع، عــاوه بــر تغییــرات اقلیمــی و کمبود نــزوالت آســمانی:ادامــه افــزود
 وضعیت،آبــی برداشــت غیرمجــاز از چاههــا و و منــاع آب زیرزمینــی و کشــاورزی ناپایــدار در منطقه
.ایــن تــاالب بحرانی اســت

PHRASAL VERB

Gnaw (away) at
somebody/something
Meaning: to make someone feel worried or frightened, over a period of time
For example: Something was gnawing at the back of his mind.

IDIOM

A breeze
Meaning: say that something was a breeze means
that it was very easy or that everything went smoothly
For example: The interview was a breeze - barely 10
minutes and I got the job!
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I believe and hope I will be one who
will pray in Al-Quds: Nasrallah
Lebanon’s Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah in his remarks on the occasion of
Martyr’s Day said, “I believe and have hope
that I will be one of the people who will pray
in Jerusalem (Al-Quds)”.
At the beginning of his speech, Sayyed
Hassan Nasrallah sends condolences to the
family of Sayyed Abdullah Sharafeddine, son
of Sayyed Abd al-Husayn Sharafeddine, who
passed away yesterday. Then he congratulates the Muslim Ummah on the occasion of
the birth of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).
Here are the main parts of his remarks,
Hezbollah’s Martyr’s Day is celebrated every year
on the anniversary of the grand operation conducted by martyr Ahmad Qassir which caused severe
casualties to the Israeli enemy. We remember all
our martyrs on today”
Hezbollah, in its actions, is following God
and will overcome all difficulties through
steadfastness. Enemies facing a new strategic
environment in the region.
The sacrificing families of the martyrs
are always the first people to defend the Resistance when it is attacked in any manner.
Those people who sacrificed their dearest
ones are the reason the Resistance is as
powerful as it is today.

highlighting what Sayyed Abdul-Malik
Badreddin al-Houthi said, “The threat issued by this leader from Yemen is honest.
Those people own drones and missiles
that are very developed and they have
the courage and bravery to use them and
they did”.
What the Yemenis have accomplished
are miracles! The Yemen of faith, resistance, resilience...They have an honest and
brave leader.

The huge crowds of people who filled
the streets of Yemen during the speech of
Sayyed al-Houthi delivered a message to all
the tyrants of the world that those people
will not give up on their prophet and their
faith no matter what they are faced with.
The sacrificing families of the martyrs
are always the first people to defend the Resistance when it is attacked in any manner.
Those people who sacrificed their dearest
ones are the reason the Resistance is as

powerful as it is today.
What the Yemenis have accomplished
are miracles! The Yemen of faith, resistance, resilience...They have an honest and
brave leader.
The huge crowds of people who filled
the streets of Yemen during the speech of
Sayyed al-Houthi delivered a message to all
the tyrants of the world that those people
will not give up on their prophet and their
faith no matter what they are faced with.
They stood under the sun for hours under
the threat of being bombed to prove to the world
that they are resilient despite all odds. They
proved the phrase, “Yemen of Iman (faith).”
If there was a chance of war on Iran the
past couple of months, then this chance
is now not probable at all. All the nations
that were betting on a war on Iran should
reconsider their policies. Trump has been
waiting for his phone to ring (from Iran) for
the past year, but it will not ring!
When I read the news of the new oilfield
discovered in Iran the other day I thought,
“Trump will get a stroke when he finds out
about this.” Trump only cares about money
and oil. Even human lives and his allies are
not important to him.

General elections necessary for
restoring unity: Hamas

Turkey deports U.S. national as it starts
returning ISIL fighters

A senior leader of the Palestinian Hamas
resistance movement has emphasized the
necessity of the upcoming general elections in the besieged Gaza Strip, the East
Jerusalem al-Quds, and the occupied West
Bank, saying the movement is seeking to
“restore unity and end the division at all
levels” among Palestinians.
Ismail Haniyeh, Hamas’ Political Bureau chief, made the remarks during a
speech he delivered at a press conference
in Gaza City, saying there was a national
consensus on holding the planned general elections.
“The upcoming elections could push
Palestinians out of the current deadlock
and restore unity and strengthen the resistance front against the occupation,”

Turkey has deported a U.S. national who is
a member of ISIL, according to a Turkish
official, as Ankara said it started repatriating captured fighters belonging to the
armed group.
In comments carried on Monday by
Turkey’s state-run Anadolu Agency, interior
ministry spokesperson Ismail Catakli said
seven German nationals would be returned
on November 14.
Cataki did not immediately provide further information on the suspected members
of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL or ISIS) armed group but said they
were being held in deportation centres.
“A foreign terrorist fighter from the
United States has been deported from
Turkey after the procedures were com-

Haniyeh said, adding, “Hamas will respect the results of the elections, and
our Palestinian people are aware of their
choices and we are not worried about the
options of the ballot box.”
“We work with responsibility and
power to put an end to divergences and
achieve national reconciliation and
establish a political system based on
the principle of partnership,” Haniyeh
further said.
He also said that Palestinian resistance
groups and forces were working to implement a project of national liberation front
to “expel Israeli occupiers” and to regain
Palestinian national rights throughout the
Palestinian territories.
(Source: Press TV)

pleted,” Anadolu quoted Catakli as saying.
“Travel plans for seven foreign terrorist
fighters of German origin at deportation
centres have been completed, they will
be deported on November 14,” he added.
There was no immediate comment by
the U.S. or Germany.
On October 9, Turkey launched a
military operation across its border into
northeast Syria, securing control of a large
swath of territory in the region.
Ankara said the offensive was aimed
at removing Kurdish fighters it considers “terrorists” from the border region
and establishing a safe zone to resettle
some of the 3.6 million refugees it hosts
on its soil.
(Source: al Jazeera)

Assad: U.S. operation a trick, Baghdadi may be hiding

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad has cast doubt on the
death of Daesh (ISIL) leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, whom
U.S. President Donald Trump claimed had been killed in
an operation, saying he may be hiding somewhere.
Assad said in an interview with Russia’s RT that the
operation to kill Baghdadi was a trick, since U.S. politics
“are no different from Hollywood; it relies on the imagination. Not even science fiction, just mere imagination.”
The Syrian president speculated that the Daesh (ISIL)
leader may have been kidnapped, hidden or had his appearance surgically changed.   
Trump said late last month that Baghdadi blew himself
up, dying “like a dog,” and “like a coward” after American
forces trapped him inside a dead-end tunnel.
Russia was the first country to question the “contradictory

details” of the U.S. operation, which was also taken with a
pinch of salt by many people in Iran, Iraq and elsewhere.
“The increase in the number of direct participants and
countries allegedly taking part in this operation, each
with completely contradictory details, raises legitimate
questions and doubts about its reality and all the more in
success,” Defense Ministry spokesman Major General Igor
Konashenkov said this month.
Turkey has said that Baghdadi was killed as a result
of military and intelligence cooperation between Ankara
and Washington.
In his interview, Assad hit out at Turkey’s President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, describing him as the enemy of Syria.
Turkey is a key supporter of militants fighting to topple the Syrian government and has recently launched an

invasion in northeastern Syria against Kurdish militants.
“We must remember that Erdogan aimed, from the beginning of the war, to create a problem between the Syrian people
and the Turkish people, to make it an enemy,” Assad said.
He said the Turkish army initially supported the Syrian
army and “cooperated with us to the greatest possible extent,
until Erdogan’s coup against the Army”.
“Erdogan and his group are enemies, because he leads
these policies, but until now most of the political forces in
Turkey are against Erdogan’s policies. So, we must ensure
not to turn Turkey into an enemy, and here comes the
role of friends – the Russian role and the Iranian role.”
Assad also did not rule out the possibility of holding a
meeting with Erdogan if national interests were at stake.
(Source: agencies)

American Fascism Against Bolivia
Corbyn condemns ‘appalling coup’
Latin America’s leftist governments and
prominent politicians have denounced
an opposition-led “coup d’état” in Bolivia
against the government of Evo Morales,
who was forced to step down as president
under pressure from the army amid violent
post-election protests.
Morales — Latin America’s longest-serving president — was declared the winner of
Bolivia’s October 20 presidential election.
The opposition, however, rejected the
outcome and said there had been fraud in
the election process. That sparked violent
street protests, which left three people dead
and hundreds more wounded, in what the
Morales government called a coup bid.
Following an audit, the Organization
of American States, which monitored the
election process, said in a report on Sunday
that it had found evidence of irregularities
on a wide scale in the vote.

Latin America reacts

Morales’ shock resignation has drawn
condemnations from Latin America’s leftist
governments and prominent politicians, many
of whom echoed Morales and branded the
developments in Bolivia as a “coup d’état.”
Venezuela’s President Nicolas Maduro
has called for a mobilization of political and
social movements “to demand the preservation of the life of the Bolivian native peoples,
victims of racism.”
As Morales resigned, a group of hooded
protesters in the capital, Sucre, overran the
embassy of Venezuela, a strong ally of the
Morales administration.
“Hooded persons with dynamite and
shields have taken over the Venezuelan
embassy in Bolivia. We are OK and safe,
but they want to commit a massacre against
us,” Ambassador Crisbeylee Gonzalez told
the state news agency ABI.
“Help us report this barbarity,” ABI

quoted her as saying.
Meanwhile, Cuba’s Foreign Minister
Bruno Rodriguez has described Morales as
“a protagonist and a symbol of the rights of
the indigenous peoples of our Americas.”
Furthermore, Brazilian politician and
ex-president, Lula da Silva, has said “my
friend Morales” was removed in a coup, evidence of “an economic elite in Latin America
that did not know how to share democracy
with poor people.”
Argentina’s President Cristina Fernandez
de Kirchner has also said a coup was carried
out “by the joint actions of violent civilians,
police personnel who confined themselves to
their barracks, and the passivity of the army.”
In a show of support for Maduro, Mexican
Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard said on
Sunday that the country would offer asylum
to outgoing Bolivian President Evo Morales
if he sought it.
In turn, the Nicaraguan government
on Sunday issued a statement “strongly
condemning” the “coup” against Morales
“We express our rejection and repudiation of fascist practices that ignore the
constitution, laws and institutionalism that
govern the democratic life of nations,” the
statement said.

Russia: Coup killed govt. push
for dialog

Moscow on Monday blamed Bolivia’s
opposition for the violence plaguing the
South American state, saying it looked like a
government push for dialog had been swept
aside by an orchestrated coup.
The Foreign Ministry said in a statement
it had been alarmed by the events, urging
all political forces to show common sense
and act responsibly.
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres also reacted to the developments,
voicing “deep concerns” over post-election

violence in Bolivia.
“The Secretary-General also appeals to
all actors to commit to achieving a peaceful
resolution of the current crisis and to ensuring
transparent and credible elections,” said a
statement issued by Guterres’ spokesman.

Economic transformation on
Morales’s watch

As the country’s fist indigenous president,
Morales is credited for having steered Bolivia through a period of economic growth.
A new research by the Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR) has found
Bolivia to be the fastest-growing economy
in South America over the past five years.
“Bolivia has shown that it is possible for a
small, poor country in South America to make
substantial economic and social progress,
with macroeconomic stability, solid income
growth and redistribution, through a mix
of state-led, heterodox economic policies,
and markets,” according to Mark Weisbrot,
a co-author of the report.
Based on the same report, Bolivia’s per
capita GDP growth rate has been double
that of the rest of Latin America.
It also cites an increase of nearly sevenfold
in government revenue from hydrocarbons
during the first eight years of Morales’ tenure.
Morales’ government managed to cut
unemployment by half (from 7.7 percent
to 4.4 percent) in 2008, which was maintained at roughly the same level through
2018, says the report.
An article carried by The Washington
Post last month said, “13 years after his [Morales’] Movement for Socialism won at the
ballot box, it’s indisputable that Bolivians
are healthier, wealthier, better educated,
living longer and more equal than at any time
in this South American nation’s history.”
For more than a decade, Bolivia has registered a more rapid growth compared to

its neighbors, bridging the divide with the
rest of the continent.
“Governments that have embraced market
policies — notably, in Argentina and Ecuador — face economic and political chaos,
“ says the Post, adding, “Chile, the South
American model for capitalism’s success,
still reigns as the region’s richest and most
stable economy. Yet even the International
Monetary Fund, that champion of the free
market, concedes that Bolivia’s socialists have
been more effective in combating extreme
poverty than any other South American government, slashing it from 33 percent of the
population in 2006 to 15 percent in 2018.”

‘West behind regime change
op. in Bolivia’

Observers have described Morales’
forced resignation as a coup and “regime
change operation” designed by the Western
imperialists.
Cynthia Rush from Leesburg, Virginia,
told Press TV on Sunday that the coup was
funded by desperate financial elites in Wall
Street and London who aim to preserve the
neo-colonial system.
“Evo Morales was a clear target because
he has been a very successful president, and
has really developed the Bolivian economy,
raised living standards” for the poor, she said.
In another interview with Press TV,
Ramiro Funez, a political commentator and
anti-Imperialist activist in Los Angeles, U.S.,
described Morales’ resignation as a rightwing “racist” coup supported by the U.S.
“The United States attempts to undermine any and all opposition to the reign of
Washington and the U.S. dollar,” according
to Funez.
Funez said Morales has served his people
well, adding that if there were a free and fair
election in the country, Morales would “undoubtedly” win the presidency once more.
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Supreme Shiite authority’s
strategy to lead Iraq out of
crisis
1

*Materialization of social justice and laying emphasis on the
government’s unique opportunity to respond to popular requests,
putting an end to corruption and countering parties’ growing feel
of seeking more political power-sharing;
*Driving a wedge between real protestors and rioters,
*Keeping vigilance against the enemies’ abuse of current
situation in Iraq;
*Respecting Iraqi security and military forces’ rights in protests as they are still engaged in war on Daesh terrorists and are
defending people, the country and sacred values of Iraq.

The Troubles of Bloomberg’s
Presence for Democrats
Former Vice President Joe Biden’s candidacy isn’t in
7
a particularly good place these days. Yes, Biden still holds a lead
in an aggregate of national polling. But, national polling matters
less as we get closer to actual votes in states like Iowa and New
Hampshire.
And in polling in both of those states, Biden has fallen behind
Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren and is in danger of dropping
behind Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and South Bend, Indiana,
Mayor Pete Buttigieg, too.That’s bad news when you are, like
Biden, the best known candidate in the contest. Ask yourself this:
If voters in Iowa or New Hampshire aren’t for Biden yet -- after
eight years as Barack Obama’s vice president and 30+ years in
the Senate -- then why are they suddenly going to decide they are
for him in the 3-ish months between now and the Iowa caucuses?
Compounding Biden’s problems is his inability to stay financially
competitive with Warren, Sanders and Buttigieg. That trio all
ended September with north of $20 million in the bank (Sanders
had $33 million) while Biden had less than $9 million in the
bank. That sort of cash deficit means Biden will simply not be
able to match his rivals on TV (and organizationally) once the
race moves beyond the first four states. (A super PAC supporting
Biden has cropped up to try to address that deficit.)
With Biden showing all the signs of flagging, the obvious candidate who would benefit is Buttigieg, who has positioned himself
in that same pragmatic lane as the former Vice President. And,
there are signs -- particularly in Iowa -- that Buttigieg is starting
to move upward.
But, there are also doubts about whether or not the establishment wing of the Democratic Party wants to latch itself to a
37-year-old whose biggest job to date has been as mayor of his
hometown. Those doubts are centered on the idea that Buttigieg simply cannot beat Warren for the nomination, leaving the
party with its most liberal nominee in decades and risking the
very real possibility of a 2nd term for President Donald Trump.
Enter Bloomberg! An establishment darling with a long record of
centrist policy-making -- and he just happens to be a billionaire
many times over!
There is no question that Bloomberg’s willingness to step into
this race -- or at least make preparations to do so -- is rooted,
primarily, in Biden’s perceived struggles. A strong Biden would
make a Bloomberg candidacy virtually impossible given that
the very same establishment types who have undoubtedly been
whispering in Bloomberg’s ear were once whispering those same
sweet nothings in Biden’s ear.
CNN’s Chris Cillizza cuts through the political spin and tells
you what you need to know. By subscribing to The Point newsletter, you agree to our privacy policy.Now, that is not to say that
Biden and Bloomberg are interchangeable. They aren’t. In fact,
at least on paper, Biden is stronger -- largely because he has a
demonstrated constituency among working class and minority
voters. It’s hard to see how Bloomberg would, at least initially,
have any obvious appeal to either of those groups. (Honestly, it’s
not at all clear to me what Bloomberg’s “natural” constituency
is beyond people who watch “Morning Joe” and ride Amtrak’s
Acela between New York and DC.)
Bloomberg’s candidacy is born of the perceived weakness of
Biden’s run -- and the fear of what a rising Warren would mean
for Democratic chances next November. That, Bloomberg believes, has created a realistic opportunity for him to wind up as
the nominee -- or at least to have a very real chance at winning.
Of course, opportunities may be less than they initially appear
-- or disappear before you can seize on them. The question for
Bloomberg is whether he’s got enough time to turn that window
of opportunity into something much larger.

White Helmets founder
discovered dead days after
Russia claimed he was a spy
Later, she was apparently woken by knocking on the
1
door, subsequently discovering him lying in the street surrounded
by police.

Sky News Special Correspondent Alex Crawford said his wife
had been “telling friends that he had just begun taking anti-depressants”.
Crawford added: “She says she was not disturbed by any intruder and appeared to be at pains to try to quash rumours that
somehow he’d been killed.”
On Friday, the Russian foreign ministry posted: “The White
Helmets’ co-founder, James Le Mesurier, is a former agent of
Britain’s MI6, who has been spotted all around the world, including in the Balkans and the Middle East.
“His connections to terrorist groups were reported back during
his mission in Kosovo.”
(Source: Sky News)
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Ronaldo leaves stadium
before final whistle after
being substituted
Cristiano Ronaldo reportedly left the Allianz Stadium before the final
whistle of Juventus’ 1-0 Serie A win over AC Milan on Sunday after
being substituted for the second match in a week.
Paulo Dybala replaced Ronaldo on 55 minutes with the Argentina
striker going on to score the winning goal 22 minutes later to keep
Juventus top in Serie A ahead of Inter Milan.
Five-time Ballon d’Or winner Ronaldo looked glum as he came
off and directed some words at coach Maurizio Sarri before heading
to the changing rooms and Sky Sport Italia reported that the 34-yearold had left the stadium three minutes before the match finished.
However Sarri said he did not know whether Ronaldo had left
the stadium early.
“Disrespectful to his teammates? Like I said, I don’t know,” Sarri
said. “If it’s true that he left before the end it is a problem to be resolved
with his teammates.”
“I have no problem with Cristiano, he should be thanked because
he made himself available despite not being in the best condition,”
said Sarri.
“In the last month he has had discomfort in his knee and this is a
little problem for him.”
Ronaldo had reacted furiously after been substituted in his team’s
2-1 win against Lokomotiv Moscow midweek which saw Juventus
advance to the Champions League last 16.
“The important thing is that he made himself available. If he gets
angry when he comes out this is part of the game,” continued the
Juventus coach.
“It’s only natural a player is going to be irritated about leaving the
pitch, especially when he worked so hard to be there.
“All players who are trying to give their best will have at least five
minutes of being annoyed when they are substituted, but a coach
would in general be much more worried if he didn’t seem upset.”
(Source: Mirror)

West Ham’s Lanzini to
have surgery on fractured
collarbone
Manuel Lanzini is likely to be sidelined for the rest of the year after
suffering a fractured collarbone during West Ham United’s 3-0 defeat
by Burnley in the Premier League.
The Argentine midfielder, who missed most of last season with
a knee injury, fell awkwardly after being fouled by Burnley’s Ashley
Westwood during the closing stages of the match on Saturday.
Lanzini required oxygen and was carried off on a stretcher at Turf
Moor, before the club confirmed the player would have surgery in
London on Monday.
The problems continue to mount for West Ham boss Manuel
Pellegrini, whose team slipped to 16th. They are now without a win
in their last six league matches and sit just five points above the relegation zone.
(Source: Goal)
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Liverpool win over City suggests
long wait may come to an end
There is still more than six months of the
Premier League season left, with 26 games
and no doubt many plot twists ahead, but
Liverpool’s 3-1 win over Manchester City
on Sunday had the feel of a changing of the
guard at the pinnacle of English football.
It was not so much the maths, though
Liverpool’s nine-point advantage over
defending champions City, with a point
less over Leicester City and Chelsea, is
a significant gap, especially as Juergen
Klopp’s side have lost one league game
in 18 months.
But it was the manner of Liverpool’s
victory at Anfield which suggested that
the fans’ nearly 30-year wait for a domestic
league title may be coming to a close.
City were by no means poor, and played
their part in an entertaining encounter, but
Liverpool were better in every department.
Klopp’s side were sharper in attack, where
Mohamed Salah and Sadio Mane both found
the target, more solid at the back and in the
midfield were faster, stronger, harder and
more incisive, as always helped by their
rampaging full-backs.
Liverpool are European champions after
overpowering teams of the calibre of Barcelona, bullying them physically, ripping them
apart with speedy bursts down the flanks
from Trent Alexander-Arnold and Andy
Robertson and through ruthless finishing.
City, though, have won the past two
Premier League titles thanks to their technical brilliance and mastery of possession

football which they executed with relentless
consistency.
However, this season Liverpool have
matched that level of consistency, unbeaten
and with 11 wins from 12, they arrived at this
game with the only question being whether
they could cope with the unique challenge
of Pep Guardiola’s City machine.
The only conclusion after 90 minutes
of high quality football was that Liverpool
have no weak spots. It is hard to think of

any team in the world who would enter the
intimidating atmosphere of Anfield confident
of leaving with a win.
City, in contrast, have had a major weakness exposed due to injuries and made an
unfathomable mistake in the transfer market by not replacing former captain Vincent
Kompany when he left the club in the closeseason and that has come back to bite them.
Vulnerable visitors
City inexplicably given their huge re-

sources, went into this season with just three
established central defenders — John Stones,
Nicolas Otamendi and Aymeric Laporte.
Given that Laporte has been sidelined by
injury since August and Otamendi’s form
has been haphazard at best, City went to
Anfield with midfielder Fernandinho filling
in alongside Stones.
Liverpool in contrast were able to replace
Virgil van Dijk’s injured defensive partner Joel
Matip with the experienced Croatian Dejan
Lovren and still had England international
Joe Gomez in reserve on the bench.
There was no glaring error from City’s
defenders but there was an air of vulnerability about them throughout the game and
the sense of certainty that Liverpool would
punish Guardiola’s back line for any slip-up.
Last season, City delivered a tactically
mature and disciplined performance in a
goalless draw at Anfield but, as Guardiola
conceded, this game was more similar to the
2018 Champions League quarter-final, where
City were blown apart after going two goals
down in the opening 20 minutes.
“If you give them an inch, they will take
that and score goals,” said City’s Portuguese
midfielder Bernardo Silva, who grabbed their
late consolation goal.
“That’s what happens. You can play better than Liverpool and be 2-0 or 3-0 behind.
They are maybe the best team in the world
with their counter-attack, second balls and
set pieces.”
(Source: Reuters)

NBA Heat ban Waiters for 10 games
after ‘scary’ situation

Federer bemoans slow start after ATP
Finals defeat to Thiem

Miami Heat reserve guard Dion Waiters
was suspended for 10 games without pay
on Sunday by the NBA club for “conduct
detrimental to the team” after an airplane
incident.
The ban began with the Heat’s loss Friday
at the Los Angeles Lakers and will sideline
the 27-year-old American until a December
1 game at Brooklyn.
Waiters, who signed a four-year deal worth
$52 million with the Heat in 2017, also had
been suspended for the Heat’s season-opening
victory last month over Memphis, costing
him $83,448.
According to multiple reports, Waiters
was involved in an incident on the team plane
Thursday night on the flight from Phoenix to
Los Angeles, one involving ingesting THC,
the active ingredient in marijuana.
NBA drug policy prevents teams from
commenting on such matters, but the Heat
issued a statement Sunday announcing the
ban on Waiters.
“We are very disappointed in Dion’s actions this season that include the very scary
situation on Thursday night, and grateful that

Roger Federer bemoaned his slow start
after suffering a straight-sets defeat to
Dominic Thiem in his opening match
of the ATP Finals. The 20-time Grand
Slam champion, searching for his
seventh victory at the season-ending
event, was downed 7-5 7-5 by Austrian
star Thiem on Sunday evening. World
number five Thiem secured an early
break and never looked back as he made
a winning start to a tournament he
has qualified for on four occasions but
never advanced past the group stage.
Federer has now lost his last three
matches against Thiem and said: ‘I
thought he played well. The start definitely didn’t help, that put me on the
back foot a little bit. ‘But I recovered
well, and I thought after that the match
was actually pretty even for a long period of time. ‘I had my chances, didn’t
feel like I was outplayed or anything.
Just maybe that first-round hiccups,
not hitting your spots on the serve,
getting into trouble early in the service
games which perhaps doesn’t happen

Mourinho declares title
Liverpool’s barring injuries
Jose Mourinho knows what it takes to win a Premier League title
and believes Liverpool are as good as champions unless they suffer
an injury curse later in the season.
The Portuguese was at Anfield on Sunday watching Liverpool
beat Manchester City 3-1 to open up an eight-point gap over Leicester
City and Chelsea and nine over reigning champions City.
“From my position, I think it’s done unless something, something
dramatic happens in terms of an injury situation that breaks the
team,” Mourinho, a three-times Premier League title winner with
Chelsea, told Sky Sports on Sunday.
“I think this Liverpool team... it’s adapted to the quality of the
players and the puzzle is complete. City are capable of winning
seven, eight, nine in a row, but I can’t see how Liverpool can lose
this advantage.”
Former Manchester City captain Vincent Kompany, part of the
team that claimed back-to-back titles over the past two seasons,
said there is a great deal to admire in Liverpool.
He added, however, that the Premier League is “geared for drama”
and said it is not a done deal yet.
He believes Liverpool’s schedule over the next five weeks could
cause problems. They face 12 games in five weeks including the FIFA
Club World Cup in Qatar.
“They have games all over the world,” Kompany said. “City will
be there until the end in my opinion.”
Former Liverpool midfielder Graeme Souness said Liverpool are
“odds on” to win their first title since 1990.
“What could go wrong? Injuries to key players,” he told Sky Sports.
“To be at their best they all have to be high energy. Injuries would
hurt them. When you don’t get much rest between matches you can
get muscle injuries.
(Source: Soccernet)

Frankfurt captain sent off for
knocking over Freiburg coach
Eintracht Frankfurt captain David Abraham was sent off for knocking over Freiburg coach Christian Streich as their Bundesliga game
ended in chaos and red cards on Sunday.
Freiburg were leading 1-0 when the ball went out of play in stoppage time. Streich let the ball go by as Abraham tried to recover it,
and the Frankfurt captain bundled the coach over with his shoulder
as he ran past. Upset Freiberg players and staff then chased the defender onto the field.
“He felt provoked, but that shouldn’t happen ... he knows that,”
Frankfurt sporting director Fredi Bobic said of Abraham. “There will
be consequences for everyone involved.”
Freiburg assistant coach Florian Bruns was shown a yellow card
and Vincenzo Grifo, who had already been substituted, was shown
red after VAR picked him up targeting Abraham in the melee.
Streich said Abraham apologized to him afterwards and the coach
considered the issue to be over.
“Football is a contact sport. That was on the wrong side of it though.
It was a heated game, we need to calm down, it’s done, and not have
silly talk about it now,” said Streich, who said he tried to brace himself
pre-contact. “At 54 you can be run over by a young buffalo, you can’t
hold yourself against it anymore.”
Freiburg won the game 1-0 thanks to Nils Petersen’s 77th-minute goal.
Frankfurt, who defeated Bayern Munich 5-1 the weekend before,
were dealt a blow before the break when Gelson Fernandes was sent
off with his second yellow card.
(Source: Guardian)

the outcome wasn’t worse,” the Heat said.
“There have been a number of instances
this season in which Dion has engaged in
conduct detrimental to the team. Accordingly, he will be suspended without pay for 10
games, including the Lakers game last Friday,
and will be eligible to return after the Golden
State Warriors game on November 29th.
“We are proud of how our players have
started the season. We expect all of our players, including Dion, to conduct themselves
in accordance with the highest standards,
and to show professionalism and respect for
their teammates, the team, the fans and the
NBA community.”
Waiters has not joined the team on the
bench this season, even though he was activated for a pair of games.
The Heat (6-3) next play on Tuesday at
home against Detroit.
Waiters, selected fourth overall in the
2012 NBA Draft, has averaged 13.2 points,
2.7 rebounds and 2.8 assists a game over
409 NBA appearances in eight seasons with
Cleveland, Oklahoma City and Miami.
(Source: AFP)

later on in the tournament.
‘I thought also Dominic saved himself really well when he had to, so I
thought he played a tough first-round
performance today, and my game was
probably just not good enough.’ Federer
now faces an uphill battle to qualify for
the semi-finals, with group matches
against world number two Novak
Djokovic and big-serving debutant
Matteo Berrettini to come. Djokovic
won two of the four Grand Slams of
2019 and produced a clinical display
to smash Berrettini in the opening
match of this event.
‘It’s a normal tournament from here
on forward… I’m not allowed to lose
anymore,’ Federer added. ‘That’s how it
has been every week of the year for the
last 20 years, so from that standpoint
there is nothing new there. ‘Matteo,
with his serve and with what he can do,
obviously any opponent is dangerous
here. He didn’t obviously have the best
match today against Novak.
(Source: Metro)

Teresa Enke’s tireless battle after husband Robert’s suicide
Ten years ago, German goalie Robert Enke
died by suicide. Since then, his wife Teresa
has worked to raise awareness of depression
and to offer people support, but has her work
made an impact?
A sad evening in Hanover’s Theater am
Aegi ended with a standing ovation. Those
in attendance applauded Teresa Enke for the
way she channeled her grief at the suicide of
her husband Robert — the renowned German
national team goalkeeper — turning it into
courage and strength.
Monday night’s event in the city where
Enke finished his career served as another
reminder of how much energy Teresa has put
into trying to “give the tragedy meaning,” as
she puts it. Through the Robert Enke Foundation which she set up, she seeks to improve
the lot of those stricken with depression. It’s
no easy task, and yet she has come a long
way. As a result of her work, there are new
opportunities for counseling across Germany.
Teresa Enke: ‘We’ve come a long
way already’
Among those she invited to the event was
Bayern Munich President Uli Hoeness, because
Teresa Enke greatly admires the way he takes
care of his players “and sees the people, not
just the footballers.”

Hoeness spoke about his experience with
Sebastian Deisler. Hoeness and Deisler were
close, but the talented midfielder suffered
from depression and quit the game altogether
aged just 27.
“Even today I greatly regret that we did
not manage to enable him to keep playing,”
Hoeness told the crowd, explaining how helpless he and the whole club felt at such times.
’It was an unprecedented situation’
Andreas Marlovits experienced a simi-

lar helplessness in his professional life. He
was the sports psychologist responsible for
counseling Hannover 96 players after Robert
Enke’s suicide. Initially, the club had tried
for three months to get by without turning
to a therapist.
Enke’s death caught the club totally unawares, and Malovits says that the team appeared overburdened.
“It was an unprecedented situation and
as a result there was very little expertise on

it [at the club],” Marlovits told DW, saying
that he was given an extensive assignment
on arrival.
“We had to try to stop the free fall and
to enable the squad to deliver performances
again. That really was an intensive phase of the
process,” Marlovits, also a sport psychologist at
the private university Business School Berlin,
recalled. “Trying to put a psychological issue
like suicide out of players’ minds is difficult
— it’s almost a contradiction in terms. When
you score a goal, you’re supposed to celebrate.
And then, across from you, there’s death.”
“It was an unprecedented situation and
as a result there was very little expertise on
it [at the club],” Marlovits told DW, saying
that he was given an extensive assignment
on arrival.
“We had to try to stop the free fall and
to enable the squad to deliver performances
again. That really was an intensive phase of the
process,” Marlovits, also a sport psychologist at
the private university Business School Berlin,
recalled. “Trying to put a psychological issue
like suicide out of players’ minds is difficult
— it’s almost a contradiction in terms. When
you score a goal, you’re supposed to celebrate.
And then, across from you, there’s death.”
(Source: Deutsche Welle)
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Iran seal AFC U19
Championship 2020 spot

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran quald
e
s
k ified for the AFC U19
Championship Uzbekistan 2020 as group
winners, confirming their place among Asia’s
elite with a 2-0 win over United Arab Emirates at PAS Stadium in Tehran, capital of
Iran on Sunday.
Iran, the UAE and Kyrgyz Republic all
came into Matchday Three still in contention,
but Iran’s win and Kyrgyz Republic’s 0-0
draw with Nepal meant only the group hosts
booked their ticket to the Finals.
UAE’s defeat to Kyrgyz Republic 48 hours
earlier meant the Persians required only a
point to secure top spot in the group, but
they went one better with Aria Barzegar’s
and Mahdi Hashemnezhad scoring to extend
their perfect winning record.
While Iran celebrated a completed qualifying mission, UAE’s defeat confirmed their
elimination, with Ferdo Milin’s side finishing
a disappointing third in the group.
With their 1-0 lead intact, Iran continued
to prosper after the interval, although it
didn’t immediately translate into goals,
with Hossein Nokhodkar spurning a terrific opportunity when he picked out Al
Menhali despite a number of teammates
offering support.
Iran return to the AFC U19 Championship having missed out on the 2018 edition,
while the UAE will be absent from the finals
for the first time since 2004.
The 11 group winners and four best
runners-up will join Uzbekistan in the
2020 Finals.
Tajikistan have already qualified as Group
C winners and should Uzbekistan finish either top of Group F of the Qualifiers or are

S

15

Mehdi Taj lauds FIFA for
relocating Iraq v Iran venue
IRNA —Football Federation of the Islamic Republic of Iran
(FFIRI) President Mehdi Taj praised world football’s governing
body for changing the venue of Iraq and Iran football teams.
FIFA requested Iraq Football Association an alternative venue
because of ongoing protests in Iraq.
The match had been scheduled to take place at the Basra
Stadium at the 2022 World Cup and 2023 Asia Cup qualifiers
on November 14.
“First, I would like to say we are happy because FIFA changed
Jordan’s referee Adham Makhadmeh and selected Hettikamkanamge Dilan Perera from Sri Lanka,” Taj said.
“FIFA decided to change the match and we will play Iraq in a
neutral venue. Team Melli coach Marc Wilmots is satisfied with the
decision. We want to take a charter flight for this match,” he added.
“We are going to arrange a friendly match five days after the
Iraq match. We are not running behind schedule,” the chief said.
Asked him if they paid Wilmots’s payment, Taj said, “We
paid him his previous instalment and also paid his next fourmonth instalment.”
Iran won the 2019 Intercontinental Beach Soccer Cup Saturday for the third time, after beating Spain 6-3 in the final match.
“We finished third in the Beach World Games which was held
in Doha in October and we are happy to win Intercontinental Cup
with our highly-motivated players in the UAE,” Taj concluded.

Foolad Mobarakeh earn 1st
win at Asian Handball Club
League C’ship

among the best four second-placed teams,
the fifth best runners-up will qualify.

Iran coach Wilmots contract
disclosed: report

Group A of the Qualifiers - featuring
Iraq, Oman, Palestine, Kuwait and Paki-

stan - will be played on November 22-30
in Muscat, Oman.

Iranian athletes win medals at World
Para Atheltics C’ships

TASNIM — Iranian handball team Foolad Mobarakeh earned
the first victory at the 22nd Asian Men’s Club League Championship on Monday.
The Iranian team defeated Al-Arabi of Kuwait 31-25.
Foolad had lost to Qatar’s Al-Wakrah, Al-Wehdah of Saudi
Arabia and Oman in Group B.
The competition is being held in Samcheok, South Korea
from November 7 to 17.
The Asian Handball Club League Championship is the official
competition organized by Asian Handball Federation for the
men’s handball clubs of Asia, and takes place every year.
In addition to crowning the Asian champion, the tournament
also serves as a qualifying tournament for the IHF Super Globe.

Miso Krsticevic shortlisted
for Shahin Bushehr job
TASNIM — Croatian football coach Miso Krsticevic has been
nominated to coach Iranian top-flight team Shahin Bushehr.
The team has been without a coach since parting company
with Abdollah Veisi in mid-October.
Krsticevic, 61, has most recently worked at Iranian First Division Mes Rafsanjan.
Shahin Bushehr sits bottom of the Iran Professional League
(IPL) table.
The Bushehr-based team has two points from 10 matches.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — The cond
e
s
k tract’s details of Marc
Wilmots and his coaching staff with
Iran national football team have been
disclosed.
As per the report, Wilmots and his
staff has agreed to earn an annual salary
of USD 3.6 million, however the Iranian
football federation had announced that
it will pay him USD 1.2 million, www.
khabaronline.ir reported.
Carlos Queiroz reportedly was the high-

est-paid coach in Iran’s history, earning,
USD 1.4 million but it was rumored that
Wilmots and his staff earn more.
The Belgian coach was appointed as
Team Melli coach in mid-May on a threeyear-contract.
Under coaching of Wilmots, Iran have
defeated Hong Kong and Cambodia and
lost to Bahrain in the 2022 World Cup
and 2023 Asia Cup qualifiers.
Iran will meet Iraq in an important
match in Amman on Nov. 14.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Mehran
d
e
s
k Nekouei Majd and Sajad Mohammadian won two medals at
the Dubai 2019 World Para Athletics
Championships on Sunday.
Nekouei Majd won a silver medal at
the Men’s Shot Put F34 with an 11.41
throw.
The gold medal went to Emirati shot
putter Ahmad Hindi (12.17) and Colombian Mauricio Valencia (11.35) won a
bronze medal.

In the Men’s Shot Put F42, Mohammadian claimed a bronze medal with
14.39 meters.
Briton Aled Davis and Tom Habscheid
from Luxembourg won gold and silver
with 15.32 and 15.10 meters respectively.
Iranian shot putters Mahdi Olad and
Alireza Mokhtari had already won a gold
and a silver in the competition.
The event has brought more than
1,400 athletes from 120 nations together
from Nov. 7 to 15.

Iran’s superheavyweight Alihosseini
announces retirement

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iranian superheavyweight
d
e
s
k Saeid Alihosseini has announced his retirement from the sport after losing hope of competing in
the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games.
The 2017 Weightlifting World Championships silver medalist
was left off Iran’s weightlifting team for an Olympic qualifying
event in Switzerland took place at the end of October.
The +109kg lifter returned to the field after eight years
suspension in August 2017.
Alihosseini failed two doping tests, in March 2008 and
October 2009. After originally being banned for life his
penalty was changed to a 12-year suspension.
The Court of Arbitration for Sport decreased his lifetime

ban for a second doping offense to eight years.
CAS had originally barred Alihosseini from competition
until October 2021, when he will be 33, after he tested positive for the anabolic steroid methandienone.
The court eased a lifetime ban imposed by the International Weightlifting Federation because of the circumstances of Alihosseini›s first offense. CAS accepted that a
subsequently banned coach doped unwitting Iranian lifters
with clenbuterol.
Alihossein claimed two medals in his return, winning
a silver at the 2017 World Championships in Anaheim
and taking again a silver at the 2018 Asian Games in
Jakarta in +105kg.

Nadeshiko too strong for South Africa, China PR win Yongchuan Tournament
Japan’s build-up to next year’s Tokyo Olympics continued with 2-0 win over South Africa,
while China PR beat Brazil on penalties after
a 0-0 to win the Yongchuan International
Tournament in Chingqing on Sunday
Japan 2-0 South Africa
All of the scoring came in the first half,
with Olympique Lyonnais star Saki Kumagai notching a rare international goal in the
20th minute before Yuika Sugasawa added
a second four minutes before half time.
Japan’s success follows last month’s 4-0
success over Canada, as the Asian champions
look to challenge for medals in their home
Olympics next August.
South Africa began the encounter with optimism and asked a number of early questions
of the Japanese defense, but Kumagai got the
hosts up and running when she found the net
with a header after an error from goalkeeper

Andile Dlamini, with the Japanese captain
finally notching her first international goal
in her 110th senior national appearance.
While Kumagai’s header was something
of a novelty for the celebrated defender, Sugasawa is a more regular provider of goals,
and she added a second in fine style in the
41st minute, lobbing Dlamini to take her
international tally to 20 and put Japan two
goals clear at the interval.
Both sides had chances to add to the scoring after the break, but no further goals were
forthcoming, although Takakura did manage
to give a number of players second-half action
with no less than six second half substitutes.
Japan’s next mission on the Road to Tokyo 2020 will come at next month’s EAFF
E-1 Football Championship, where they will
meet Korea Republic, China PR and Chinese
Taipei in Busan.

China PR 0-0 Brazil (China PR
win 4-2 on penalties)
China PR capped a satisfying post-World
Cup return to the international scene, beating
World Number 11 Brazil in a penalty shootout
to win the Yongchuan International Tournament after the sides played out a goalless
draw at Yongchuan Sports Centre.
All four of China’s penalty takers were
successful from 12 yards, while Tamires and
Andressinha both missed for Brazil, allowing
the Steel Roses to win the friendly tournament
for the fourth time in five years.
Earlier on Sunday, Canada defeated New
Zealand 3-0 to finish third in the four-team event.
With both sides eager to win the silverware on offer, the likes of Chinese captain
Wu Haiyan and striker Li Ying (pictured
above) returned to Jia Xiuquan’s starting
11, while Marta, Debinha and Formiga all

appeared for Brazil in a battle of two of the
world’s top 16 sides.
With Wang Shuang pulling the strings at
one end, and Debinha instrumental at the
other, it appeared improbable that neither
side would find the back of the net in 90
minutes of football, but so it proved as the
sides finished deadlocked.
Brazil made several openings, but a
combination of inaccuracy in front of goal
and the interventions of Chinese goalkeeper
Peng Shimeng prevented them from taking
full advantage.
Brazil’s misfires continued into the penalty
shootout, with Tavares hitting the post and
Andressinha sending her effort wide, while
Wang, Wu, Tang Jiali and Liu Shanshan were
all successful for the hosts, who remain in
contention to join Japan at Tokyo 2020.
(Source: Japan Football Association)

FIFA bans soccer official for
taking funds, forgery
ZURICH (AP) -- FIFA has banned a former soccer official for
10 years for mismanaging ‘’a significant amount’’ of money from
the governing body.
FIFA says former Tanzanian soccer federation president Jamal Malinzi received $528,000 over four years to repay alleged
loans he made that ‘’lack proper justification or explanation.’’
Malinzi also received $55,000 in prize money earned by Tanzania’s under-17 team at the African youth championship in 2017.
FIFA says Malinzi was a member of its development committee - allocating project funds worldwide - and its fair play
and social responsibility committee from 2013-17 when he was
taking money.
Malinzi was also fined 500,000 Swiss francs ($503,000).

Xhaka: I’m ready for Arsenal
return after fans row
Arsenal midfielder Granit Xhaka has said that he is ready to play
again for the club following a public row with fans during a 2-2
draw with Crystal Palace last month.
Xhaka, who opted out of a return before his side’s 2-0 loss to
Leicester City on Saturday, has not played for the club since he
reacted angrily to being booed by Arsenal fans at the Emirates
Stadium in their draw with Palace on Oct. 27.
“I feel that [the incident] has been dealt with and I’m ready [to
return],” the Switzerland international told Swiss newspaper Blick.
Xhaka, who was removed as club captain last week, again criticized
fans for booing him when he was substituted saying: “If the team and
I don’t play well, we have to listen and work on it. But insulting and
swearing at your own captain will cause upset and a bad atmosphere
for the team you are actually supposed to be supporting.
“That makes no sense to me and weakens the team’s spirit.
“Their criticism, when it’s fair, makes you grow as an athlete.
But at a time you are already experiencing a lot of hostility and
your own football family insults you, it hurts a lot.
“Let’s face it, we’re talking about football and a captaincy. I
know that means the world to a lot of people here in London.
But we’re at a point now where I have to say clearly that we
ought to take stock and make sure that things are not getting
completely out of hand.”
Xhaka said that some of his teammates came to his home after
the game to console him, adding that the abuse he has received
on social media has been “abnormal and excessive.”
“The rules of common decency and respect are obviously no
longer valid for a lot of people,” he added.
“Without any consequences you can now stir up hatred against
private individuals or people in the public sphere such as musicians, actors or also athletes if an opinion or a performance
isn’t to your liking.”
(Source: ESPN)
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
Return a stone to where it belongs, for an evil is
warded off only by another evil.
Imam Ali (AS)

Children to join Noah on his epic
journey at Tehran theater
A
d

T TEHRAN — Iranian actress and director
k Maryam Motaref plans to mesmerize children
by bringing the story of Noah’s
ark and his journey to life in
performances at a Tehran
theater.
“The Stories of Noah’s Ark
on the Voyage” will have its
first premiere on Wednesday
at the Institute for Intellectual
Development of Children and
Young Adults (IIDCYA).
Veteran actor Alireza
Khamseh is scheduled to be in
the premiere of the play, which
has been written by a group of
writers under the supervision of
Motaref, the IIDCYA announced
A poster for “The Stories of
on Monday.
Noah’s Ark on the Voyage”.
Meisam Yusefi, Mojtaba
Goharkhani, Ali Beikmohammadi, Mona Shamseddini, Shahran
Nejati and Masud Purjamshid are the members of the cast.
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Evening: 17:11

Dawn: 4:19

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:38 (tomorrow)
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Kurdish writer Mastureh Ardalan
subject of Iranian docudrama

A
R
T TEHRAN — Stage
d
e
s
k director Qotbeddin Sadeqi
announced his plan on Monday to make a
TV series on Mastureh Ardalan, the Iranian
Kurdish poet and historian who lived during
the first half of the 19th century.
“Mastureh Ardalan was a great woman,
she is believed to be the only woman in Iran
who was a poet and a historian over roughly
the past 220 years,” Sadeqi told the Persian
service of MNA on Monday.
“Her historical writings enjoy a beautiful
prose style, which captures everybody’s attention.
She even wrote religious books for women and
discussed topics on Islam,” he added.
Sadeqi, who is also a prominent actor, said
that the TV series will consist of 10 episodes
and will be produced under the supervision
of the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting.
He said that his interest in making a series
about Ardalan is rooted in his childhood when
he used to hear the name of Mastureh, whom
a girl school in his hometown of Sanandaj
was named after.
Ardalan, who was also known as Mah
Sharaf Khanum, was born in 1805 in
the western Iranian city of Sanandaj in
Kordestan Province.
Mastureh’s father, Abolhassan Beig
Qadiri, was a great man in his time, and
she studied Kurdish, Arabic and Persian
under his supervision.
Her husband, Khosro Khan Ardalan, was
the ruler of the Ardalan court, but after the
death of her husband, she was forced to move
to the Iraqi city of Sulaymaniyah and died
and was buried there when she was only 43.

A woman takes photos of a statue of Iranian Kurdish writer Mastureh Ardalan in the western Iranian city of
Sanandaj on December 23, 2018. (ISNA/Farshid Ardalan)

Iranian illustrators Sadeqian, Salavati
tops at Golden Pen of Belgrade biennial

“Reza” named best at Asian
Film Festival Barcelona

Beatles album cover
photographer Robert
Freeman dies at 82
LONDON (AP) — Photographer Robert Freeman, who helped
define the image of the Beatles with some of the band’s bestknown album covers, has died aged 82.
A statement on the Beatles’ official website announced Freeman’s
death Friday but didn’t give a cause.
Born in 1936, Freeman began his career as a photojournalist
for London’s Sunday Times and captured portraits of leading
jazz musicians before working with The Beatles. He shot the
black-and-white cover for the 1963 album “With The Beatles,”
picturing the Fab Four’s faces in part-shadow. It became a
defining image of the group and was used for the 1964 U.S.
album “Meet The Beatles!”
In an online tribute, Paul McCartney said “people often think
that the cover shot for ‘Meet The Beatles’ of our foreheads in half
shadow was a carefully arranged studio shot.”
“In fact it was taken quite quickly by Robert in the corridor
of a hotel we were staying in where natural light came from the
windows at the end of the corridor,” McCartney wrote.
McCartney said Freeman “was one of our favorite photographers
during the Beatles years who came up with some of our most
iconic album covers.”
He called him “imaginative and a true original thinker.”
Freeman went on to photograph the covers of “Beatles For
Sale,” ?Help!” — with its image of the band members holding
semaphore-style flags — and “Rubber Soul.” For that 1965 album
Freeman subtly stretched The Beatles’ faces, subtly suggesting
the psychedelic experiments to come.
Ringo Starr tweeted: “God bless Robert Freeman peace and
love to all his family.”

Late Prodigy singer
Flint’s belongings sell
for nearly $450,000
LONDON (Reuters) — Clothes, furniture and music awards
belonging to Keith Flint, the late frontman of the Prodigy, have
sold for nearly $450,000 at auction, eight months after the
49-year-old singer was found dead at his home.
From body jewelry to shoes, some 170 lots were offered “to
assist with the settlement of the estate’s liabilities”, according
to Cambridge auctioneer Cheffins. It said the Thursday evening
sale had raised just under 350,000 pounds ($448,245)
“surpassing all expectations”.
“The night saw strong bidding on all of the lots and we are
delighted to have achieved such a total on behalf of the estate,”
Cheffins said on Twitter.
Three MTV Music Awards Flint received in the late 1990s
sold for 16,000 pounds while an oak and steel bed he is said to
have helped design went for 8,500 pounds. Other auction items
included art and discs.
A figurehead of Britain’s 1990s rave movement, the “Firestarter”
and “Breathe” singer, who often sported eye makeup and colorful
hairstyles, died in March.
An inquest in May found he had died as a result of hanging
and drugs in his system but there was not enough evidence to
determine Flint committed suicide.

This combination photo shows the front cover of the book “This Book May
Explode” by Samaneh Salavti (L) and an illustration from the unpublished
book of “Apple and Demon” by Nushin Sadeqian. (IIDCYA)
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k illustrators Nuhsin
Sadeqian and Samaneh Salavati have
won the Grand Prix and the International
Gold Pen respectively at the 50th Golden
Pen of Belgrade awards, and the 15th
International Biennial of Illustrations.
Sadeqian received the award for her
illustrations in “Apple and Demon”, her
fellow writer Malek Ebrahim’s book series,
which has not been published yet, the
organizers announced on Thursday.
Salavati won the award for her
illustration in the book “This Book May
Explode”.
Milivoj Ceran from Croatia and
Dragan Kupreshanin from Serbia were
other recipients of the International Gold
Pen of Belgrade.
The biennial announced winners
during a ceremony at the Konak of
Princess Ljubica in the Serbian capital
of Belgrade.
Three books published by Iran’s
Institute for Intellectual Development

of Children and Young Adults (IIDCYA)
were competing in the 15th Belgrade
International Biennial of Illustrations.
The three books were “Draw a
Human Being” illustrated by Mitra
Abdollahi, “String Doll” by Mahbubeh
Yazdani and “This Book May Explode”
by Salavati.
The three along with 14 other books
by Iranian illustrators are on display in
an exhibition arranged by the organizers.
“Rolly Pumpkin” by Parisa Alankhani,
“I Am Talking” by Mehrnush Masumian,
“Dave & Apple Tree” by Delaram Faghani,
“The Explorer” by Ghazal Fatollahi,
“Mana” by Malileh Eynali and “Shahrzad”
(The Storyteller) by Sahar Khorasani are
among other Iranian books on view at
the biennial.
The exhibition of the 50th Golden
Pen Belgrade and the 15th Belgrade
International Biennial of Illustrations
is being held at a gallery of the Serbian
Broadcasting
Corporation
until
December 1.

A scene from “Reza” by Iranian director Alireza Motamedi.
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian not very cooperative.
d
e
s
k director
Alireza
“The Dark Room” is about Haleh and
Motamedi’s film “Reza” was crowned Farhad, who together with their 5-yearbest in the official section of the 7th Asian old son, Amir, have recently moved into a
Film Festival Barcelona (AFFBCN) in new complex. Amir is lost in the desert in
the Spanish city on Sunday.
front of the complex, however, his parents
The film tells the story of a divorced quickly find him. Later, Amir tells his
man named Reza who is trying to adapt father that someone has seen his body
to his new life after a divorce while he and this makes Farhad very upset, so
he goes looking for a suspect who has
finds a new romance.
Iranian director Shahram Mokri sexually abused his little boy.
received the best director award for
A lineup of 14 Iranian films, including
his film “Invasion” in the Discoveries “Orduckly” by Behruz Gharibpur,
section, while the screenplay award in “Pastarioni” by Soheil Movaffaq, “Sheeple”
the Panorama section went to Iranian by Hooman Seyyedi, “First Autograph for
writer and director Ruhollah Hejazi for Rana” by Ali Zhakan and “Footwork” by
his movie “The Dark Room”.
Mazdak Mirabedini, were also screened
“Invasion” is about Saman who in the various sections of the festival.
has been murdered and the police are
“Wild Jonquils” by Rahbar Qanbari,
investigating in a club, the scene of the “Divorce Me Because of the Cats” by
crime. They have arrested Ali as the Mohammad-Ali Sajjadi, “Here” by Hadi
murder suspect and are trying to uncover Mohaqqeq, “Yeva” by Anahid Abad,
the method used in the murder. However, “Astigmatism” by Majidreza Mostafavi
the case becomes quite complicated and and “Orange Days” by Arash Lahuti were
the friends of the murdered person are also among the films.

Youth Poetry Book of the Year winners
announced

Audio version of “Football Against the
Enemy” released in Persian

Front covers of the winning books at the 3rd Qeisar Aminpur Awards – the Youth
Poetry Book of the Year.

This photo shows a copy of the English version of Simon Kuper’s book “Football
Against the Enemy” and its Persian translator Adel Ferdowsipur.
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — An translated the book in 2010.
d
e
s
k audio version of the
The publisher plans to unveil the audio
Persian translation of British author book during a special ceremony on Friday.
Simon Kuper’s book “Football Against
“Football Against the Enemy” discusses the
the Enemy” has recently been released effect soccer can have on politics and culture
by Cheshmeh Publications in Tehran.
in different countries around the world.
The audiobook has been narrated by
The book is one of the world’s most acclaimed
Adel Ferdowsipur, the former anchor of books on the game, and an astonishing study
the popular Iranian TV program “90”, who of soccer and its place in the world.

C U L T U R E TEHRAN — The
d
e
s
k winners of the 3rd
edition of the Youth Poetry Book of the
Year were announced during a ceremony at
the Iranian Artists Forum (IAF) on Sunday.
Poetry collections “Female” by Sajjedeh
Jabbarpur, “A Lake Understands a Lake”
by Mohammad Roham and “Sunset of
Pupils” by Bahman Milan received the

Qeisar Aminpur Awards.
The award is named after the
contemporary poet Qeisar Aminpur after
his death in 2007.
“Here’s This Poem” by Amir-Ali Soleimani,
“Fabric Woman” by Nayyer Zarin, “Under the
Fingers of Autopsy” by Rahmatollah RasuliMoqaddam and “Weeping from Stratosphere” by
Foad Siahkali also received honorable mentions.

